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Taking the reins

Bo in

Wall steps down; Breazeale
named Lady Racer coach
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White Sox sign Jackson
to one-year contract
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50-CENTS

Police arrest three involved in area brea

4att
"At
f

k-ins

By MARK COOPER

Arrested were Charles (Chuck) Edward White, 18,
of Rt. 6.
Murray Ledger & Times Asst Editor
Murray, who was charged with four counts
of theft by unlawful taking over S100 and four counts of third
degree burglary;
Three residents were arrested early Wednesday morni
ng - and 18-year-old Brad Ahart, of
Rt. 1. Dexter, who was
and more arrests are expected later today -- follo
wing an charged with theft by unlawful takin
investigation into a string of burglaries in the Hardi
g over SlOgo,
n-Dexter
area by the Calloway . County Sheriff's Department
The
juveni
le
was
arrest
.
ed and charged with six counts 'of
Police arrested three suspects. including a Dexter juveni
le. third degree burglary and five counts of theft by unlawful takfor the burglaries which occurred mainly at t harth
es in and ing over S100. He was lodged in the
around the Dexter area. accoring to polioe.
Paducah Detention Center, according to police.

7fre
MURRAY. KY

WEDNESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF

At least two other adults and one more
in connection with the crimes and couldjuvenile arc wanted
he arrested today.
according to police.
Police said they also expect to recover
most of the stolen
property today as well. Abu: half of the
prope
rty 1;as already
been recovered.
The burglaries included recent break
-ins at the HardinDexter Methodist Church. Brooks
Chapel Methodist Church.
Dexter Church of Christ, Dexter Comm
unity CC71:7
building owned by Roger Pritchett -near
Dexter.

Toyota VP tells what makes their

WORLD

system work

By MARY LAYTON
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

tIOSCOW - Soviet shoppers
.:omplained. cursed and even
..ried after the government
nereased prices on many goods
the first time in 30 years. hut
h the end they dug deeper in
their pockets for more rubles.
Price increases ranging from
250 - percent to 1.000 'percent
went into effect nationwide
Tuesday.

STATE
Jimmy Epling. a 40-year-oid
former coal miner who received
the first heart transplant at the
Unixersity of Kentucky Medical
Center is arriazed at his recovery
'.o far. his doctor said. "His
major concern is that he thinks
we're lying to him by telling
him he's diHrig so well,- said
Dr. Duntel Stamper

SPORTS

Dr. Dan Harrison. 1ssistant Dean of the
Public ‘ffairs at Murray State Lni‘ersiR College of Business and,
'left), presents Alex Warren with a gift for sersing as the guest
lecturer at the 13th Annual
Distinguished Lecture in Business Administra
tion. Warren is the
Senior Vice President of Toyota Motor
Manuf
actur
ihg. U.S.A. The
lecture was held Tuesday night at the NISI
. Curris Center and was
preceded by a banquet.
Staff photo by Mary T.

Bo Jackson signed a one-year
contract with the Chicago White
Sox today, less than two weeks
after it appeared that a serious
hip injury had ended his baseball career.

Layton

Registration deadline for interested local vote
rs

BUSINESS
Stock prices i]imbed sharply
Tuesday-. boosted by computerdriNen trading that pushed several market indexes to record
highs. The Dow Jones average
of 30 industrial stocks shot up
63.86 points to 2,945.05.

FORECAST
Showers likely and thunderstorm possible tonight and
Thursday. Lows tonight 50 to
55. southeast wind 10 to 15
mph, chance of rain 60 perceht.
Highs Thursday 65 to 70.
chance of rain 70 percent.

By MARIANNA ALEXANDER
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Kentuckians who have not -yet
registered to vote have until April
29 to do so in, time to vote in the
May 28 primary elections.
Currently. statewide voter
registrakon is down, but Secretary
of State Bremer Ehrler expects the
trickle of newly-registered voters
since the last election ,to increase as

By MARK COOPER
A proposed creed for Murray
State University', which has met at
least preliminary approval from
student government, was rejected
as written by the Faculty Senate

Kentucky Lake
357.8, +1.0: below 338.4, +0.4
Barkley Lake
157.8. +0.9; below' 333.8, -0.1

Kentuckians begin turning more
attention to the primary elections.
Kentucky. has 2.5 million people
of voting age, according to the
Urban Studies Center at the University of Louisville. Of those, 73
percent are registered to vote.
There are 15,867 registered voters in Calloway County. according
to deputy clerk Marianna Stubblefield. based on current records
dated October 16, 1990.

Broken down by parties, 13,737
were registered Democrats; 1,619
registered as Republicans; 137 voters registered "no preference" and
374 voters classified themselves as
"other."
Compared to the 17.430 registered voters as of October 16,
1989, last year's voter registration
was down in Calloway County.
Stubblefield said some of the
decrease could be attributed to the

Tuesday.
The proposed document, taken
from the University of•South Carolina, is hoped by university administration to help alleviate many of
the on-campus "behaviors that just
are not legally regulated," according to Senate Vice President

Nancey France.
The creed mentions hazing,
cheating and other on-campus
problems and would be used
"mostly as a guide" for students.
faculty and staff to live by, France
said.
"If it's in the creed, students

Man on the street
How do you feel about the increase in
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Subscribers who have not
receised their home-delkered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday .through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

nearing

Gary Dobbins
"It doesn't affect me hut it's a
good thing it's gone up. The
increase has been a long time coming. Other workers -- ones making
a little more than the minimum
wage - should have an increase

Roger Forrester
"I'm employing another man and
I feel it's about time people start
making some money. But I feel
other people, like ones making 55
or S6 an hour. should also get a 45
cent raise. It's not fair to someone
who has been there longer."

Cheap painting
hides copy of
Declaration of
Independence

purging of voters in Frankfort.
Murray State University students
also have not been registering in
Calloway County as much this
year. Stubblefield said.
In the most recent count taken
by the State Board of Election in
February, 1,854,392 registered voters were recorded statewide, only
77 more than in November.
(Cont'd on page 2)

NEW YORK (AP)- A pristine copy of the Declaration of
Independence farinted on July 4,
1776, was discovered tucked
behind a painting bought for 54
at a flea market and may fetch
more than Si million, an auction house says.
A Philadelphia financial analyst bought the old, torn painting
know' what is expected of them."
of a country scene two summers
she said.
ago in Adamstown, Pa., because
The document has already been
he liked the wood frame, said
approved by the Student GovernDavid Redden. vice president of
ment Association and the Under-.. Sotheby's, which authenticated
graduate Studies Committee of the
the document_
When the man removed the
(Cont'd on page 2)
painting, the frame fell apart
and he found a folded-up document, Redden said.
"When we discussed the value, he was completely
stunned," Redden said.
Sotheby's estimated the copy
is worth S800,000 to $1.2 million. The auction house will
offer it for sale June 4. In January 1990, another copy of the
Declaration of Independence
sold for a record $1.59 million.
The owner wishes to remain
anonymous and turned down an
interview request relayed by
Sotheby's.
Redden said the document is
one of 24 known surviving
copies of the Declaration of
Independence made by a Philadelphia printer, John Dunlap,
on the day the Continental Congress adopted the declaration.
The document is 15A inches
by
19/a inches of slightly yelJimmy Weathers •
lowed tag paper printed in
"It doesn't affect me because
black ink.
I'm self-employed. I think the
Redden speculitted Dunlap
minimum wage is still too low
printed 200 copies for distribumyself. There's a lot of people out
tion to government leaders,. the
there making minimum wage who
Army
and throughout the 13
aren't making a living."
colonies.

Faculty Senate disapproves of proposed MSU
Murray Ledger & Times Asst Editor

LAKE LEVELS

Area business executives have been challenged to
examine their human resource systems to determine if
they sufficiently support their companies' needs and
goals.
Alex Warren, Jr., Senior Vice President of Toyota
Motor Manufacturing, U.S.A., voiced this challenge in
a lecture titled, "The Toyota Production System What Makes It Work?" Tuesday night at Murray State
University's Curris Center.
Warren served as the guest lecturer at the 13th
Annual Distinguished Lecture in Business Administration. sponsored by the College of Business and Public
Affairs at NISU and the Four Rivers Manufacturers
Council. Over 100 area business executives and representatives from the university attended the lecture
and banquet.
Warren informed his audience that their companies
can improve their human resourSe systems by doing
the following:
*Take more time (and perhaps more'money) in the
selection and hiring process;
•Better communicate to your employees the company's expectations;
*Instill mutual trust between management and nonmanagement personnel.
During the selection or hiring process. Toyota
determines if the candidates have a good general aptitude or ability to learn, and if they have the ability to
work together as a team, Warren said.
"We believe it's very difficult to train these two
standards," he said. "If we select people with these
two criteria, it's easy for us to teach them the technical aspects of building a car."

Toyota candidates often spend- up to 16 hours
during the selection process for which they
receive no
pay. They receive technical and interpersona
l sk:
assessments, interviews, and a physical exam amon
.
g
other things.
Warren also emphasized the necessity of a comp
any
to clearly communicate the company's expectatio
ns of
all its employees.
"At Toyota, we have learned that our team memb
ers
can do much more than we might ever have
expec
if they are given proper training and directions." ted.
Warren said. Toyota's employees are encouraged :o oice
suggestions which would improve prodt.t.tion
, he said.
Last year the company received s,000
suggestions
which resulted in substactial savings :o
the company.
As a result, Toyota spent th asands of
dollars on
awards for employees.
Perhaps the most important aspect of an
efficient
human resource system is "mutual trust"
tetwe
management and non-management personnel. Wan.en=
said.
"listeri.ng to our employees concerns and
tas:ng
effective action when required are ways
to . htaild
trust," he said. Toyota has installed 3 hotline
in w hich
employees can ask questions or voice conce
rns to
management, which can be done anonomousl
y.
These employees are guaranteed that answers
their questions will appear On the bulleiin board
0.
in a week, he added.
In conclusion, Warren pointed Oil( that "the Ameri
can human resource system can be as competitiv that At any other nation in the world" if compa e as
nies
pay attention to their hiring process. commu
nicate
their expectations and instill mutual trust.

creed

the minimum wage?

Marilyn Newsome
"I think it's great. 1 just wish it
were a little more. People need it.
With the economy the way it is,
everything's so high."
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Swiss official fuels hostage release talk

Fire truck

Faculty Senate...
(Cont'd from page 1)
MSU Academic Council.
Other senators, however, questioned the need for a creed and
pointed OUI discrepancies within
the text including a mention of the
entire university community at one
point but an emphasis of only students at another.
Another senator called We proposed creed "toothless" and indicated that hazing, cheating and the
other things mentived by the
creed have all been regulated by
other university documents/
"I don't know v.hy another document is needed." said one senator.
A creed. if adopted. should
"grow out of the community" as
well and not be taken from another
university. according to senator Dr.
Dieter Jedan, who proposed the
writing of an original creed for
Murray State.

••

WEDNESDA1

trt.

'16•rb--

NNW

Murray firemen remove burning tires from the rear of pickup truck
which caught fire Tuesday afternoon around 2 p.m. The truck
received major damage hut no other damage was reported.

Williams named to Fed Reserve

Countdown proceeds for Atlantis liftoff

In other news, the handbook and
personnel committee was urged to
submit a proposal by the May
meeting for a Faculty Club on campus as N1SU President Dr. Kurth
and Provost Dr. James Booth are
supportive of the idea. according to
Senate President Dr. Ray Conklin.
Possible sites for the club
include the home economics house
located on N. 15th Street. Conklin
said.

CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. , A t'
— NASA today quietly counted
down the. seconds .to Friday's
launch of Atlantis uith a 17-ton
gamma ray• obsers atory
The five-day misstont u::: a,so
feature the first spacewalk Py
Americans in more than Ike lL'ar.
The countdown, yt.h.uh
Tuesday. proceeded un:nterr..:.:,•U
toward a IS
It w •

:he first shuttle flight of 1991.
Atlantis' five-member crew will
reease the observatory midway
through the flight. It is the heaviest
scnti fIC spacecraft ever carried by
a space shuttre and takes up about
hult of Atlantis' t)O-foot cargo bay.
Immense collection devices are
-.eeded because of the relatively
7.:7"C
and random occurrence of
,71.71'1.4 rays, the most energetic
miiaI.or, known. These rays. emitfrom pulsating and exploding
•.,its and ottier violent objects, are
Irttr:•1 the ground.
.• S6141 million obserYatory
s..-vey the entire sky during its
I f at least tvvo years.
• ,
e are cr excited about what
,how we're going to see based
missions and II-1,COrCII-

Murrayan arrested on felony charge
A Nlar.r.ay-man was arrested and
charged v. ;lb complicity to obscure
the id—y of a machine Tuesday
arouhd 4.19 p.m.. according to a
report from the Kentucky State
Poilce.
James L. Lauson. 39. of Rt. 3.

Murray, v. as arrested on
bury Drise for the t,-ense
ing a 1991 S-10 pick..p,
Class D felony. po::ue sa:d

's

Investigation into th.c
continuing,

We Thrive On
Tou h Customers!
Tough cc,storner's art,.
::a sts 'arm home and garde- "ceds we•
o....a'ty products. expert ac.
arc;
e
- States dealer today a- 7, scc.

E CAN HELP YOU...

As spe
tr afford
a! tour

.•, .. •

•

Registration...

NEWS OF THE WORLD

Murray women
to face alcohol
charges after
routine stop

Two Murray women were
arrested and charged with illegal
transportation of alcoholic beverages in a dry option territory Tuesday near Fairdealing. according to
a report from the Kentucky State
Police.
Linda Brandon, 49. and Louise
Hill. 62, both of Rt. 3. Murray.
were arfbsted following a roatine
traffic stop on U.S. 68 at Fairdealing. po
said.
Perm:s. :0 search the vehicle
was obta.7..d after p.)lice noticed
that the car. was sitting low to, the
ground._ pc4ice said. A total of 17
cases of beer were discovered in
the trunk of the car. police •11:..
4
Both women were lodged in :he .
McCracken County Jail. pottce
said.

CLARIFICATION

Grow A More Bountiful Garden...

Grow A Beautiful Lawn...

•••••••-.

Preen

In Saturday's story on onctIiaion agreements approved by the
Kentucky Human Rights Commission. the KHRC release failed to
point out that the number one condition signed by the Craftons was"It is understood that this Agreement does not constitute an admission by the Respondents of any
violation of the Kentucky Civil
Rights Act or Title VIII of the LS.
Civil Rights Act of 1965.'

799

The Flower and
Garden Pieta Prerenter

-11111"16°- Mrdlirg.
• Clam
•

BEIRU1, Lebanon (AP) — The
Tehran radio, monitored in Nicoand Washington severed diplomatic
foreign minister of Switzerland, the
sia. said Rene Felber would meet ties in 1979.
intermediary between Iran and
during his three-day visit with IraSources in Tehran, who spoke on
Washington. has arrived in Tehran
nian President Hashemi Rafsanjani
condit
ion of anonymity, said Iraamid continued speculation that
and Foreign Minister All Akbar nian
officials sensed an unpreceWestern hostages held by proVelayati.
dented "seriousness" in WashingIranian groups in Lebanon could be
Most; of the hostages are
ton
to solve
freed.
believed held by pro-Iranian Shiite "comprehen the hostages issue in a
sive way."
The Beirut newspaper Ad-Diyar
Muslim factions. They include six
On Monday, British businessman
claimed today that Washington has
Americans, four Britons, two Ger- Roger Cooper
was released from a
reached an agreement with Iran on
mans and an Italian. The longest- Tehran prison
after nearly 5V2
the release of the hostages before
held is Associated Press correspon- years in
prison on espionage
April 15. The newspaper has been
dent Terry Anderson, who was charges. Coope
r's release was seen
inaccurate on hostage reports in the
kidnapped six years ago.
as a further sign that Rafsanjani
past.
During the Gulf War, Rafsanjani was ready to help
secure the hosAd-Diyar, quoting unidentified
made repeated contacts with tages' release.
sources in Christian east Beirut. Washington throu
gh the Swiss
Cooper said he expected the hossaid the settlement would involve
Embassy in Tehran, which has tages in Lebanon
to be freed
U.S. aid to Tehran and was reached
hitari,n0j U.S. interests since Tehran
"within the next few months.''
"in direct contacts carried out by
an American diplomat who paid a
secret visit to Tehran last week."
John Williams, president and
We Federal Reserve in the western
The newspaper did not elaborate.
chief executIW officer of Computer
two-thirds of Kentucky and southServices Inc., has been named to a
ern Indiana and provides local
three-year term on the board of
input to the district board in St.
directors of Paducah of the Federal
Louis.
Reserve Bank of St. Louis' Louiscal analysis,- said NASA project ville branch.
The Federal Reserve Bank of Si.
scientist Donald Knitfen.
He is the first person from far
Louis has branches in Little Rock,
western Kentucky to serve on the
Ark., Louisville and Memphis,
board in more than 20 years.
Tenn. It serves Arkansas, eastern
The seven-member branch board
Missouri, western Kentucky
(Cont'd from page II
is made up of bankers and business Tennessee, southern Illinoi and
s and
"New residents of Calloway
people and oversees operations of Indiana and northern Missis
sippi.
County can register through the
different registration drives going
on. or anyone can also register hy
filling out a registration card at the
B The Associated Press
Court House," Stubblefield.
"The cards can be mailed in to
with Iraq should not be lifted until the
ALBANIA
us or dropped by any...time...before
Baghdad regime halts repressive mea
SHKODRA — A top opposition leader
is
sores
April 29,- she said:
demanding the Communist government
investigate a police crackdown on a post
INDIA
election protest that left

Shoulder ft ii 95
Seed Sower LI

4„0
ctA
C.:

at least three
people dead in this northern city There
were fears of more violence today
linked
to the funeral for a local Democratic Party official who was killed in Tuesday's
protest Salt Berisha, co-chairman of the
opposition Democrats, was to attend
the
'oneral for Arben Broci

USSR
SEATTLE — Soviet gymnast Olga Korbut
visited the Fred Hutchinson Cancer
Research Center with her family for tests
to determine it they are among the victims of the 1986 nuclear etplosion in
Chernobyl Kortut. who won "three gold
medals at the 1972 Olympic games in
Munich lived in Minsk. about 180 miles
from Chernobyl, when the explosion
()soured She now suffers from fatigue
and thyroid problems like others exposed
to the radiation, she said in an interview
co
a-s
.
Tuesday for a two day visit.
Tilxiand — U S and Laotian
• . -tay began investigating the
er•cans missing from 'the war
a who were last reported alive
irt 1 aos It'e U S .Embassy said
An
er7t- assy,sookesman, speaking on condiot ancr-ym.ty sad the inquiry was
expected to last - nine days The
current
investigation centers on so-called
discrepancy cases in which U S
.officials say
the Laotians should have
information
They include airmen who were
known to
have sur.vived crashes but were
never
heard from again The spokes
man did
pot now how many cases were
to be
investigated As of March 5, the
Pentagon listed 2 282 Americans as missing
in
action from the war, which ended
in 1975
with c'orrimunist victories in
Laos
Vietnam and Cambodia Of those,
1,665
were Isted missing in Vietnam.
528 in
Laos 83 in Cambodia and six in
China's
coastal waters U S officials say
they
have no evidence that any of the missing
Amer;cans are alive Many of those
captured are thought to have been killed, m
some cases by civilians enraged
by the
aerial bomb4rdment

FRANCE
PARIS -- President Francois Mitterr
and
said today that the U N Security Council
shouiC condemn Iraq for its repress
ive
actions against minority Kurds —
or risk
los•ng poical and moral authority He
said the U N -ordered embargo on trade

sum

N'T-•
599
Fairlawn Vinyl Hose

Grass &
j95
Raoul, Weed Killer IQ

\ MOTTO
GUARANTEE

,

CHINA
BEIJING — China's state news agency
confirmed today what had become an
open secret — that the legislature will
appoint new vice premiers and another
new Cabinet minister during its current
session The Xinhua News Agency d d
not say who would be named to the posts
but reliable Chinese and foreign diplomatic sources have said Shanghai Mayor
Zhu Romp and the head ct the State
Planning Commission, Zou Jiahua wi
be made vice premiers

o'.t.c
'a•es

Roundup

tc

AMRITSAR — A bomb planted by suspected Sikh militants in a crowded mark
et near a police post exploded today, killing six people and wounding 30, police
said The bomb exploded 24 feet from
the police post in downtown Amritsar,
said senior police Superintendent Sanjeev Gupta He said six of the injured
were in serious condition Gupta said
four of the 10 policemen manning 'he
post were among the inbred

BELGIUM
BRUSSELS — A dozen Kurds took ovc-r
the Iraqi Embassy for nearly I've hours
today, taking a guard hostage and ransacking tne
to protest alleged
atrocities against Kurdish civilians in Iraq

GREECE
ATHENS -- Five bombings in the ear:)
,
hours Wednesday destroyed nine cars •r1
the residential district of Kolonaki police
said There were no in;uries Two of the
cars had diplomatic license pales- but
police would not say to whom they
belonged There was no immediate claim
of responsibility for the blasts whicr
occurred over a hall-hour period bop-,
ring at 4 30 a M

PERU
LIMA — More than 170 people died c'
cholera during the Easter week, the high
est seven day death toll since the
epidem
emicb
ic egianueisndalayte January health
said

BELIZE
BELIZE CITY — The U S Embassy has
released the names of the seven Amen
cans who died in the crash of a light
plane en route to Ambergris Cay in the
Caribbean The Cessna 402 of the Belize
City-based Tropic Air was on a 30-mtie
flight Monday from Belize City to the
resort island when it crashed in shallow
water a mile east of the air strip. civil
aviation authorities said Passengers
have tentatively been identified as Paul
Anderson 45, of San Francisco R cha7d
Davie Schmitt, 47, of Glendale Calif
Anne Francis Morris. 58. Tulsa Okla
Barbara Penn 42, Dallas, Texas Harveil
Smith. 57, Evergreen, Colo Jud:th Merrill, 49, Evergreen, Colo Jack Ainut Tal
bot. 86, Tulsa. Okla , an embassy corn
munique said Also killed was the plot
Kam Das Amy Muralidaran of Sri Lar, ka
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Tobacco allotments released for Calloway

tobacco allotments have been
released from the Calloway County
ASCS office. Increases were made
on Burley quotas and Dark Fired
Cured Tobacco Allotments. The
office has begun leasing tobacco
and will continue to do so until
June 1, 1991. Persons wishing to
lease tobacco must know the farm
where the tobacco will be grown
before signing the lease.

transfer limitation has been
increased to 30,000 pounds per
farm, and it will be possible to sell
burley pounds.
The new owner of purchased
burley must designate the tract
where he wants to put the new
pounds, and the pounds will stay
with this tract for contribution purposes. The purchaser must also
grow, or share in the risk of production, for three years or lose the
purchased pounds.
Purchased burley pounds must
remain on the buying farm for

There are new regulations concerning Burley quotas for 1991.
Beginning with 1991, the lease and

three years before it can be leased
away or resold. Beginning in 1994,
burley quotas which have not been
leased away or grown during two
of the three preceding years will be
forfeited.
The new legislation also provides that when a farm is divided
through reconstitution, the quota
which transfers with the resulting
farm shall not be less than 1000
pounds. The new owner can either
purchase pounds to increase the
allotment to 1000 pounds, combine
the land with other land owned by
the purchaser so that the resulting
farm has at least 1000 pounds of
quota, or sell the pounds.

State police officers, civilians
participating in drug testing
Kentucky State Police drug testing began in January' 1991, a voluntary program for all civiliam
employees and swOrn personnel
hired prior to May, 1984. The
program is mandatory for officers
hired after May 1984 (drag testing
for those officers were a condition
of employment) and certain specialized sections, namely the Aircraft Section.
KSP Post 1 at Mayfield has a
total of 55 employees, including 12
civilians and 43 sworn officers.
There are eight supervisors, seven
detectives and 28 troopers. All
employees at the Mayfield post
except two are signed up for the
drug testing program, Post 1 commander John E. Witt said, giving
the Mayfield post a 96% participation rate in the program.
The state police has a sworn
complement of 932 people, with
96.13% signed-4 for the drug testing program. The civilians for the

• • • •

department number 687, and 68%
of those are signed up to participate. With the two categories combined, 84.18% of state police
employees are participating.
To date, four posts and several
sections have 100% participation.
All those who have signed up to
be tested are entered into a computer and the computer generates a
list of between 50-100 names every
other Monday. Once an employee
is selected, their name is marked
and it will not be selected again for
thirty days. After that time it is reentered into the system and may be
drawn again. No one will be tested
more than twice within two years.
To date approximately 350
names have been generated; eight
people have had their names
selected twice. All 16 posts, DE/SI
and a large number of the sections
have had their employees tested.
Also, the entire state police command staff has been tested.

The enrollment in the 1991
Wheat/Feed Grain Program is still
ongoing and will continue until
April 26, 1991. Producers may
elect to grow a percentage of their
base or enroll in the 0/92 program.
Persons enrolling in the program
may elect to receive an advance
payment of 40% of the projected
payment, with the final payment
being issued later in the year.
Persons farming in more than
one county will be required to sign
an AD-1026 (sod -buster) in their
control county before receiving any
type of price support. If you have
a
question concerning your control.
please contact your county ASCS
office.
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The 10th of each month isa\ery impo
rtan
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must recei t day to your city
ve your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to
pa!, their bill.
You see, these carriers are ir,dependent
business men and
women. They buy their papers from
us at wholesale cost and
sell them to you at the retail deliver;
rate
them by the 10th they have to dig down When you don't pay
into their own pockets
to make up the difference,
ilease pay your carrier promptly befor
e the 10th of each
month. They depend on you
wnic
Collection time can he an inc(Inv.rm.:n, their pa!, checks.
:c tor you and your
carrier
So...paying by mail is a ,in;;-:
to .c.wl the bother of
monthly collection

CUSTOM BURNT GARAGES

20 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN BUILDING

Deluxe Models
Vinyl siding
$2,475
rii Car (12x20)
$2,875
$3,175
2 Car (18:20)
$3,575
$3,475
Large 2 Car (22:22)
$3,975
$3,675
2' i Car (24:24)
$4:0
$4
675
$4,175
2''i Car (24x30)
Plus off eve .or 8 fl-rearigir7
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YOUR SATISFACTION E OUR GOAL

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS

BEITER BUILT GARAGE CO.
Melber, Ky. • (502) 674-5530

COCA•COLA
POWER PRICE!

Norwegian daredevil runs
ski hill on bed of nails
OSLO, Norway (AP) — A
daredevil slid down a ski slope
while lying on a bed of nails, news
reports said Tuesday.
Inge V.idar Svingeri. 41, el-aimed
tcrhave sui-vived-qhe run without
suffering a puncture.
For the Saturday stunt, Svingen
removed his shirt and lay on the
, bed of 270 six-inch nails, mounted

PAGE 3A

Remember the 10th
For City Newspaper Carriers

Co—pietely erected. including concrete floors Not
pre lab Carpenter built Ail quality ma1er as
We offer you rREE esornates, references
arid location of garages in your area. and ve -ewarranty
With hardboard siding
1' I car (12120)
2 Car (18:20)
Large 2 Car (22x22)
2' i Car (24124)
Large 2' ) Car (24130)
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on skis. He then slid 500 yards
down the children's hill of a ski
run in southern Norway.
"I am no masochist," Svingen
told the Dagbladet newspaper.
"Abroaa I am-treated like a big
entertainer. Here at home, I'm seen
as a half-wit."
Svingen had predicted a 62 mph
top speed, but his device moved
slowly.

2-LITER BOTTLES
ALL VARIETIES OF
COCA-COLA PRODUCTS

Cave explorer receiving help
CARLSBADi N.M. ;API --Experts trying - to, free an explorer
who broke her; leg inside the
nation's deep4t known cave
organized a blket -brigade of
rescuers to carry er today through
a treacherous 1p4ssage knbv..n as
The Rift.
Emily Davis Mobley. who
part Of a mapping expedition info
Lechuguilla Cave, was injured Sunday about two miles inside the
cave.

On Tuesday, with her leg in a
splint, she was hoisted on a stretcher up the 250-foot Great White
Way, a rock wall with a series of
ledges. said park Ranger Jeff
Denny.
Rescuers talked to her by telephone after stringing a line into the
cave, and she asked for a pizza and
a hairbrush. Rescuers have been
sending food and painkillers to
Mobley, and a ,doctor was among
several people with her.

LIMIT TWO 2-LITER BOTTLES PER FAMILY.
GOOD THRU 1•113191
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PERSPECTIVE

Letters to the editor

An anniversary in printer's ink

Why not competency
testing for candidates?

It is no bad thing, I submit, to
double-breasted vest. I weighed
mark- major anniversaries as they
noon conce
barely 130 pounds. I audibly deepenin rt. Afterward, in the
come along. I am marking one
g
wheezed. The aura of untried youth cello, we twilight, lugging Mary's
now, and ask your indulgence in a
hung palpably' around me. A fresh A news started across the campus.
sentimental journey.
boy came running toward
haircut had emphasized my loving- us, hawk
Early in March of 1941, as a
ing an extra edition of the
cup
ears. 1 was very wet behind
senior in Missouri's School of
Durham Herald -Sun. It was
Sunthem. But Ham took a chance.
Journalism, I learned that I had
day,
These were happy days. It was bomb Dec. 7. The Japanese had
accumulated sufficient credits/ for
ed Pearl Harbor.
the custom at the time
graduation. There seemed to be no
Stan and I rushed back to Rii
'Would you be interested in job as on what was termed to start cubs
point in hanging around Columbia.
"rewrite." This mond and sought to
enlist as flying
general reporter. starting 535
Mo. Time to earn a living!
a wasn't "rewrite" by the standards cadets. He made it. I
didn't. Chronweek?" On winged feet I fled to of New York or Chic
Because I am a Southerner, as
ago. We ic bronchial asthma did
the
me in. He
West
ern
rewr
Unio
ote
n
offic
obitu
e.
aries
With
from
distinguished from a Midwesterner,
the morn- died as a bombardier over
Hamtremb
ling
hand
ing
I drafted my reply:
Times-Dispatch, but otherwise
and because I am day people, as
burg. I stayed at home and wrote
-Will arrive Monday. Kilpa
we
most
ly
took dictation
trick."
distinguished from night people, I
So it all began. I took a Wabash two-piece telephones from on our the weekly Servicemen•s News.
wanted to work on an afternnon
repor- and as other reporters drifted otf
to
newspaper in the South. So 1- wrote train to St. Louis, then a C&O by ters who were out on their beats.' war I covered polic
hospitals.
e.
way
of
Louis
ville
Soon
I
to
was
graduated to a beat fires, City Hall,
Richmond.
letters of application to the Atlanta
the state General
Journal, the New Orleans Item and and on the morning of Sunday the of my own, covering business news
Assembly, the governor's °iliac
30th
.
1
and
arriv
ed
the
at the old Main
federal courts. Ham
The Richmond News Leader.
and the Virginia Supreme Court. I
Those letters of application Street Station. I showered in the thought I had the makings of a feawas variously drama critic, movie
arouse some embarrassment. Railroad YMCA, got into my best ture writer. He would wander over
revi
ewer, business editor, even outAhem! I was 20 years old and herringbope brown suit
it had a to my desk, bearing a clipping that
doors editor. "Every- man a tiger."
doubl
e-breasted vest — and walked had amused him. Could I develop a
looked to be about 14. In an effort
said Hamilton.
to assure prospective employers of into the newspaper office on fourth local ingle? "Be funny, KilpatThe ensuing 50 years havemy maturity, I modestly noted that Street. The building was closed. rick." No assignment is more diffipassed as lightly as the blowing
but
the
heav
cult
enly scent of printer's
than to be funny on command. leaves
1 was "as familiar with the streas
of March. Newspapering
My closest friend was another
of Paris as I am with those of New. ink hung in the balmy' air. Bliss,
neve
r
has
lost its enchantment. To
what
bliss
! And the next morning I novice on rewrite. Stan Kenn
York." This was the truth. It was.
on. cover the world from a press ho..
prese
nted
k
myse
lf
On
to Hamilton and
a Sunday: morning eight months
in fact, quite literally true: I had
a privilege given to only. a lesx ot
went
to
work
.
after
I
came
never set foot in either Paris or
to work
us. To know - the key players. to
He greeted me with a querulous on impulse to drive , we decided
New York.
down
to
Duke
write
against a deadline and to see
inquiry.: "Where did you learn to University. An
old
In any event. I cast my bait and
one's work in print an hour later.
read? All I asked was whether you university, a celli friend from the
on Tuesday, March 25, a telegram
st, would be playhot off the press. is a thrill that
came from Charles Hamilton. city would be interested in a job." I ing in a performance of Handel's
imbu
es a lifetime. Half a century
editor of the News'Leader. It read . could not have been an impressive "Messiah." We went to Duke's
later I still smell the printer's ink
• even in the suit with the great gothic chap
el for the afterof 1941. I reckon I always

4

Dear Editor:
Perhaps my cynicism is unfounded.
Until recently I had been totally
convinced that nothing really worthwhile
has ever come from a political
television commercial.
Then I saw it. Before I could find the
remo
vision set to change the channel, there te control or get to the teleit was.
Half an idea.
Now that's not the ultimate, but it's
undoubtedly headed in the right
direction. And, as I brace for the unce
asing bombardment of my senses
until Ma' 28 with the video vignettes
of candidates with more money
than merit, new hope swells within my•
breast. Maybe a whole idea will
emerge before primary election day.
The half idea? Many of your readers have
recognize it because of a clever disguise: seen it but perhaps failed to
It's concealed in thirproposed
"competency testing for teachers" advocated
by one of the gubernatorial
ho6efuls.
Not that some kind of test for teachers is
a
redeeming social value in the concept of "com bad idea. bet the truly
petency testing" lies ekewhere — in the potential for simplifying the
campaign by drastically thinning the ranks of that crowded field on the
ballot.
.Competency testing for political candidates.
That's how to double the
value of the aforementioned semi-idea. But I
doubt that we see it surface
as a campaign issue.
.
Dwain McIntosh
Route 7. Box 791
Merray, Ky. 4:071

Writer recommends two
for Superintendent post

Dear Editor:
The state office of Superintendent of Publ
ic Instruction has neer
stnpped of its power, budget. and responsibi
lity:: however. there are
twelve candidates running,for the defunct offic
e. fwelve-ohousand dollars
per administration will be paid to the nnin
e candidate. v.ho has no
responsibilities. That's better than the lotte
ry"
I have personally researched each candidate and
their platform. It is for
this reason that I am endorsing a Dernocrato
and Republican candidate.
Both are more than qualified and both hay.:
crechnle platforms. I haye
spoken at length with both.
Democrat Eben Henson's goal for the. :..,1
to
create a self esteem•commission in the Comm
onwealta. He .s a charter
member of the California self-esteem commissi
on. In other words. ENT:
Hinson wants to take the S3,000.00 per year
and reinyest
oto
ren s self-worth. Eben Henson has been :he
mayor of Danvale.
as well as he has served in many other
capac
Republican W.S. Krogdahl also is conterne ities. .
d voth Kent..,•ky•s
children's self-worth: however, Dr. Krogdal-11
wishes' to raise:self-esteem.
by combating illiteracy. He ID° wlll LI — not
waste —our tax, 77 '
reinvesting it in illiteracy programs. D7.
"-0-"
of•-teaching: 28 were at the Unis-ersity of
Kentucky.
1 urge all Kentuckians to vote for W.S. K7oa
aahl. Repari
Henson. Democrat: Superintendent of Pia .c loatroation
Allen Morris
301 Co.lege Courts
Murray. K. 42071

Dear Editor:
Two men from Calloway County are taking part in Oper
atio
Storm support at Ft. Stewart, Georgia in March and April n Desert
. They are
Sergeant Morris Prescott. Box 157. New Concord and
Specialist Steve
Massey.
Sgt. Prescott is a veteran of the Vietnam War and a memb
er of the
• Delta Co. 100th Division in Murray for a total of 17 years
reserves, combined. He is a graduate of Murray Stale Cnis• army and
ersity and
retired from the Murray City Fire Department.
• Specialist Massey is also from Calloway County. He grade
ated from
Calloway County High School and has spent
four years io the military.
part of which he was in Germany. He has a total of sese
n years in the
military combining regular army and reserve. Specialist
Massey plans to
attend NISU in the fall.
Both men are reported to be doing an outstanding job helpi
oes adjust and get back home especially with their loved ones ng her her. If all goes
well both men will be home sometime in April.
Signed:
Bunk Buddies Assigned to the 48th

Today In History
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Today is Wednesday. April 3, the 93rd day of 1991
. There are 272
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 3, 1860, the legendary Pony Express bega
n service between
St. Joseph. Missouri, and Sacramento. Calif. The
service lasted Only a
year and a-half before giving way to the transconti
nental telegraph.
On this date:
In 1776, George Washington received an hono
rary doctor of laws
degree from Harvard College.
In 11.83, Washington Irving, author of -Rip
Van Winkle- and "The
Legend of Sleepy Hollow," was born
in New York City.
In 1865. Union forces occupied the. Confeder
ate capital ot tocnmona.
. Va., during the Civil War.
In 1882, the notorious outlaw Jesse Jame
s was shot to death in S.
Joseph, Mo.. by Robert Ford. a member
- of his own gang.
In 1936. Bruno Hauponann was electrocut
ed in Trenton. N.J for the
kidnap-murder of the Lindbergh infant.
In 1946,, LL Gen. Masaharu Hornma. the
Japanese officer responsible
for the Bataan Death March during Worl
d War II, was executed.
In 1948. President Truman signed the Mars
hall Plan, which allocated
more than S5 billion in aid for 16 Euro
pean countries.
In 1979, Jane M. Byrne became the first
woman to be elected mayor of
Chicago, as sh defeated Republican
Wallace D. Johnson.
In 1982, Britain dispatched a large naval
tic to reclaim the disputed Falkland Islan task force to the south Atlands, which had been seized by
Argentina.
In 1985, the landmark Brown Derby resta
urant in Hollywood closed its
doors after 56 years in business.
Ten years ago: President Reagan. recov
ering from the attempt on his
life, suffered a setback when he deve
loped an intermittent fever.
Five years ago: President Reagan condemne
d the previous day's bombing of TWA Flight 840 over Greece that
left four Americans dead, calling
it a "barbaric, wanton act of internatio
nal terrorism."
One year ago: A delegation from the rebellious
republic of Lithuania
met with an adviser to Soviet President Mikhail
Gorbachev. The U.S.
Senate overwhelmingly approved comprehensive clean -air
legislation.
Jan singer Sarah Vaughan died in suburban
Los Angeles at age 66.
Thought for Today: "The difference between
gossip
on whether you hear it or tell it." — Anonymou and news depends
s.
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Kuwait emirjust doing what he can

Deo-i a.: my better instincts.:I aim
becoming a big fan of the' emir of
Kawait. The spicy old fellow, really
knows how to live. Hes sort of the
tha:a Hefner of the Arab world.
ex„et on a much grander scale.
ay I ratantioned the other day. the
re[:7n to his war-loan
ooel the U.S. Army Corps
neers had restored one of no.
ea,•,,%e noonen, to its former opt.iera
e.
fameture had ar...efixtdres V. ere

the billionaire
cheapskate.)
s.) •Lait lcases a Yacan.es for
one
and that's the emir's loophole.
:le:mes stir's says: At reg„en al' - aorneomes weekly
sad to 7r..117‘ s, oung
:- I harsday eight .onl to
'•

•:‘

wells pumping again.
I'm sure that there are some prudes
who are offended by the emir's lifesayle. But look at it from his perspective. If you've q\.!!1 his picture. you
know that he has a long honker. an
unsightly mustache and the general
appearance of a swarthy- basset
hound. Put him in a group photo with
Grouch°. Chico and Harpo. and you'd
swear that he was Sheikho.
Nature didn't make him a Warren
Beatty. So he makes do with what he
has, which is all a guy- can do. And
what the emir has, even -after the war.
•are all those billions of-gallons of
untapped oil under his any palaces.
If most men were honest - especially- those with droopy- faces -they'd
admit that if they- happened lobe born
a billionaire sheikh. they'd be tempted
to use their royal positinns to turn the '
pretty heads of some impressionable
young things.
So the amorous emir shouldn't be
scorned for hot-footing it out of his
country when the first shot was fired.
And for not returning until we had
chased the had guys away and his
royal boudoir had been prepared.
Who knows? Its possible that the
emir has been influenced by American culture. Back in the 1960s. he was.
a youngish guy. Maybe he picked up
on a popular slogan from those days.
Remember it "Make love, not
war." He's just an aging flower child
.
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no ye and go to court to
ia• home. she has been
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st A I 'rtaY l.';!".k: photographs
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Two Calloway Countians
in Desert Storm support
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-..7-nna eat the emir loin
„
Kea a:us. most of whom
t h.: shortages of water.:
_ But t,ndr Kuwats law-s. all re has
insai and other essentials.
to
do is 'act up on Friday Morning.
, A that he's hack in hi.
yawn
. s,:ra:ch. have a gulp or coffee.
. 'uler domell IS he
and say. 1 dis(nee you. I dis orce you.
I cliyor, :•
That s it - he says it
on,o
tha.
en
marriage
_. ones:
oat (el sigh: ano prob.'
anhough some
et tame iaeohl
..\7?.`•
sn1 sporting. He s •
follow
t1C cncr of the law . but not
s a a -•
h:
.to Arab -American
:old me
The eitaaoi ,.et. who has studied
the ernir ekploits. said there is no
,shortaae of oang: maidens for the
sheikh to deflower. He said some
ande- Is
come from the Bedouins. the nomadic
•...7
la"es that A andar the desert and don:
"
s
He hasoray
an ,nerty that they can:
•
who are h.- Nrmane7:
s.aniel. Others are irom
• :I: is said that they
a.ti tam::as that want to improve

. y.ng.
"The virgin- brides get money,
goods and gifts. lar, not -sure if their
families get in or. the graft as well. hut
I suspect sortie do.
-Future marital prospects are not
affected- for these young women. A
iegaiv divoreet1 woman can marry
again, so her reputation is not
tarnished.
Some of these girls and their
farrillies consoler
a great honor.
They might hope that they will be
as the permanent fourth
wife.
"Fat chance. A: 65. with years of .
experience at this sort of dime. it's!
unlikely that the emir would oversleep or wake up with a hangover and
forget to say• those three magic words
three
So '.77rnav he one ()I the reasons
sou won: he .ce:ng much of the emir
in the news. One of his sons. the.
crown prince will he trying to run the
government. soothe the many angty•
and hungry Kuwaitis who couldn't
flee to luxury resorts when Saddam
invaded, and get the all-important oil

Looking back
Ten years ago
The offices of Calloway County'
Circuit Court and District Court are
closed today' because of the. death
i of Frances Shea, Callow:ay COunty
Circuit Court Clerk.
Named as superlatives at Murray:
High School were Todd Bradshaw,
Tonya Alexander, Mike Tabers.
Claudia Billington. Robert Johnson. Molly Valentine. Chad
Cochran, Valerie Wynn. Robin
Roberts. Candy Jackson, David
Honchul. Tammy Hutson. Mike
Gough. Starr Jones, Eliabeth Sto
and Lewis Bossing.
Murray State University Symphony Orchestra with Prof. Neale
B. Mason as director. presented its

Residents are
encouraged to
write Letters
to the Editor
Letters to the Editor are welcomed and encouraged from
residents of the community. All
letters must be signed by the
writer and the writer's telephone number must be included
for verification. The telephone
- number will not be published.
The editor reserves the right
to condense or reject any letter,
as well as limit the publication
of frequent writers' letters.
Residents should address all
correspondence to: Letter to the
Editor, the Murray Ledger &
Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray,
Kentucky 42071.

annual spring concert on April 2 in
Lovett Auditor:am. NISU.
Dr. Lloyd Jacks. professor in
agriculture education at Murray
State University, participated in
Community Development for
Agricultural Professionals Workshop at Williarnshurg. Va.
THentv years ago
Army' Pvt. -Jimmy L. Harrell is
serving aS a supply clerk with
Headquarters Battery' of 24th Artillery' Group near Coventry. R.I. He
is the son of Marguerite Harrell
d Pa Harrell.
bers of Hi-Y Cab at Murray High School attending Kentucky Youth Assembly at Louisville and Frankfort are Don Lampkins, Mike Boyd; Chris Kerlick.
Ted Howard, Ricky Jones, Bruce
Scott. Bill Adams. Dan Hutson,
David Keller. Ronnie -Dunn,
Richard Story' and Joe Rcsig. members, and Ron' Beshear, advisor.
Carroll Volkswagen provided a

no.y VW bus for the boys to make
the trip to the Assembly.
Lynn Sullivan, 9, scored a holein-one while playing golf with his
mother, Jerlene, and his brother,
Gary Sullivan. at Murray Country'
Club. ,
Odelle Vance of Murray was
elected secretary of District I of
Business and Professional
Women's Clubs at the spring meeting held at Kenbar Inn.
Gilbertsville.
Thirty pears ago
A Good Friday message, written
by the Rev.- Henry McKenzie, pastor. College Presbyterian Church.
was published on March 31.
Murray Municipal Housing
Commission has received a check
for S86.380 to be used to purchase
the land where 62 low: rental housing units will be constructed,
according to L.D. Miller, executive
director of the Housing
Commission.

MiTiray Ledger & Times
WALTER L. APPERSON, Publisher
TED DELANEY. General Manager
MARY ANN ORR, Adverusing Mana
ger
DAVID STOM, Circulation Manager
ALICE ROUSE, Business Office Mana
ger
15 ...155,5y Leaser & lw.5 f LW'S
1011 700)

A Band Boosters Club was
organized at Calloway County
High School on March 30. Officers
.are Lowell Key, Charles Smotherman, Howard Bazzell, MTS. Tom
Walston and Bill Miller.
The Rev. Ira G. Walters is
evangelist and W. Rudolph Howard
is guest musician for revival services at Memorial Baptist Church,
Murray. this week.
Forty years ago
SA Latt Waldrop is serving on
USS New Jersey Navy Battleship.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. N.A.
Waldrop.
Murray Woodmen of the World
Camp presented Murray' High
Elementary School with a new
Merry-Go-Round, according to
Zelna Carter, superintendent of
Murray City Schools.
Robert Moser, son of Mr. and
Mrs. W.B. Moser Sr.. is now in
training with Kentucky' State Police
at Frankfort. He has served 11/2
years in United States Army.
Lee Luvisi. pianist of Louisville.
presented a concert March 30 at
Murray State College auditorium.
Dr. A.D. Wallace, Dr. A.H. Kopperud, Dr. A.H. Titsworth and Dr.
Hugh NI. McElrath. dentists of
Murray, are attending Kentucky
Dental Association Convention at
Louisville.

Ledger & I Imes is publis every afternoon except Sundays,
July 4, Christmas
Day New Years Day and Thanksgivinghed
Day by Murray Newspapers Inc , 1001
Murray, Ky 42071 Second Class Posta
ge Paid at Murray, Ky 42071 Whttnell Dr ,
51'BSCRiPTION RATES In areas served
by carriers $5 00 per month, payabl advance
Hs mail in Calloway and to Benton, 11a:di
n, Mayfield, Sedalia and Varmington, Kye in, and
liu.hanan and Puryear, in, $5700 per year
By mail to other destinations $64 50 per Paris,
year
1,, reach all departments of the newspaper,
753-1916
The Murray Ledger & limes is • member ofphone
the
Associ
ated
Press,
Kentu
cky
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers Associ
ation
The Associated Press exclusively entitled to news origin
ated
by
The
Murra
y
Ledger &
Times
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PUBLIC SERVICEe
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SNAP

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

PTCSS

1-800-432-9346
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KENTUCKY CARROT FOR RUYAN RESOURCES
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Border patrol agents are busy
66 miles of the Rio Grande. But for
three hours each night, all seven
agents are involved in other duties
and the area is abandoned. the
GAO said.

Similarly, a supervisory agent in
the San Diego sector told the GAO,
the investigative arm of Congress.
that one-third of the border under
his jurisdiction is not patrolled.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Mayor
Tom Bradley finally came out and
said what he's been hinting at for
weeks — that Police Chief Daryl F.
Gates should resign over the videotaped beating of a black motorist.
Gates refused.
At a news conference Tuesday,
Bradley appealed to Los Angeles'
police chief of 13 years to step

Gates has civil service protection
and can be fired only by the Police
Commission, a'-five-member civit
lian panel.

6th & Main

SAVE UP TO 700/
DISCONTINUED

Living Room
Suites
PRICED TO
SELL!

OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380

All

Large Bar-B-0
Sandwich & Fries
Special Ciood $259
thru April 6

'695

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Murray

ik Chestnut St.

753-0045

. •••
.

.'

99 $249

25%.

4-Piece
Black Lacquer Suite

$99

Headboard
Dresser, Mirror
5-Drawer Chest

PEPPERS

II
Jeep

Paris, TN

Legal Mumbo Jumbo All prices are plus tax, title. license and doe
fee after rebate
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Waterbed Suite

Bed, Dresser,
Mirror &
Nightstand

Low As
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Complete 4 Piece

*Cash and Carry Only at These Prices—Bring Your
Truck!
*Quantities Limited—First Come, First Save!
*Free Financing 90 Days Same As Cash (Up to 36 month
avails:06)

••

Plush Pillow-Back
Living Room Suite

Simmons
Mattress and
Box Springs

cids 'n
Ends
Inventory
Will Be
Id!

Eagle

642-5661
1-800-748-8816

2400 East Wood

:.,

'
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•• •.
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From

Paintings,
Pictures, Mirrors
and Accessories

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car & truck company"

• .,' . ,' -. •-•''.. ••:.,• • .... . , • . `... • • .••
•
•
•
. ..

Dining Room
Table and
4 Chairs

All

Outdoor recreat ion, festivals, arts, Exte
nsion LL
entertainment, history and more.
It's the best of the Bluegrass,
rh, lk Fortrrbc%:
he Louisville- Lincoln Area. KENTUCKY

..s •

Maple

st,m0

Sofas and
Loveseats

List Price
S19.211.00
Peppers Price 17,376.26
Fact. Rebate -1,000.00

tledgrriurla 16.

Chest

•

WM:t
Odd

111,s188
8 $2811

-800-225-TRIP
.'

11••••••

Reduced to

#1 00050

Automatic
Air Conditioning
Rear Defroster
Tit Steering
Full Size Spare
Styled Steel Wheels
Roof RacK
Rear Wiper Washer
AM/FM Stereo

Queen
Set

RECLINERS

The call is FREE.The publication is FREE.
And a lot of the events and attractions in it are FREE.
Call for the 64 page, full color Attractions
LOUISVILLE
and Events Calendar.
Did we mention it's FREE.

••
.

$4
24
,
D
r
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e
r
'399

Suite

Large Selection

\
4.0 Liter 190 H.P.

4 Piece Master

in

Twin
Headboard

$99

1991 Jeep Cherokee 4x4

•••••••

,,,- • c!• O..,

Totally Waveless

From

Shift On The Fly 4WD

As Low As

CLOSE-OUT
ON
SOFT SIDE
WATERBEDS

Oak &
Cherry
Curios

di

Tables

$3
3
'599

Large
Selection

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

W
Buith
nkie $
11111
Mattress

As low As

Iff‘roff

Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Country Kam
Food ear. Salad Bar
Dessert Bar. Includes Drink

Solid Pine
Bunkbeds

Living Room

Sectionals With
Sleepers & Recliners

g

Friday Night Buffet

171
,tr

,

Sealy®
Bedding
up to

.
(This Week's Special:

Mayor Daley is
elected to full
term at Chicago

'

Sale Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 10-6
Fri. & Sat. 10-8

753-0489

M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.

.7 A ••

We're cleaning out our warehouse and
we're sweeping out our showroom!
All odds 'n ends, one-of-a-kinds,
discontinued and merchandise still
in the box will be sold!

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

WASHINGTON (AP) -- The
Star Wars project wants to use a
radically new propulsion system, a
nuclear reactor, to boost antimissile weapons into Earth orbit,
according to -an arms control group
that opposes the idea.
The nuclear rocket, dubbed Project Timberwind, could be used to
put "directed energy" weapons in
orbit to attack incoming missiles
with particle or radiation beams.
Steven AftergOod of the Federation
of American Scientists said
Tuesday.
The, short-notice launches of
such wtapons v.roulct need rockets
of enormous power. A nuclear
rocket — carrying no crew that
would need heavy shielding —
could probably triple the payloads
of conventional rockets, Aftergood
estimated.
"Any existing system could
really be souped up," he said in a
telephone interview.

.'; v.•

sALIEt).„.0

down, saying, "Chief Gates, now
is the time for you todo the right
thing for your officers, for your
department, for the public you
serve.''

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage

Nuclear rocket
may be used

•

—11

CLEAN SWEEP

Ross Insurance Agency

WASHINGTON (AP) — Iraqi
rebels hope to persuade the Bush
administration to change its handsoff policy on their struggle against
President Saddam Hussein's forces.
A Kurdish representative said in
an interview Tuesday that U.S. policy may be based on such
"unfounded fears" that the Kurds
seek to set up an independent state
or that Iranian -backed Shiite
Muslims would take control of the
country if Saddam were toppled.
"All we want is democracy and
territorial integrity and respect for
Kurdish rights within the borders
of Iraq," said Najmaldin Karim, a
Washington neurosurgeon. "That's
what we want. The fear that Iraq is
going to disintegrate is just
unfounded."
Karim will represent both the
Kurdistan Front and the Kurdish
National Congress of North America in talks with Assistant Secretary
of State John H. Kelly and other
U.S. officials later in the week.
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L.A. mayor gives view

Iraqi rebels hope
for help by Bush

.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Alien
and drug-smuggling traffic along
the U.S.-Mexican border may go
undetected because Border Patrol
agents are busy enforcing sanctions
on employers or their battered cars
are in the shop, a report)cc Congress says.
The General Accounting Office
said a decrease in the number of
agents patrolling some sections of
the border from Brownsville, Texas, to San Diego may bedue to
attrition, the use of agents in nonborder activities and the patrol's
aging fleet of vehicles.
Along one stretch of the South
Texas border, seven agents patrol

CHICAGO (AP) — May.or
Richard M. Daley was elected in a
landslide to his first full term after
one of the dullest campaigns in
Chicago's down-and-dirty political
history. But to Daley, that was a
good sign.
"This campaign was,. a milestone
for all of us," Daley. 48, told
cheering supporters Tuesday night
on winning a four-year term.
"We've shattered the myth that
with a Chicago election must come
bitterness and name-calling."
The son of Chicago's legendary
Boss — the latd Mayor Richard J.
Daley — crushed R. Eugene
Pincham, a former judge running
on the Harold Washington Party
ticket; Republican George Gottlieb.
and James A. Warren of the Socialist Workers Party.
Daley was elected in 1989 to
complete Washington's second
term after the city's first black
mayor died. The coalition of blacks
and progressives that put Washington in City Hall splintered at his
death and never recovered.
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tender. Remo% e from skillet and
pour off fat, leaving about 1 This.
in pan. Stir in I Tbls. flour. Add
cherries and liquid and the sugar
and cook, stirring gently. until
thickened. Add orange and
almonds. Put chicken in skillet.
spoon sauce over pieces and simmer a few minutes. Serve over rice.
(4 scrx ings).
• • • •
Beer Herb Loaf
2 pkg. dry yeast
1/2 c. lukewarm water
1 - 12 0/. can beer. heated to
lukew arm
1/4 c. sugar
1 Ibis. salt
1/4 c. butter. melted

BAKER'S STEW

k

By Trudy Baker

•

April has always been my favorite month. Not only does April
bring beautiful weather and glorious blooms that perfume the air,
and the feeling that the grey dullness of winter is behind us. but
April also brings my birthday! It is
absolutely without doubt the best
month for a birthday. My husband
agrees, as his birthday is five days
after mine.
We didn't have birthday parties
when we were young at McDonald's or Show Biz, just usually the
family at home and Mom made a
cake and had your 'favorites' for
dinner.
Because Easter was usually close
to my birthday, we'd often go visiting my Springfield. Ill., relatives
and since we are prone to be a zany
group when we get together, some
sort of birthday extravaganza usually occurred. One year we loaded
into cars and drove to St. Louis for
a tour of the botanical gardens and
dinner at Stouffer's revolving
restaurant high atop their tower
overlooking the Mississippi. We
had a French waiter who made over
us like new puppies, and I felt
extremely grown up and sophisticated at the grand old age of 12.
The Year I knew I was really
grown up. my older cousins took
me out to a new eatery. The Attic
Tearoom. It was a small quaint
place over a dentist's office, in an
old building. The menus were hand
written on oldslate boards and the
waitress recited a litany of the various teas available. It was all very
lovely and sohisticated and I was
quite impressed. Now my cousins
(remember, I said zany) had
decided if we were going out for
tea, we all needed to wear hats. so
they'd, dug up three huge straw
sun-shaders and decked them out
with flowers and scarves and. with
all that tea, our English heritage
kicked in and, as we always enjoy
each other's company immensely.
with constant chatter and much
laughter. I'm sure we were quite
overwhelming.
Luckily, our afternoon arriv a,
was at a slow period and as lc-4
other customers were present. we
eventually ended up with
ress, hostess and cook at
singing dittvs,,,,my
•
learned in England. This party
naturally processed downstairs :6
the dentist's lobby. where the dentist enthusiastically joined us and
sat down and played roll after roll
on his player piano while we sang
along. Other customers came in the
door and joined ip (I can only imagine their first thdughts after opening the door — we were quite
overwhelming) and we ended up
with a crowd of people haxlni: a
tremendous time on a, beau::
spring afternoon. It was quite a
birthday party. • •
The food at the Attic Tearoom
was good and on that occasion. the
dessert we chose was a •tinzet
Torte. Cousin Jan produced birthday candles from her purse (that's
when all the singing started) and
topped it off when it arrived. it Was
delicious. They also had a unique
dish of chicken with cherries. and
really good herb bread. served with
fresh butter curls. Although J. don't
have the Attic Tearoom's own
recipes. over the years I've come
across some that are close and
especially good if ea:en wni:e
wearing a ft,:ge ha:.
• • • •
Linzer Torte
1 3/4 c. sifted flour
3/4 Q. sugar
2 teas. dry cocoa
I teas. ba.king powder
3/4 teas. ground cinnamon
1/4 teas. salt
1/4 teas. ground cloves
1/2 c. butter. softened
I egg. beaten
1 c. ground blanceci almOnds
2 Tbls. kirsch or cherry brandy
1/2 teas. grated lemoh rind
2 Tbls. lemon juice
10 oz. red raspberry preserve,
Powdered sugar.
Sift together flour, sugar, cocoa.
baking powder, cinnamon, salt and
cloves into a medium size bowl.
Cut in butter with a pastry blender
or 2 knives. Stir in egg, almonds.
kirsch, rind and juice until mixture
is well blended. Chill 1 hour or
until firm. Cut dough in half and
press one half to fit the bottom of a
10-inch springform pan. Spread 1/2
c. preserves over dough. Sprinkle a
pastry board lightly with flour and
roll finger thick strips of dough.
Arrange strips, lattice fashion, over
preserves. Bake at 350 degrees, 50
minutes or until pastry is firm.
Cool in pan on wire rack. Remove
cake from pan. Fill lattices with
additional preserves. Sprinkle with
powdered sugar.
• • • •
Chicken with Cherries
1 broiler-fryer (21/2 lbs.) cut up
salt and pepper
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Murray HI
sweepstakes
Spanish and
Language Fe
Murray State
day, March
In French
place winner!
through third
compete at th
11 at Univt
Lexington.
Individual
were as folic

MURRAY
is A

Stranger!

Searchin g for answers to all
those whorwhat. where questions
about your new city
As WELCOME WAGON
Representative, s my lob to help
ou get over the hurdles of being
a'newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

1{6-olnAutfok
Town
Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Hostess Ingeborg King 492 8348
PUBLIC NOTICE

Bel-Air Shopping Center, South 12th Street, Murray

SOFT II GENTLE

BATH
TISSUE

PRICES GOOD WED., APRIL 3RD
Open 7 a.m. to
41 5c1315EY3

4 ROLL PKG.

HOMEBEST

a _.....---..„

•

i

I
i i

I

L

WITH ONE ruazo
SHOPPERS CASH OR
5
SHOPPER CARD

1

I

PEPSI COLA
DIET PEPSI, CAFFEINE FREE.
7-UP, MT. DEW. DR. PEPPER
OR CRUSH FLAVORS

IDEAL

BREAD
24 OZ. SANDWICH LOAF

'p

38 Oz.
BOX

ORANGE JUICE

22
12 OZ.
CAN

II

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

sunn
Washin

TROPICANA

REG. $1.69 PUREX
LAUNDRY DETERGENT

r&'6
1 taTi's PAPER TOWELS rureA

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

WITH 051
SHOPPERS
SMART 5110

IL

CHUNK IN OIL OR WATER
CHICKEN OF THE SEA
BANOurr

TUNA

T.V.
DI9NN
ERS
TO II OZ.

6,/a OZ. CAN

24 CT
CASE

12 PK. PKG. $3.09

_J

PEPSI COLA
DIET PEPSI, CAFFEINE FREE,
7-UP. NIT. DEW, DR. PEPPER.
CRUSH FLAVORS
talk
PEP5
TWO

GOODS

BONI

REG. 81.39 FRITO LAY

Doritos

-.;r1 tea bags

FRITOS, DORITOS,
OR SANTITOS

POTATO CHIPS

HSE ALL VAR!'
BI-RITE

TEA BAGS

Orilt•

01111F
.
4 LITER
lPLASTIC

ONCH MEAT
BRYAN BONELESS

LOIN CHOPS..

100 CT.
TAGLESS

a

BRYAN BONELESS C

CHOPS

r—L

C •ea—•
'
•••'.1
-2.c-

a as

vir

VelveeW
1>5

BI-RITE

Cd

ROSEDALE

SUGAR

PE29ACHES

4 LB. BAG

FLAR

KRAFT

DDIAS
WNH
LIQUID
BIG 42 OZ. PLASTIC BTL.

VE:
1 1AETA

BE
PAT'
10

WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPER CARD
HALVES OR SLICES

MILD MEXICAN I LB. BOX $2.99

ARMOUR
ROSEDALE

CHILI W/BEANS 15 OZ.
BEEF STEW

24 01.

CORN BEEF
HASH

14 OZ.

ROSEDALE

PEAR HALVES

VISTA SALTINE

TOMATOES

CRACKERS
GOLDEN DELI

29 OZ.

16 OZ.

VIENNA BOLL

LB. BOX

GLAZED

HONEY BONS

44114441

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

CORN, PEAS OR
CUT GREEN BEANS

CHARCOAL

CRISCO

RONCO

1---

OIL

SPAGHETTI
3

$189
)Q.7 LB. BAG

7 OZ.
, PKG.

/I

Si,

-_

48 OZ. BOTTLE

EGG COSTAR]

PIE

MR

FROZEN
GAMUT

YOGURT
ID OZ.

ALL JERSEY

PEPPERMGE FARM

eiuz BONNET
MARGARINE

COMGE
CHEESE
la oz.

LAYER
CAKES

1 LB. QTRS.

17 OZ.

S

6'
9
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•
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place in loaf pans. Cover and let
rise again, until doubled. Bake at
400 degrees for 35 minutes, or
until loaves sound hollow when
thumped. Remove from pans and
let cool on wire racks. Serve warm
with butter.

Food Giant
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APPLE
JUICE
12 OZ.

EL CHARITTO

BURRITO
4 OZ.

pan MEAT
NICK BOX C
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•
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NATURE S BEST

1 NEAT. 2 VI
41111TE LONCI

ATO LOGI
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minutes. Place dough in a lightly
oiled bowl, cover with a damp
cloth and let rise in a warm place
until doubled, 11/2 hours. Punch
down and let rest 10 minutes,
divide dough into two pieces and
shape each into a round loaf, or

Storey's

•'. •

".." •

Hel .
L

2 eggs, lightly' beaten
I teas. sage
2 teas. thyme
3 teas. savory
1 small onion, grated
61/2-7 c. white flour
Sprinkle the yeast over the
lukewarm water and stir to dissolve. Mix beer. sugar, salt and butter
with the yeast. Add the eggs, spices
and oon and 4 C. of flour and
beat until smooth. Add enough
flour until mix becomes difficult to
beat, turn onto lightly floured
board and begin kneading. adding'
enough of the remaining flour so
that the dough does not stick to
your hands or the board. Knead
until dough is smooth and elastic, 5

az=s•

'

•
p
•
.• •
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•

flour
2 This. butter
1 can (16 oz.) water packed pi:ted red sour cherries
1/3 c. sugar
I unpeeled orange. sliced and
quartered
1/4 c. toasted slivered almonds.
Season chicken with salt and
pepper. roll in flour and brown io
the butter in skillet. Coxer anu
cook gently 35 minutes or until
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MHS wins- sweepstakes trophies at Foreign Language Fest
ival

Murray High School won the
sweepstakes trophies in French,
Spanish and Latin at the Foreign,
Language Festival,. sponsored by
Murray State University, on Thursday, March 28.
In French and Spanish, first
place winners, and in Latin, first
through third place winners will
compete at the state level on May
11 at University of Kentucky,
Lexington.
Individual winners in French
were as follows:

warm

Recitation — Melony Stambaugh
and Laura Hubbard, second; Jill
Miller, first in level 1; Brad McClain, third, and Michael Robinson,
first, in level 2; Molly Sims, third,
and Lori Helmich, second, in level
4.
Extemporaneous Prose Reading 1 — Valerie Chapman, third, Allison Pritchett, second, and Chris
Fuhrmann, first; II — Belinda
Lockhart, first; III — Alexis Royalty, first; IV — James Chu,
second.

Oral Proficiency — I - Brian
Flickinger, third; Jenny Bell, second; Beth Rose, first; II — Melissa
Muscio, first; Ill — Laura Davis,
second, and Suelne Chu, first; IV
— James Chu, second, Alison
Ward, first.
Listenfig Proficiency — I —
Noelle Jedan, third, Thomas
Daniels, first; II — Dennis Whittaker, third, Christie Walters, first;
IV — Chris Dill, third, Lesia Nesbitt, second.
Written Proficiency — I — Celi-

na Hutson, first; II —
Marianne Jedan, first.
Gilbert, third, David Chu, second;
French Chorus — directed by
IV — Andrea Rose, third.
John Dailey and Andrea Rose, first.
Frameable Art — Scott Conklin,
Individual winners in Spanish
first.
were as follows:
Realia — Suelene Chu and AlexRecitation — I — Rob Carpentis Royalty, second; Molly Sims and er, third,
and Megan Malinauskas,
Katherine Oakley. third.
first; II — Derek Plummer, second,
Dialogue — Melissa Muscio and and Mary Friend,
first; IV — JenLaura Davis, first.
nifer Fairbanks, third, and Rachel
Play Cast — John Dailey, Greer, first; V
— Daniel Cohen,
Suelene Chu, Janie Martin, Alison first.
Ward, Michael Robinson, Alexis
Extemporaneous Prose Reading
Royalty, Chris Dill and Nicole — II — Thomas Daniels, third; IV

— Chanon Chaney. second, and
Matt Lawson, first.
Oral Proficiency — I — Nick
Jones, third; II — Peter Johnson.
third; III — April Haneline, second. and Kelly Krouse, first; IV —
Leigh Ann Carter, second, and
Matt Lawson, first; V — Daniel
Cohen, first.
Listening Proficiency — I — Jon
Reid. third; Ill — Boyd Hainsworth, second; IV — Kern Sexton,
third, and Eric Niffenegger, first.
Written Proficiency — I — Misty. Clark, third; IV — Leigh Ann
Carter, first.
Realia — Paige Alcott and Ginger Crouch, third; Georffrey Ball.
third in individual.
Dialogue — Kelly Krouse and
Meredith Julian.
Drama — Leigh Ann Carter,
Chanon Chaney, Andy Vaughan,
Matt Lawson and Eric Niffenegger.
first.
Spanish . Chorus - first.
Costumes — Suzy McVey, first.
Individual winners in Latin were
as follows:
Recitation — I — Chris Burgess,
second. and Karina Holden. third:
II — James Chu, first.
Translation — 1 — Darren Gantt.
third, and Aimee Clark, second.
Deriratives — 1 — Dusty Wilson. third, Belinda Lockhart, second. and Melissa Muscio, first: 11
— James Chu, first. .
Written Proficiency — I —
David Ow-, first, and Pike Johnson,
second.
Realia — Ginger Crouch. first.
and Kaylin Haverstock and Kelsey.
Christopher. second.
Construction — Laura Davis.
third. Belinda Lockhart and Kacey
Guin. first.
Drama — Phil Brown. Chris
Burgess, Dusty Wilson, Aimee
Clark and Ginger Crouch, second.
Latin Chorus — first.

Your Locally
Owned And
Operated
Supermarket

6

We Accept
Limit Rights
U.S. Gov't
Reserved
Food Stamps

OD WED., APRIL 3RD THRU TUES., APRIL 9TH
Open 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. Daily
7
r '1

Sunlite Dish

UNSWEETENED

Washing Liquid

ICE

KOOL AID

22 oz.

( WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

BI-RITE

-- PURE
— SUGAR

MAKES
TWO
QUARTS

SUGAR
4 LB.
BAG

=1"

—
(...

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

A
Apir
V

SEABOARD FARMS

SEABOARD FARMS FRYER

SPLIT FRYER
BREAST

SLICED SLAB

CUT-UP
FRYERS

BACON

UNCH MEATS .... 12 OZ.
BRYAN
I
BONELESS OUTER
LOIN CHOPS
LB
BRYAN BONELESS CENTER CUT
CHOPS
LB

1.25 PER LB.

BRYAN BONELESS

FIELD

PORK TENDERLOIN.... LB.

BOLOGNA

LB.

FIELD

BACON

SMOKED FULLY COOKED
LB
EL MONTREY
BURRITOS
40 OZ.
OUSE CHICKEN FRIED
STEAKS
LB.

12 OZ.
WHOLE BONELESS(max ME)
TOP SIRLOIN
LB.
BIG T
HAM SLICES
LB.

OHSE SMOKED

SAUSAGE

12 OZ.

PICNIC

A

,
(
, iiiii
D s

mit

FRESH PORK

s

NECK
BONES

/1 PATTIES

Members of Hickman County,
Calloway County. Ballard County
and Livingston Center Beta Chapters attended the Regional Beta
meeting at Curtis Center, Murray
State University, on March 21.
Melissa Vance. president, Calloway County High School, presided
and introduced the other regional
officers who are as follows:
Angie Berry, Ballard County.
secretary; Kara Samuel, Hickman
County, treasurer; Amanda Haynes,
Hickman County, reporter.
The devotion ,was led by Angie
Berry. Leading the pledge to the
flag was Kara Samuel and the Beta
pledge was Anada Haynes.
The first speaker was Paul
Radke. financial aid advisor at
Murray State University. He discussed how to get scholarships and
loans including many sources of
information.
' Four students at Murray State
University discussed some of the
changes from high school to college life. They stressed the importance of budgeting your time and
getting involved in campus
activities.
The Student Government Association at MSU was discussed. After
a question and answer session,
pamphlets about this and other
school sponsored organizations
were distributed.
Refreshments were provided by
Ballard County High School Beta
members. Students from Calloway
County High won four of the five
door prizes of S5 each and the fifth
was won by a student from Hickman County.

10 LB. BOX

BONUS PACK

HSE ALL VARITIES

Calloway Beta
Club at meeting

SEABOARD FARMS
COUNTRY STYLE

„4
,

LEG
—QUARTERS

BONUS PACK

,,,••••-•••••••1

FIELD S
PRO LEAGUER

1

WIENERS

FIELD'S OLD FASHION

SAUSAGE

10 LB. BOX

10 LB BOX

10 LB.

)
'

32.99

Th
‘
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VIENNA ROLLS

$ Cl'.

s#174;'t

'
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•

GLAZED

HONEY BONS

EL'

Nos
7•••••••c-

FLOWERS: Geraniums, Begonias, Impatiens, Petunias,
Marigolds, Coleus, Salvia, Verbena, Snap Dragons and more.
VEGETABLES: Assorted Tomatoes, Broccoli, Cabbage,
Squash, Cauliflower, Assorted Peppers.
PRICES: All Vegetables S Flowers (except Geraniums)

EGG CUSTARD

PIE

Diamond-filled book
found by librarian

• •

GOLDEN DELICIOUS

40 OZ.

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) —
They say you can't tell a book by
its cover.
Here's proof:
Kansas City librarian David
Conway last week was sorting
through thousands of books
donated to the library when he
came upon one that didn't feel
quite right. It wasn't.
Conway opened the cover and
was stunned by the glitter of
diamonds.
"It made noise when I picked it
up and it was light," Conway said.
"I opened it and all these rings
were inside. I said, 'These can't be
real."
But they were. It was the book
that was false — a box given the
look of a book cover in the hope of
fooling thieves.
Conway turned the rings over to
library marketing director Mary
Ann Van Vooren. She returned
them to the executor of an estate
she wouldn't identify. '
"I'm not a jeweler, but they
were awfully nice," she said.

150
•55

a'55
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I MEAT, 2 VEG., ROLL

$251,1

POTS
•

PLATE LUNCH

,•

Full Tray (30 Pots)

DARN MEAT

NACI BOX CHICKEN
8/$100
TATO LOGS

(5% Discount)

$13.

I..

Geraniums

99'tack

Full Tray (24 Pots)

(r/s Discount)

.50
%
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"Two were at least a carat They
were bigger than anything I have."
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Fraternity lie! s Need Line

JO's DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen,
Murray Today editor

•

CALENDAR

U-HAUL
NUM*

Wednesday, April 3
11emorial Baptist Church events
.nclude: Supper/6 p.m.: prayer
ss.--N.:
p.m.. Sam:tuary Choir,)

F1l1
/
41::
.
MOVUtim

The Shrine Circus, sponsored by Rizpah Shrine Temple of
Madisonville, will be Thursday, April 4, at the Fairgrounds at Benton
. The place was
changed to an outdoor facility because of the high wire acts,
according to
Cliff Finney. Rizpah official. Performances will be at 10 a.m.,
2 p.m. and
8 p.m. For more information call Finney at 489-2289.

IT v
Memhers of Xlpha '[au Omega fraternity at Murray t.mt I nisers
ity
recently assisted %lurray -Calloway County Nerd I me Church
and
Cooperatise Ministry, Inc.. in its relocation from .:119 ‘Liple St.
to its
new quarters in the bottom floor of George %%cals. Ciimmunit% Center. The fraternity members are pictured in front of tht. truck they
used to help transport the furniture. frerirr, refrigcratiirs. etc.. to the
new location. Pictured at left is Dick Hoffman. \evil lire Board president. Need Line is a a sersice organiiation &sinned to meet thr
immediate emergency nerds of residents of \lur '.1 4 and (...1110%ka
County.

President Loal D. Cole of Jackson Purchase Historical Societ
y has set tne
.irig meeting of the group for Saturday. April 6, at 12
at Seven Seas
estaurant, U.S. Highway 641 North, Murray. Following noon
the buffet luncheon.
Murray Craftsman Sallie T. Guy will present a show
tell speech or
--...monstrationlecture on the topic, 'From Fleece and and
Flax to Homespun
a' i Coverlet' These pioneer skills have been almost forgot
i_s so it promises to be an exciting and educational event, ten us Most of
Cole said. Brief
reports will be given by Journal Editor Helen Wilcox, Tour Direct
E_ Wilson, and Secretary-Treasurer Margaret Heath. Reservationsor William
.de by Wednesday, April 3. Checks for $6.50 per plate should * must be
•
Miss Margaret Heath, 1202 Joe Creason Dr . Benton. Ky be maied
42025

p.m./University

Chur,Th of Christ

MUrray Rotary Club/12 noon/
Seven Seas Restaurant.

Bible classes

p.m 'Glendale Road

Knights of Columbus/7 p.m. K/C

Flm Grove Baptist Church events
Mid -Week Bible Study.
Aeteens. RAs. GAs and Mission
Friends ' p.m.

SE% i
• '‘A"

(Jrake ii:iptist Church
('!-,):•lf, :5
i'u St

1:30
3:15
7:00

Teenage Mutant
Ninja turties II IP(si

'Robbie Key at Pittsburgh

THE NEW LOOK
IN DECORATING

9:15

p.m

Class
- Action

1008 Chet.tnut • 753-3314
Open 11:am to 10:pm

302

'27 or 73144003 After II pm

$75 Value Int lade%

I 1(J- ii m‘1\10s.
4-5‘ 7s. 20 Ikall,ts 15 Mini
/ma..(Jrui
.411-0e
(asion
/2

More BIG Portariits! 4.4•10•44ele
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••••&nd n Derek* Kra.. (
!veer ••••••keel A• Honer kr
Ackle•orallf).P4or Sr Pow assell
Prear• (

Offer Begins %%ed.. 1pril 3
sit Doi osv s 3‘I.0

5 Onss ()nl

EffiI 10.
%lin!
'
,Lin Npril
m"pm
•tudo. 01), r),
ND
111EE 1.0( 3111E\ ‘lurra,

l)\113In
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Hurly!Limited Time Offer+

District PTA Talent Show
First District of Parent-Teacher Association will have
a talent show on
Saturday, May 18, at about 6 p.m. at Paducah Tilghm
High School Auditorium, Paducah. The Talent Show Committee needs toanknowi
f your school
is interested in participating. Persons should
contac
t
Sue
McNeil.
1856-3543, or Wilda Oliver, 1-856-3414, by somet
this week, April 1-6.
Registrations forms should be received by April 19 ime
by Mrs. Wilda Oliver, RI
2, Box 371, Boaz, Ky. 42027. The Talent Show is open
to all schools in the
First District, K-12, in the following counties: Ballard, Caldwe
ll, Carlisle, Calloway, Crittenden, Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Living
ston, Lyon, Marshall.
McCracken and Trigg.
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Take the Bryan
Taste Challenge Today
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Save on any Bryan Smoked
Sausage or Kielbasa.
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years. Over 9,000 people' have
already beet' given free eye examinations since the program started,
but -the need remains great,- .saki
Dr. Courtney and Dr. Byrn.
Also involved in the program
were the Salvation Army and Community Action Centers which
established individual's eligibility
and optical laboratories across the
nation v.ho donated frames and
lenses. Murray' Lions Club has
worked with sight conservation for
many years.
The Kentucky Vision Project
was the pilot project for Vision
USA. a national program sponsored
by the American Optometric Association. The project has been the
recipient of the American Public
Health Association's Distinguished
Service Award and the Presidential
Citation for Private .Sector Initiauves for the past IA 0 years.

Address
City State Zip
Rear,e Send rf",s F orrn To
Briar Taste halienge P Q Boa 738
P-)J-1 MS 3973

Jay and Twila Young of Evansville,
are the parents of a daughter,
Alexis Nicole, weighing seven pounds Ind.,
31/2 ounces, measuring 18 inches,
born on Saturday, March 16, at Deaconess
another daughter, Sara, 8. The mother is Hospital, Evansville. They have
parents are Charles and Anne Mitchell of the former Twila Mitchell. GrandMetropolis, Ili., and Joe and Jane=°
Young of Rt. 3, Murray. Great-grandparents
are Pauline Searls and the late
Elvis Searls, Metropolis, Volans Young and the
and Clyde and Opal Hale, Rt. 3, Murray. late Truman Young, Murray.

'Breds Baseball Team/play
UT of Martin at Reagan Field.

Nar-

Mr. and Mrs. Tony Miles of Paris, Tenn., are
parents of a daughter,
Jazmine Leigh, weighing nine pounds, born on the
Wednesday, March 13, at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the
former Cheri Matheny.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Hainley of Springv
ille, Tenn., Wayne
Miles of California, and Mr. and Mrs
Elmer Matheny of Paris.

Alexis Nicole Young born

Senior trumpet recital by Mark
fienningfield/8 p.m./Farrell Recital
Hale F.A Center. MSU. Admission
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\1St: %Vomen's Tennis Tearin3

citizenc'--- p.m. v.:1n Dr-;:ry College.
Bennie
Purcell Tennis Courts.

Meeray optometrists. Dr.
Courtney and Dr. James
Peyree partieipated in the Kentucky
v,,,on Pro2ect's 6ive-Onc-Day
Nlaren..depignated as "Save
,.r V,sion Mdr.th.Dr Court,".'.'y and Dr. Byr rn are
if near'iy a 150 optometrists
'At-ei set as:de one day in March to
e elan. no.rs of professional sernrc.ede eyerricalth care to
•
.
Leal over 40(i
ae.d ereldren were examined
aed .f
prescribed prescrip.er.,es. The optometnsts also
-,‘!e with undiagnosed eye
proside.d treatment or
7 treatment to be pro.: change.
glad to he able to help
eeeple and We plan to conc!iiirf year round as we
e for the paste seven seven

55FOR$1495

herr-•

Graphit design by Anissa Hunt
and photography Leigh Anne
Baer,BS .degree candidates/on
exhibit through April 14/Curris
Center Gallery, N1SU. Admission
free.

I:30

Tv

Alayfest planned May 16, 17 and 18

.•
,

m

Courtney and Byrn assist'
in Kentucky vision project

Rent sour mosiesiat the movies!

Lents, arid Whayne graduate

Sculpture by BFA degree candidate Charles A. Ehrsam Jr./on
exhihit through April 14/Clara NI.
Eagle Gallery'. FA Center. NISU.
Admission. free.

SingIrs Friendship of Paris.
p.m. al F,171T1 Bureau
Paris. Info/Kennith

Bargain Matinees
Everyday
March 30-April 7

Applications are now being accepted for the first Miss Pennyr
ile Area
.._holarshil) Pageant for Saturday, May 11, at 7:30
p.m at Dawson Springs
gh School Auditorium, Dawson Springs. The pagean
t is an official preii- nary to the Miss Kentucky American Schoioarship Pagea
nt to be held in
y in Louisville. Judging is based on interview, talent, swimsu
;gown. Contestants must be between the ages of 17 and 26.it and'evenThe winner
be awarded scholarship prize money and other
For more infor- on or an application, write or call Stacia Peytonprizes.
, 1-797-8818, or write
•
Oak Heights, Dawson Springs. Ky. 42408

- senior

Vi caL's (•iiintnunit

r)

4

Scholarship Pageant

^

H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291 of
Veterans of Foreign Wars/Willis
Center.

liatcl Community Centcriopen 10

3'.
3 2E

Sleeping with
the Enemy H

're second ,n a ser.es of diabetes education c.asses A
4, from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. at Caioway County -ea Cer
,.e of these classes is to provide individuals with d.abetes ano Tre pror
.r.`,ormat.on about the disease to help them .better uncers!a-c a-01 d atetes, according to Jeanne Jones, M S. Diabetes Proga• s*.er ca the Health Center at 753-3381.

trim Indnstry;PL30 a.m..
p.m. Heener,leee.-1850. LB1...

'33
4 00
7 -00
4 30

The Doors

1)iabetes Class Thursday

•

Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club plans trip to Adsmore. Princeton.

Thursday. Xpril 4
National Scouting MuseurMopen
"4 4. .7...4:31)
m.

Career
Opportunities iP613: .73,19
14) •

).1rs Robbie Key is now a patent at Presbyterian University Hosp..t
aL
sburgh, Pa., where she has undergone a liver transplant. Perso
ns may
I her cards and letters to Presbyterian University Hospita
l. DeSoto ar
_ -.a'a Street, Room 9332. Pittsburgh. PA. 15213

"nen4
4
.
4 11
,
040.14#11P'A"P
,• • .
.

Mothers' Day Out//9:30 a.m./First
Baptist Church.

\k,stside Baptist Church prayer

West Kentucky Allied Services wi41 conduct a special
public
g for
Assessment' on Thursday, April 4, at 6 p.m. at Weaks meetin
Cornmun,!.),
!er, Poplar and South Seventh Streets, Murray This
W iiibe 'for deterthe low income citizens' needs in Murray and Calloway County
. a
•1,spokesperson said. The public is invited and encour
to
by g yin.; the,r input for this spec:al service to the aged
community.

'

Exercise Class/10 a.m./First
United Methodist Church.

First Baptist Church events
Bible Study/9:45 a.m.:
Fc:iowship Sapper/5:30 p.m.:
opereh'15 p.r11 Prayer
vnei.e.;:ee,e3o p m
Saretea7v

•

„

Kiwanis Club/6.

First Christian Church events. St. Leo Catholic Church events
Cede:el Choir/7:l5 p.m.
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.,
Liturgy Plan/6 p.m.
First_ United Methodist Church
events ,n.nade. Covenant Prayer Young in Hearts Group/Glendale
Gro4/10 a.m.. Handheli Choir;4
Road Church of Christ/10:30 a.m.
Coni.reational Care and
F171a7,;C Commit:e7 p.m.: Chancel
Murray Civitan Club/7
Cri.): 7 - ii
p.m.,Honieplace Restaurant.

I 'ublic hearing Thursday

• . "'
.•

Murray

Stu
het,

p.m./Sirloin Stockade.

Ch,:r,h of Cnrist.

Styak couple buys home

Historical Society meeting

Mayfest 1991 wili be Thursday, Friday and
ay, May 16, 17 and '8
at Mayfield. Events will include Hot Air BallooSaturd
n,
Quilt
Displays, indoor F.ea
Market, Country Bands, WKYO 'Name That Tune' Contes
t, Ms. Maylest
(male beauty/talent cOntest) and Maylest Parade
. Openings are sti!I
able for any individual, church group, civic group,
&sled in being in the parade. If interested confact band, or politician
Mayfield-Graves County
Jaycees or Chamber of Commerce at 1-247for flea market venders and for venders for 61110 There are still openings
profit to set up on Satufs•ai
Anyone interested should contact Carol Waggoner.
1-623-8008, before Apr,.
15

YMCA

Creek I

By PA

The Department of Accounting and Beta Alpha Psi, honora
ry accounting
fraternity at Murray State University. will sponsor the
free
Volunt
eer Income
Tax Assistance Program to low-income taxpayers,
citizens and students. This will be each Friday at 12 noon in Room senior
302, Business Building.
MSU, through Friday. April 12 Each one should bring
W-2 and other pertinent tax information. Parking spaces will be reserved for
VITA in the Businpss Building's parking lot parallel to North 16th Street. For
information call
--j2-4193.

Two local persons completed degree work at the
ity of Kansas
.awrence, Curing fall semester 1990. They include BenUnivers
Education - Curriculum AN. son of Holland Lents of Hoi.and Lents, MSE
100 Eat 17th Court,
Benton: and Laura Lee Whayne, MA Gedgrac.ny, daught
er of Dr. and Mrs
Harry' U. Whayne, formerly of Murray

Cam
day. rc
dren w
It will

and

Al-Anon closed
p.m./Senior Citizens'
Center, Benton. Info/759-4059 or
753-7663.

Murray Overeaters Anonymous/

Bible classes"7

Tax help available

4.

AA

meetings/8

beginners 5:15 p.m./regular 5:30
p.m./Ellis Community' Center.

The Singles Organizational Society will meet Thursday, April 4,
from 7 to
.10 p.m. at Curris Center, Murray State University. Norma
be hostess for
tne event to include ping pong, bowling and pool. This is awill
nonprofit support
and social group for all single adults whether always single,
divorced or widowed. For more information call Pamela, 753-76 separated,
38, Jeanne.
753-0224, Mary, 1-527-0115, or Margaret. 1-247-2249

'
e•

Open meeting of Narcotics
AnonymousT7 p.m./Parish Center.
St. Leo Cath.olic Church.

National Scouting %iuseunyopen
Q a m.-4
p.rn. .

Singles' event Thursday

"•

Thursday, April 4
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Asthma camp civailable Grady and Jones vows solemniz
ed at Green Plain

LOUISVILLE - Children from
Kentucky with asthma have a
unique opportunity to attend a
special summer camp sponsored by the American Lung Association of Kentucky and Kosair Children's Hospital
Camp Superkids is a seven
day. residential camp for children with asthma, ages 7 to 13.
It will be held June 9-15 at the
YMCA Camp Piomingo at Otter
Creek Park. 30 miles southwest

of Louisville.
The cost to attend the camp Is
$50 per person. Financial
assistance will be available for
those who qualify. Pre application forms must be
completed and returned by April
12.
To register and get more information about Camp Superkids call the American Lung
Association of Kentucky. tollfree at 1 -800-366-lung or 3632652.

Study suggests high-fiber diet
helps in fight for breast cancer.
By PAUL RECER
AP Science Writ•r

WASHINGTON — Eating foods
high in fiber may help protect
against breast cancer, researchers
say. in a study suggesting broader
benefits for a substance already
,thought to help in preventing colon
cancer.
In the study, published April 3 in
the Journal of the National Cancer
Institute, the researchers reported
that laboratory rats fed high-fiber
diets developed many fewer, breast
tumors than rats who received little
or no fiber.
"We found that by doubling the
amount of fiber in a diet that is
similar to our Western diet, you
can significantly reduce the amount
of mammary cancer, down .to the
level of a low-fat diet,'' said Leonard Cohen, a research scientist at
the American Health Foundation in
Valhalla, N.Y.
"It shows that the fiber itself
contains substances which, when
they get into the blood stream, will
inhibit the formation of a mammary tumor," he said. "What
seems to be happening is that fiber
by some magical means that we
don't understand is creating
changes in the hormone system
which protect against breast
cancer."
The researchers'.report said the
way fiber might work against
breast cancer seemed different
between rats and humans, but they
still said the new findings "suggest
that dietary fiber may function as
an antipromoting agent in human
breast cancer."
Cohen said there have been
many studies that suggest fiber in
the diet can help prevent colon
cancer but none to see if a highfiber diet would have any effect on
breast cancer.
He and his team used four

Vicki Jane Grady and Mickey
Jones were married in an afternoon
candlelight ceremony at Green
Plain Church of Christ.
Gilbert Gough., minister of the
church, officiated at the ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Ws. Raymond Hayes Grady of
1601 Martin Chapel Rd., Murray.
She is the granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Athy Warren Jackson,
Mrs. Mary Emma Grady and the
late Raymond Taylor Grady, all of
Union City, Tenn., and the late
Mrs. Louise Boner Jackson, Nashville, Tenn.; and the greatgrandmother of Mrs. Nell Grady of
Troy, Tenn.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Jones, 807 Guthrie,
Murray.
He is the grandson of Mr, and
Mrs. Conrad DePriest and of Mr.
and Mrs. Cantrell Jones. all of
Murray; and the great-grandson of
Mrs. Virginia Peters of Murray..
Vocal music was presented by
Leigh Ann Steely, Raybo Dunn.
Wendy Parker and Leland Steely.
Two spiraling brass candelabra
entwined with greenery and decorated with white flowers and satin
fows formed the outline for the
center arched candelabrum and
bouquet of white gladioli. Green
ferns in brass stands with white
bows added to the setting. The
family pews were marked with
large white satin bows and white
floral streamers.
The bride was escorted by her
father and given in marriage by her
parents.
_
She 'ore a white bridal gown of
shimmering organza and Alcncon
lace featuring a Queen Anne-neckline with basque bodice accented in
hand sewn pearls and iridescent
sequins. The long fitted Victorian
sleeves came to a point at the top
of the hand and were highlighted
with pearls and sequins. The
straight fitted skirt flowed into a
full skirt below the knees and
extended into a full back skirt featuring pearl strands and a bow

accent while flowing into a chapel
length train.
Her tiara of pearls and iridescent
sequins featured a fingertip veil of
illusion. She carried a bouquet of
silk burgundy roses, baby's breath
and greenery entwined into a scepter with burgundy ribbons.
Mrs. Cindy Bailey was matron
of honor and Miss Missy Poat was
bridesmaid. They wore navy blue
satin tea length dresses and carried
scepter bouquets of burgundy
roses, baby's breath, greenery and
burgundy ribbons.
Ashley Gillum of Mayfield, cousin, of the bride, was flower girl.
She wore a white cotton batiste
dress.
The groom wore a doublebreasted black tuxello with a full
satin lapel and self faced collar. He
had a white rose boutonniere
trimmed with pearls.
Best man was Lance Allison and
groomsman was Timothy Wilson..
Raymond Grady and David Grady.
brothers of the bride, v.ere ushers
They wore black - tuxedoes With
white rose boutonnieres.
Ring bearer was Matthew Bailey
who wore a navy blue suit and
miniature boutonniere.
The mother of the bride wore a
teal blue satin brocaded suit. The
groom's mother wore a teal green
dress trimmed with pink. Their corsages were of burgundy silk roses
accented with pearls. greenery and
iridescent ribbon.
The grandmothers wore corsages
of v.•bite sik roses with greenery.
and iridescent ribbons.
A reception followed the ceremony with Vicki and .1:rnmy Geurin in charge.
Serving were Mary Ann Geurin
and Donna Jackson. Nashville.
Nancy Hoback. Mayfield. and
Beverly Grady. Union City. all
aunts of the bride.
The. tables were decorated w In
large bouquet sof white lace and
navy blue satin . roses filled with
bird seed for the guests. After a
short v.edding trip, the couple ,s

groups of 30 rats each and gave
them injections of a drug that
causes breast cancer.
Three days later, the groups of
rats were started on four diets with
different levels of fat and fiber.
One group got a high-fat diet and
no fiber, another got a high-fat diet
with fiber; a third got low fat and
low fiber, while the fourth got low
fat and high fiber.
Cohen said the fat used was corn
oil and the fiber was a white wheat
bran.
Fifteen weeks after the study
started, 90 percent of the rats on
high-fat diets without the fiber supplement were found to have developed breast cancer, compared with
66 percent of those on high-fat,
high-fiber diets. Sixty-three percent
of the rats on low-fat diets without
fiber supplements had tumors compared with 47 percent for those on
low -fat, high-fiber diets.
Numerous studies have indicated
that high-fat diets, such as those of
many Americans, tend to promote
breast cancer.
Cohen said, "There have been
studies that show fiber contains a
lot of chemicals that could have
effects beyond the digestive system," but he still called the new
findings "a great surprise."
He said it was not known which
were the protective chemicals in
fiber, but that important changes
were found while the scientists
were studying the blood of the rats.
"We found some of the chemical changes that we see in the animals have also been picked up in
humans who eat a high-fiber diet,"
"Where the price and service.
he said. Cohen noted that breast
cancer is known to be rare in
makes the pill easier to swallow."
groups that eat a large amount of
fiber in their diets.
The journal that printed the
study is published by the National
Glendale at Whitnell
753-4175
Cancer Institute, one of the NationHours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
al Institutes of Health.
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Mr. and Mrs. Mickey Jones
now residing in Murray.
Out-of-town guests included Mr.
and Mrs. Kent Geurin,. Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Jackson, April and
Jonathan, Nashville; Mrs. Nanc
Hoback, Mr. and Mrs. Danny Gillum, Ashley and Samantha, Mayfield; Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Grady.
Miss Mary Margaret Grady. Mr.
and Mrs. Warren Jackson and Mrs.
Mary Emma Grady. Union City.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Blair, Tennessee Ridge. Tenn.
A rehearsal supper was hosted
by the groom's parents at Sirloin
Stockade. The bridal couple presented gifts to their attendants.

Bridal events in,. a a .
following:
A shower by lad.,
Plain Church of Christ in
ity Room of North Branch 0:
ples Bank;
A shower, hosted hvLink e
Rogers and Paula Marvin.
same bank;
A personal shower.
Cindy Bailey. and Mi,,\
Hospitality Room.
Branch of Bank of Murra‘.
A luncheon, given by
Geurin, Donna
at the Geurin

r1 - Anniversary Special!
$25 OFF

eo+ie Ettollz

Any complete pair
of
eyeglasses
See the difference Hometown Quality makes Compare our prices de SAVE.

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

Summers f(jliitical
Olyntitte Plaza .A1 rray
753-7%3
Jeff Summers, Llscensed Optician •Offer good thru ‘pril 30, 1991

•

Return of Gulf War troops
sends area liverie sales soaring
CLARKSVILLE. Tenn. (AP) — The return of troops
from
Gulf War — and the anticipated homecomings of' soldier the Persian
s still in the
Middle East. are sending lingerie sales soaring.
Sales of silky underthings are especially high in Clarksv
ille. Frederick's of Hollywood reports a 300 percent sales surge boost
at its store in
the city near Fort Campbell, Ky.
"We have other stores that are doing well with 200
percent and 100
percent increases, but nothing like Clarksville," said Ellen Appel,
a Frederick's spokeswoman. "It completely took us by
surprise."
The 180-store lingerie chain based in Los Angeles has had
to restock
the Clarksville outlet with lingerie from nearby stores, said
manager Peggy Bedard.
Sales started soaring at all of the chain's 66 stores located
near
bases when President Bush said troops would begin returni military
ng home,
Appel said.
Sales are up 206 percent at the Frederick's of Hollywood
in Plaza
Camino Real in Carlsbad, Calif., near the Miramar Naval Air
Base in San
Diego.
"It's spread like wildfire." Bedard said. "We'll have ladies
come in
and the next day they'll come back with two or three of
their friends.
"Price doesn't seem to be an object now. I think they're so
happy to
have their loved ones home and safe, that price just doesn't enter
into it."

$4.00 on-1
Spring Special
One 8 x 10
Two 5 x 7's*
10 Wallets
& 9 Mini -Portraits

Plus a FREE
Traditional 8 x 10! p
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Floral & Print
Dresses

with COUGOn
95 srhrt;

Last Visit Before Mother's Day
paw.

Take An Additional

otwoug• ,nclucts ttionons,
°my ,r14 ono opicir ow.aqt
tutttc! &to, •^0
Orc•frorrcts ere specm wroct. pcorrsts •ct ortoad• lic•Arnsio p•c••9•
Nor .•ao
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SHOOTING DAYS/DATES: Thum through Mon. April 44
PHOTOGRAPHER HOURS: Dady 10 a.m.-7 p.m. Sunday 12-5:30
Hwy. 641 North, Murray

Knit Tops Shorts
* Novelty Shirts
* Lycra Leggins

Party Pant
Jumpsuits
Take An Additional

25% Off

Your () QQ
Choice: .7 AlCI

Junior * Misses * Halfsizes
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Scout Museum exhibit salutesiratriotism

'

A special exhibit of symbolic
paintings by five prominent American illustrators salutes the spirit of
patriotism at the National Scouting
Museum in Murray.
According to Mark Hunt,
museum director, the paintings are.
being displayed for the first time in
;tic museum' six-year history at
.rray. "Although they are part of
permanent collection, they
no: been displayed before,"
says Hum.
The five artist/illustrators repre,cme,t in this exhibit include J.C.

•
.1. •

TRENT-TO-OWN'

Specials
Remote VCR with on
:ceen s8°41 per w k.
Remote 10" TV
S
0(w) per A% k.
Quasar
riainment Center
064
' per wk.
With this ad-

•

Leyendecker, who, like Rockwell,
illustrated covers of the Saturday
Evening Post and also created the
Arrow Collar Man. Leyendecker's
work includes the original painting
repoduced as the World War 1, Liberty Bond post in 1918. The work
features images of Miss Liberty
and a Boy Scout.
Other artists represented include
Dean Cornwall, an illustrator and
muralist; Howard Chandler Christy
whose mural, "The Signing of the
Constitution" is located in the
Capitol Rotunda in Washington.

I.R.A.
8.1%
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Joy Thomas won first for "Burning Bush" pastel.
With her is Hazel
vice president, Murray Art Guild.

DRIVER'S SIDE AIR BAG

'99995

1991 Dodge Spirit

2.5 Lter El
Automat
Air Coro cr.rg
5C/50 So _t Bercr.S.?..a7
Power. VI ^ccws.
Locks. M "crs
7 t - Cr t se
AM,FM Stereo

List Price
$13607.00
Peppers Price 12.628.95
Fact. Rebate - 1.000.00

COnpOret•M

Ti)11)A'
right encot
these Arlo
them to fin
they love It
•sill deligh

91,628"

Sale Price

John Goodell received Wallis Drugs Award for his watercolor,"Wars,
Heroes and Hope on an Autumn Morn."

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car & truck compan
y'

Hrs. 7:30-5:30 M-F, 7

phimouth

Oodge Taos gat.

2400 East Wood

642-5661
1-800-748-8816
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Murray Art Guild has released pictures of the winners in its
second
annual competition, "Regional Images." Roy Davis was judge
for
the
show.
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D.C.; Joe Csatari, a man v.ho
worked closely with Norman Rockwell at BSA and later took Rockwell's place as BSA's chief artist/
illustrator; and James Bingham
who animated Army Aii Force
films during World War II. He
later illustrated the "Perry Mason"
stories and other serials in the
Saturday Evening Post In all, a
total of six new paintings are part
of the patriotism exhibit.
"We thought this would be a
good time to salute patriotism
through these inspiring artists."
Hunt told an opening-day audience
at the Museaum. "Love of country.
regardless of political belief, has
always been an important part of
Scouting," he said.
1991 is the first time that the
Museum has opened in March. It
will remain open until Nov. 311.
Hunt says that, while the new exhibit is probably temporary. there are
•
21111111ortomillilE.
no immediate plans to replace it in
Member
s
Murras
of
‘Voman
's
Club
met
Monday
to plan for the N1urray•Calloway Counts 1.air Queen
1991.
Contest to he Mortila„luls 29, at 7 p.m. at Losett Auditorium. Murray
The patriotism exhibit is
State L nisersit. Gem Reed.
2encral chairman, and Barbara Brandon, president, distributed packets to each
one of five additions or expansions
of the departm
specific duties for each of the 10 departments. This is one of the main money making projects ents with
to the Museum for 1991. A nes..
of the club
sshiih usualk derises enough funds to pay the annual insurance premiu
display of recently -acquired S,.outms on the club house. Members
%%ill be calling on local merchants for sponsorships later this spring.
ing memorabilia, special education
Leigh Baker. 1990 Queen, will he
present
programs for school groups. neviy
: Cindy to crown her successor. Pictured, from left, front row, seated. Cathy Young, Ashley Dunn, guest.
Dunn. Yanda Gibson, Marelle Andrus, standing. Leah Hart. Charlotte Barker,
displaced bronze statuary, and a
Gerry Reed, Eva
‘lorris.
-Mary Welts. Anisa Mahfoud and Peggy Billington.
special setset of stories by the
museum's live storytellers. hase
Staff photo b• Jo Ilurkten
been added to older favorite exhibits and activities. The museum
also features 28 onginal oil paintings by Norman Rockwell. Amen YK •Vr. AP) - Here are
7 (14) "Unsolved Mysteries," NBC,
14 (17)
' \BC, 15 4. 14 3
can's best-loved artist. Five ..)1
16 A. 15 6 million homes.
- 11r.gs as compiled
million homes
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bited in Murray for the first t:rne.
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Videos," ABC, 154, 14 3 million homes
Hst:ngs include the 16.6.
8 (21) "1. A Lay,- NBC, 16.6, 15.5
Hunt said that the Museum hia,
16 (5) "The Cosby Shovi.," NBC.
•
full season- million homes
15.2. 11.2 million homes
plans to celebrate the hue nn
...
;7arenteses. rat10. (16) "Family Matters," ABC, 16.5.
of the Bill of Rights by.
17 (IR) "In the Heat of the Night."
:
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p',177;:71theses denotes
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million h.,,nes.
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•- •• s ^-esLT,tation. A rat- 153
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12. (45) "Wings," NBC, 16.2. 15.1
support area schools an.: ar:s
:u percentage of the million hornet_
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groups with education ;270:7",17.1s.
' 'on TV homes.
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'Academy Awards' listed at top in ratings
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Graham-Darnell wedding on May 16
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy D. Graham
of Murray announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Ginger Gayle, to
Anthony Craig Darnell, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Brooks Darnell of
Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Robinson and of Mrs. Hontas Graham Hutson, all of Murray. She is
the great-granddaughter of Mrs.
Helen Robinson, also of Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson
of Mrs. Mildred Canady and the
late Mason Canady, and of Mr. and
Mrs. Virgil Darnell, all of Murray.
Miss Graham, a 1986 graduate of
Murray High School, is currently
employed as a beautician at Country Cuts in Hazel.
Mr. Darnell is currently employed at Dame11's Body Shop in
Murray.
A private ceremony is planned
for Thursday. May 16, at the home
of the bride-elect's parents at 505
Richardson St., Murray.
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Ginger Galllc Graham,
fiancee of Anthonv Craig Daniell

The two-day conference takes an
educational approach to exploring
the treansitional stages of the aging
procesS, focusing on the physical,
emotional and spiritual well-being
of the individual.
Participants will exchange ideas
and explore techniques for living
and working successfully in an

c aret
het ore
making a romantic. commitment_
PISCES Feb. 19- \larch 211i• Yoncan he a nit). er Mid •11.1L- r 14
Phone calls andg::it,c Li•tetita
ings help you ne
better deal
Ask tor top dollar and %oti Y% ill get it!
Attend group

(

TODAY'S CHILDREN are bright and evceptionall% artiL utak:. \1 oh the
right encouragement. they can reach great heights. Curious and energcn,..
these Aries havt! a tendency to scatter their energies too yy idely laga image
them to finish one project before launching another. True "pail% animals.the% love to socialize and he in the limelight. They thri% c on competition and
N ill delight in vanquishing their romantic rivals.

I. I
••••••••7.6
••••

Cthilt cA,161,

306 Main St.
759-4979

Check Us Out
When you have a facility as good as ours,
you let it speak for itself.

repetition and growth in their hand

753-7283

The researchers identified 13 frequent hand motions that made up
most of the manual babbling and
that betvveen the 12th and 14th
months the infants began stringing
meaningless sequences together
that resembled sentences. The hand
sIgnals resembled elements of sign
language.
"Iii;hh::ng is thus the mechanism by which infants discover the
map between the structure of language and the means for producing
this structure,'' the study said.
Science is :he magazine of the
American Association for the
Advancement of Science.

Wuri-nli • Finest findies

tie0,ti v'"
970 Chestnut St.

CHECK OUT OUR
LARGE SELECTION OF
PRE-OWNED RIDING & PUSH MOWERS ,,_0•!2,
AND GARDEN TILLERS
*
-Prices To Fit Any Budget"Or

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St.

753-2571 or 753-4110

EOnMY RATES
t2J COMPAR
•Healt
•LIfe
h -Annuities
-Nursing Home -Cancer Policies
•Medicare Supplements

Purdom, Thurman &
McNutt

Dan
McNutt, AAI
753-4451

407 Maple St.

REASONABLE PRICES
AND SO MUCH MORE!
What's Your Blood Pressure?
has high blood
pressure. It can be
controlled. You and
your doctor can do it
together.

2.Rent

a seeder/spreader to
fertilize and sew seed.

Find out by
using the
Automatic Blood
Pressure Computer

3.Rent a lawn roller to smooth
and compact the yard.

A FREE COMMUNITY SERVICE OF

We also rent tillers, riding mowers,
'\
push mowers & trimmers.

• `•

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

announces that

VALERIE McCLURE
formerly of New Angles
has joined their salon staff.

Open: Mon.-Fri. 9-7, Sat. 9-5:30
24 Hour !•irrrire Arailahlr

763-0882

Dixieland Shopping Center
Hours: 10 a.m.-7 p.m. Thurs. & Friday

Glendale at Whitnell
753-1175
;
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1. Rent an aerator to prepare
your lawn for seeding.
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3 steps to a
beautiful lawn. . .
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Report on development
of deaf babies released

Kirksey tryouts Saturday

h0.1”,:ope

'

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lamb offitt. 7, Murray. y'.ill celebrate their
25th wedding anniversar ,Aith a reception to be Sunday. \pH 7,
from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Community Room of \orth Branch of Peoples
Bank. No invitations will he sent. All friends and relatiy es are imited
to attend. Mr. and Mrs. Lamb were married 1pril 9. 1966, at the
home of Henry Hargis, Church of Christ minister. Their witnesses
were Kay Lamb and Ronnie Pea. Mrs. Lamb, the former Mary Ann
Carroll, is the daughter of Mrs. Ntodena Carroll and the late Fred
Carroll of Murray. She is employed at JCPenney of Murray. Mr.
Lamb is the son of Charles and Barbara Lamb of Coldwater. lie is
employed by General Tire and Rubber Company of Nlayfield. The
Lambs have two daughters. Felisha, 20. and Shana, 15.

aging society. Registration will
began at 11 a.m. on Monday, April
29.
Anyone interested in promoting
the positive aspects of growing older, either personally or professionally is Welcome to attend. Conference participants are not required
to be a membet of KAG, however,
interested persons are invited to
Join.
"Aging can be a time of introspection, wisdom, self-acceptance
and therefore, integrity," said keynWASHI
Kirk,sey Ball Club Sign-Up and Tryouts will be Saruni41. April 6.
In a
ote. speaker Dr. Barbara signific NGTON (AP)
12 noon to 2 p.m. at the ball park. located at the old Kirkse!: School
ant report on the developHuddleston-Mattai, associate pro- ment
of language in infants,
and behind Kirksey United Methodist Church on Highwa‘ 299.
fessor of Social Work, Buffalo researchers
have found that deaf
Try-out times are as follows: T-Ball, 9 to 10 a.m.: G.9 to II) a !!•-iy
State. University College.
babies "babble" with their hands
Park League, 10 to 11 a.m.: Kentucky League. 10 to 11 a.m.:
Huddleston-Mattai is a well- in the same
way hearing babies
League. 11 a.m. to 12 noon; Pony League. 12 noon to I p.rn:
resiwcted. published researcher in string sounds
together before they
League. 1 to '2 p.m. No applications. will be accepted after
the field of social work and partici- learn to speak.
Club officers are Kerry Stone, president, Larry Tucker, vice presidch,,
pates in a number of professional
The study found deaf babies
Jan Tucker, secretary, and Dana Crouch, treasurer. Board member
organizations in addition to her begin forming
. are
Jackie Carson. Dare11 Sheridan. Ronnie Smith, Phillip Bane11. Jimno: Joe
repetitive signals
teaching duties.
with their hands before they are 10
Hale, Sharry Carlisle, Kevin Lamb, Larry Riley. Cathy Butler and Iferr\
Following the keynote address, a months old, about
Workman.
the same age
series of concurrent workshops will hearing infants begin
trying out the
provide participants with a range of sounds that evolve
into spoken
learning opportunities.
language.
Workshops will include the
The study, for the Department of
by Jeane Dixon
following:
Psychology at McGill University in
"Promoting Public Respect for Montreal by Laura Ann Petitto and
THURSDAY. APRIL 4, 1991
the
Aging"; "A Balanced Life with Paula F. Marcntette, was published
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE yourh% mg quarters. Forge allead•Aith,
Humor
as the Equalizer"; "Flexible March 21 in Science magazine.
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: party plans. Your friends
a get
Fibers:
Exercise for Older PerThey wrote that deaf infants
Your determination and honesty w ill see ()U.
sons";
"Serenit
y:
At
Peace
with
exposed
help you attain certain tong-cherished
to sign language at home
RGO Aut.:. 2.; Sept. 22y Cg,
goals. Once % ou decide on your pri- ahead and shop but a'. 'id running
experim
ent
with seyeral repeated
Your
Purpose
"Elderho
";
stel/Lif
eup
orities in June. you will be off to a credit card hills. Timely correspo
Long Learning"; "Keep Your Nee- motions, just as hearing infants
ntiring start! Your finances should be dence is the hey tiv intro% cd prof its.
dle Threaded: Maintaining Goals babble such noises as "dadadada."
in e \cellent shape by late fall. Travel Visits
The studies of children who
put you w here N. ou \s.ilii to
Throughout Your Life"; "Spinning
for business and pleasure In No'.em- he. Romance 1;lossign
s ane;.%
Yarns: Remembering the Best of could not hear spoken words in
her and December. A stable, longLIBRA t Sept.
\
Yesterday Through Reminiscence their infancy showed "the maturalasting romantic relationship could private comers:mon ith ,111 intluenTherapy
"; "And Sew On.,..Later tion of the human language capaciturn permanent earls in 1992. Your- nal person gi% es r,l1
entirel% dit
Lift
Success
Stories"; "When ty may not be uniquely tied to'
love for the limelight could lead to a ferent perspeCnYc. Financial support
Threads
Begin
to
Fray: Motivated speech. they wrote. That suggests
shim
career in
business or politics by
is available for a pet prole, t. 1.o% ed
for
the
Future";
"Interw
oven Rela- language is learned in steps regardthis time nest year.
one makes things happen Sin''.'. %our
tionships: Intergenerational Interac- less of whether it is through speakCELEBRITIES BORN ON gratitude!
tion"; and, "Tracing Your Threads: ing or the use of signs.
THIS DATE:actor Craig T. Nelson.
SCORPIO i( )k. t. 2; \o'. . 21 IlL)
"For centuries, people thought
author William Manchester. actress alert to unusual tinarkial ot ter.and
A Link with the Past Through
that speech is language and lanNanc% NIcKeon. biographer • Kitty shopping Yalues today . 'Your y ersaGenealogy."
Kellev.
"We are very pleased to host this guage is speech," Petitto. a psynlity lets you accomplish great thift,zs
AMES March 21 -April 19): at '.'.or.. A %ince trom the past re•
important- conference." said May- chologist, told The New York
Your visionary ideas have great minds .you of
lost 1»y e. ( et in
field Mayor Virgil Gilliam, chair- Times in an interview published.
appeal today. Influential people will touch!
In showing that deaf babies
man of PADD Aging Committee.
make a money offer. Your social life
SAGITTARIUS
.
"It provides an excellent opportuni- babble with their hands in the same
.
ma% he too hectic. Be honest ith 21): Any serY ice %00 proy ;de ti)day
ty to learn from a panel of experts, manner as vocal babbling, "we've
other people and the will follow could bring startling results. Be
and. to interact with other people decoupled language from speech,"
'.our lead.
scientious. Seniors L an trid new
interest
ed in aging issues. We wel- she said. "We've torn thern capart."
TAURUS lApril 20-May 20): personal fulfillment through Loll rirti
Mitt() and Marentette, her gracome the Conference presenters
Someone's facts and figures could he nit% work. A teen-ager y1/4 ill make You
and participants to West duate assistant, studied five babies.
in disarray.. Avoid taking anS(thing at proud.
f
videotaping them at ages 10, 12
Kentucky."
face value. By acting independently,
CAPRICORN( De.,. 22 Ian. 19
Registration fees are S45 for and 14 months. Two of the infants
ou v. ill score a major victory. Do not Keep %our emotions In check yy hen
:row or you could lose admirers.
K AG members, S50 for non- were the deaf children of deaf
conducting business tiegi 'anon,
GENII\II May 2I -June 204: Keep Work the phone lines and .5 ilk let
members and $20 for students and parents who use the American Sign
a low profile until you see how the ters. A friendship pro'. ides .1 .1C.1.11Lc
those over age of 65. All registra- Language and three were hearing
land lies. Communicating your long- balm it %our ego has been ‘- ).1 guided
tions mailed after April 5 will be children of hearing parents.
term plans is not a good'idea. A
AQUARIUS (Jan. 2111 cl; Is,
S5 extra.
The heanng children used unorshipping trip could proye timely if Self-reliance is essential
do not
For more information call Janet ganized hand gestures - even as
You Lan afford to buy in bulk.
count on recelY mg assistan„. you!
Pollack at the Purchase Area Deve- their vocal ability grew - but the
CANCER (June 21 -Jul221: colleagues could otter yalgahle
lopment District, 1-247-3666.
deaf children showed evidence of
Make sure %ou show team spirit to- hoe'.er. Reflect

n, got pc,a•nah/rt1 dad
••.rnIs per nnnute Call 1 ',1411/-41••

-PUBLIC SERVICE

SPRING
EXTERIOR HOUSE
PAINT SALE

"Aging: A Tapestry of Life" is
the theme of the Kentucky Association of Gerontologists' annual
spring conference to be held April
29-30 at Executive Inn Hotel,
Paducah.
Hosting the evening will be the
Purchase Area Development District's Area Agency.

day . Success nossured ify ou do your
sli aT re. A candid chat it-h sour colleagues leads to tie'.'. rapport.[awed
ones w ill share their secrets. Be suppot-11%C.
LEO I
23-Aug. 22): Youhave
a flair for decorating. 1.. se Nour ankt•s
e‘e to choose 4.el colors to brighten
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It brings out the best
in all of us."-i

YOUR HOROSCOPE

el

•

United Way

Aging conference planned April 29-30
13
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Social Security representative
to be at public library April 9
A representative from the Mayfield Social Security office will be
in Murray at the Calloway County
Public Library on Tuesday, April 9,
from 10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
A person should contact Social
Security.:
*Before getting his or her first job.
because a Social Security .number
is required to get proper Social
Secilrity credit for earnings.
Employers are required to examine
a person's Social Security card. Be
sure to apply for a number at least
two weeks before it will be needed.
'After a death in the family to see
if suNivor benefits can be paid.
'When someone in the family is
disabled. to find out if disability
benefits can be paid.
'At retirement — age 65 for fullrate benefits or as early as 62 for
reduced benefits. Sign up for Medicare t).t.o or three months before 65
aen if there are no plans fOr

,

"

Anyone., with

a

report to make prior to the representative's visit to the library
may telephone the Mayfield Social
Security office at 247-8095.

Prices Good
April 3
thru
April 9

Reod.
Then recycle.

L
Read.
Then recycle.

12011111EINE'
Fec.c.a

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-7 p.m.

lo_ad 7xe/e4

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

We Accept Toce Star-as - We Reserve The
R •g.,
' To limit Quantities
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Boneless Eye of
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Sliced Free
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White House
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Squeeze 16 oz
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Cups

8 oz
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Grade A
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Spaghetti

3/99'
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Chili

gal
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oz

Mac. & Cheese

-are Farm

1% Milk

89'
79'
3/89'
2/$100

Peaches

Liter
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Daily & Weekly
Rates

Sunflower Self-Rising

Corn Meal Mix
Barbeque Sauce

Owen's Best
Oven Baked

Bologna
$239

Turkey Breast

Gatorade
Charles Chips

5 Lb Bag
Russet

Thompson
White Seedless

Lb

18 oz

$1 19

16 oz

$239

6 oz

99'

Potatoes

Sno White

Mushrooms

Grapes
39

99'

Lb

•

Florida Pink

American

Cabbage

Apples
$ 49

3/99c 19c.
48 ct.

Lb

Lb

3 Lb Bag
Washington
Red Delicious

Fresh Green

Grapefruit

Cheese
$259

89
$3

East Main St. 753-4461

69'
99'

Pks, Assorted Flavors

Lb

Eckrich
All Meat

L

9pen Pit

8
9
c
$2
1

Lb
•

,

Crackers

Vtachtee

7.---

Str::Cturof. to

officer's Lit:es ..•
D4nng Kurt:. •
studs , were concentrated on the
app;caion of her civilian prole
sion ..‘thin the Navy,—
.
She is a 1986 graduate of Calloway County High School, Murry.
and a 1990 graduate of Southern
Methodist University, Dallas, Texas, with a Bachelor of Science
degree. She joined the Navy in
January 1991.
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MSU club to sponsor
'Animal Health Day
•

The Animal Health Technology
Club at Murray State University will
sponsor. its sixth annual Animal
Health Day Saturday. April 13 from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. at the A. Carman
Animal Health Technology Building.
Area residents arc invited to bring
in their pets for a physical, heartworrn
check and fecal examination. University students will give baths and flea
dips for 52.50 each. If the animal is
bathed and dipped, the physical.

Ask About
kx SHELTERS
l'a.%inv, 7`i up 10 $5.000
71/2% on
iti Ming user $5,000
11,0, Nlonthl Interest
Check If Needed

hcartworm check and fecal examination will be free.
The event is held annually as a
community service to increase awareness of pet care. It also provides
students with practical experience and
raises money for the Animal Health
Technology Club.
The A. Carman Animal Health
Technology Building is located
across from Calloway County High
School on College Farm Road.

Faye Childress
753-5234

1 '40/41A
Fred Stalls
759-19W

1991 D-150

I he superior Saxophone Trio. .1pril NIcke
el..lerern lAing :Ind %tonic:a %1illiams, discuss their "superior" aard
.

Weekend Special

Band members earn
top awards at solo
ensemble festival

Arriving Daily

Vine-Ripe Tomatoes

69° lb

3000
Iwo'
)

*Bulk Garden Seed
'Seed Potatoes
'Flowers, Azaleas
'Bedding Plants
`Potting Soil
*Mexican Flower Pots
'Concrete Yard Ornaments
and Decorative Rocks

Thirty-four members of the CalloSchool are as follows.
way County Middle School Band
Julie Seefeldt. Cassey Brame. Kel
participated in the Kentucky Music
Edwards. Laura Gough. Christi Hill.
Educators's Association Solo and EnHilliary Lyons, Bill Shaffer, Jennifer
semble held recently at Murray State
Hoffman, Tommy Cunningham.
University.
Shawn Davis, Kelly Felts. Connie
The students performed solo comPierce. and Torn Richter.
positions as v.ell as composition for
Performances that earned ratings of
- small ensembles. The performance;
good were: Dede Joseph. Mike Enoch
'ere judged on the qualities of the
and Chad Garland.
music such as tone. technique. musical expression, intonation, balance
and overal musical effect.
Those receiving a superior rating
from Calloway. County. Middle
School are as
Leanna McCo‘ flute solo;: Jeremy
The Karate
Long ialto sax soo and trio April
Superstars
Nlc-Kee (alto sax solo and trio), Blu
Norsworthy (tuba solo and duet). Jay Display at
'Stark (tuba Duet). Monica Williams
Body Elite
Erin Owen (clarinet duet .
Hale iclarnct duet i.
32-6' Trophies
Those receiving an excellent rating •
(im
I(
%
plr,n-hip Belts
from Cal iow;f\' Counts. Middle
"

V-8
Automatic
Air
Tit
Cruise
AM!FM
Chrome BL,mpers
6x9 Chrome Mirrors
Full Size Spare

Fresh Produce
Strawberries, Cantaloupes,
Watermelons, Vine-Ripe
Tomatoes

•
••-•-•
N "Simply The
;I
Best I

#1 OCC21
List Price
$14,485.00
Peppers Disc. 1.285.75
Fact. Rebate
1.500.00

Sale Price

11

69925

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car
& truck company'

PEPPERS
' Dodge

mA
RKET
403 Sycamore
St.

753-7483

1111

,

I MINH%
Pkm -Juth'

Jeep

Mae*

agik

642-5661
1-800-748-8816

2400 East Wood

Paris, TN
Legal Mumbo Jumbo All prices are plus tax, bde, haens
. and doc fee after rebate

759-1144

We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Quantities

623 South 4th

We Accept Food Stamps and WIC. - Open Monday Thru
Saturday 8 a.m. to 7

Northern
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Rich 'N Ready

Del Monte

Orange Drink-z- -Tomato Juice

8

783C
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Minute Maid Orange. _...12 pk. 12 oz. can
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$ 19
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Wall leaving; Breazeale named Lady Racer co
ach
"It certainly is a perfect opportunity for a young coach,- said
Breazeale, who is 32. "Being the
head coach at a university like
Murray State and in a league like
the Ohio Valley Conference has
always been a dream of mine."
Breazeale came to Murray in the
summer of 1989 from East Texas
State where she was the head coach
for four years.
The 1990:91 season was a rough
one for everyone involved and
Breazeale went through some soul
searching about taking the top job
in the Lady Racer program.
"It was a tough situation." Breazeale said. "I didn't want to gain at
someone else's expense. I care a
lot about Larry Wall. And I cars so
much for the kids and for the program that I wanted to stay I want to
put pride and enthusiasim back in
Lady Racer basketball."
Breazeale had interviewed for
the vacancy at Memphis State, but
pulled out of the running to stay at
MSU.
"The girls are really excited."
Breazeale said. "We're going to get
mentally and physcialiy tough and
he ready for next season. One thing
we didn't take advantage of this
year was our confidence. I'm an
up-tempo coach, and the kids are
very excited and I think that the
adversity that we've been through
will pay off for us. They say ad-Yusitv makes yOYI strong. and if. it
does our girls are going to nine
times stronger this season.Breazeale's first task is recruit -

By DAVID RAMEY
Murray Ledger & 'Times Sporls

Editor

Kelly Breazeale shook the interim label this morning.
Brea:ale was promoted to head
coach of the Murray State Lady
Racers this morning, as the university announced the resignation of
Larry Wall, who spent a year and a
half in charge of the women's
basketball program.
Wall has "indicated a desire to
return to men's coaching and will
be leaving the NISU program at the
end of his current contract," said a
statement released by the university
this n.orning.
"We appreciate the efforts of
both these coaches in guiding the
team through last year's season."
NISU athletic director Michael D.
Strickland said. "We _wish Larry
Wall the best as he seeks to return
to h's true love of men's coaching.
Meanwhile, we're happy to have
someone as qualified as Kelly
Brea :ale available to step in and
take the head coaching job."
Breazeale becomes the fourth
coaeh in Lady' Racer history. She
took over from Wall on an interim
basis on January' 26, when Wall
returned to South Carolina to be
with his -dying mother.
After five straight winning seasons. the Lady Racers slumped to
9-IS this year. Breazeale had a 3mark as interim coach. including
victories over Eastern Kentucky
and a season -closing rout of
Middle Tennessee.

NEW

Sports Writer
Kip COONS
Associated Press

Larry Wall makes a point in the huddle during Murray State Lady Racer action
earlier this season. Wall
stepped down after two years as Lady Racer coach and was replaced by assista
nt coach Kelly Breazeale
at left) this morning. Breazeale filled in during 11 all's lea% e of abscence
this season.
ing, as the signir,g day is Apr.l.- 10
The Lady Racers inked
Player of the Year Re..telle Cad Well. from Marshall Counts'. in :bt:
fall and Breazeale says MSL: is
going to continue to sign local
plaers.

"1 hi7t:
uesterr, K.:-:
roa nd g
"We
.
tn or oun - ..•
lot of
here. Wc a,so

O.
, talent in
and the surc,nd.
--.H• the
ur
,
-

franchise player from across the
nation as well.-We're excited about the future
of the team." Strickland said. "Kelly is v.ell-suited to lead the program t( ard it's goal of a conference championship."

Duke receives heroes' welcome on return to Durham

DURHAM, N.C. (AP) — When Duke returned from the
Ft- Four this time, there were no unspoken apologies and no
heidtock tears. But there was a trophy.
Seniors Greg Kpubek and Clay Buckley held it aloft so
l.0,01..$0 fans in Cameron Indoor Stadium could see a prize
they'd chased through. nine Final Four appearances and 53

Krzy Lev. sk
_ •d
jot of cred,: •,,'r I) .
Hurley - and "K0000bs.'• in referstreak of hon • .. ..s.
Koubek.
'As happy as ue are about winning, this
riot d,rectly affiliated uith Duke basketb
plete. sharing 1: with our sixth man.
Nal.
all
,kly and at their pen).
1(7/z-ev.ki re" oisded about the contrib,o.ons ot
has had some exceptional teams and some
member of ;he team. how guard Bobby fi.rley
excep.:,,L,tes.- said Duke president Keith
hack from a fise-point deficit against
Brodie
h,
"But
this
y,e •tearn. An.,t to.,. is the coach."We did it!" Koubek shouted at _Duke's homecoming- Grant Hill drove, for key' buckets; how Kouek
scored too
•\7.:
cele'bratiOn Tuesday. "Who believed we would in the tour• talk that this may be the
five points and Christian Laettner. "looking so
team to 1992
nament? We believed it. And you believed it. You gays are on the line." hit a:I 12 of his free
In the '
incredible."
"My test memory. thoegh, is of aii the.c Lf.„s
) Nou'i2r. •a.y: De Itkas in a good position to
Buckley, during the team's arrival at Raleigh-Durham Inter- tough a game of b,:••!..;,`,-‘all for SO
nat:or
ch_mpior. Only Koubek and Buckley Ail:
rrinates as
Airport, said the vietory over Kansas meant,a lot to eYer played to win a nationai championsn any
7
•
eY
including the fans. .
Krzzewsk; and Duke players were gen.- .
be scn.
he said.
•_•.P.4', that they've been dealing with it the same as
,
oene great
Yke ...roe front the rn..,:nen: they reeerned to
rs in • B71.:r]
have, he said. "They may have wanted this in as much as nationai Airport.. signing hundre
Lae:trier o- a Bobby Hurley
ds of aatograpts
:
w
1.eatoter oed DON: has thrived on expecta
'
high fises and taiking freely' with fans Toe return yy as „ou.cod
tions that they
reach the Final Four. Bat when pressed on
Koubek said it meant a lot to coach Mike Krzyzewski. with .an: cakes in the shape
the issue of ti Duke
of
basketb
all
C.0-71,
dynast
y. he said Only. "I'll be able to answer
engineered fotir- straight Final Four appearances.
-.7e 141 'n
--usb.be-s Mc' •'
that u.aestion
better .n :the fall."
N. one deserves it more than Coach
he said.
C7i :n0
.ng of Krzyzewoo's nao-,
Late-, K7/yzewski eyed the vaulted
,1;,c trophy all but eliminated the bittersweet nature of earv, •
ceiling ot Cameron
the ad said • N. .•
Indoor
or h mecomings. where Krzyzeuski recalled figh.:.ng ba,k KrzyzewsKi
d.um. sizing it up for the 199'. champi
_
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• - while confronting the nuke faithful.
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Jackson signs with White Sox

Our Customers Are Very Important People
and we try hard to give them the very best
insurance protection and serdice we car.
provide - the kind they expect and deserve It
you'd like to be 7.,ne Cf -cur
P s givE: us a
call
')..n McNutt. AA1
try

PURDOM, THURMAN
& McNUTT

St•t•

Auto
In•••••••c•
Cornp••••••

State Auto Insurance
•C

407 Maple St.

:a- 1.11P0•C

753-4451

Super

BARREL RACE
Presented by
C Stables

By ALAN ROBINSON
AP Sports Writer
\SOT A. fu. — Bo L..
aur contract
Sox .itoday, lc'.man :AO Aet:KS after it appeared
mat a serious nip injury had ended
baseball career.
Ason's a..:ent. Richard Woods.
nothing in the con..dlimit him from
again in the future.
.s under contract to
.:s Raiders.
,..;ased last month
..• City Royals. Finan:_;:i.s ..cre not disclosed:
"I feel like a caged animal.Jackson said at a news conference
at the White Sox's s;oing training
cemp.
He said it was hard for him to
get up each morning and pick up
his crutches. which he call's "my
other set of legs."
"I'd like to throw them in the
garbage, but my doctor won't let

4""Imunakormallrr-----

team interested in signing Jackon.
ood they would - but Braves general manager John
, the V.-Star Shuerholz said today Woods told
able to play him Jackson wanted to stay in the
American League.
•
Woods said other, fators in the
19
decision to sign with the'White. Sox
•
J.:, P.
P.
.
were the medical staff and' the
they
team's on-field improvement last
uillir,g
',II:Cr::
year. The White Sox were second
Their atti:•,f: is ;I thcs go: nt
to Oakland in the AL West in
year. that's OK, b,.it if theY get him 1990.
down toe road. that's (1K too.''
"Of all the teams in the league,
It A.1) not •--edialeiv known the White Sox have the best chance
how /m.1:h JaLkson would get or of going out and getting
the ring."
houraeyy- ..d 'be paid if he did not Jackson said. "It's not the fame,
play.
h,te Sox general mana- it's not the money. it's the chance
ger Ron S,F...e:r said the contract to go out and get the world
champrisk for hot ionship ring.''
parties.
Woods said Jackson and his
.
Woods sad
could have
wife, Linda, decided last weekend
v.:eh more 77.o.oy b..1 that was on the White Sox. They came
to
not the de.id,ng. (actor.
Woods and said, "We want the
"We could ha'.e gotten a hell of Sox." Woods said.
a lot more money if we had
Jackson was released by the
shopped him around - like a free
Royals on March 18 when team
agent type of *thing." Woods said. doctor Steve Joyce
determined the
The Atlanta Braves were one '28-year-old outfiel
der's footballrelated hip injury would not allow
him to play baseball this season.
After being released by the Royals. Jackson . expressed interest in
playing in a major market.
Joyce had also expressed doubts,
about Jackson's ability to return to
the baseball or football field 6er
again.
But Dr. James Andrews, a leading orthopedic specialist in the athletic field, examined Jackson and
did not rule out a return.

Seven Star

Exterior Paint

..•

Saturday, April 6 at 6 p.m.

$12MU•RR99

West Kentucky Expo Center

AY

Admission: Adult $2.00 6-12 years $1.00
Under 6 yrs. FREE
Phone 502-753-7702 or 502-753-6970 ask for Larry

The 80.000 fans bought just
about everything else related to
the Final Four, however.
Debbie Blackwell, who
chaired the media assistance
committee, said the organizing
committee and the Indianapolis
Convention & Visitors
Association estimated the economic impact of the tournament
at S32 million.
"The Indianapolis City Center
(across the street from the Hoosier Dome) did more business
in two days than it did all last
year. (Monday) night, the staff
slept on the floor to be here
early." Blackwell said.
DiEdwardo said he ventured
into Union Station following
Saturday nigit's semifinal games
in search of dinner at 1:30 a.m.
"I asked (a waiter), 'When
do you close,' and he said.
'Midnight,'' DiEdwardo related.
"But it was 1:30 and they
were still serving."
If there was a concern on the
NCAA's part, it would be the
lack of an anti-ticket scalping
ordinance in Indianapolis.
Although 47,185 fans attended
- Monday night's championship
game, some 288,000 people
applied for the 24,000 tickets
offered for public sale last
summer.
As a result, ticket scalping
was open, and it apparently
bothered some NCAA officials.
Frick said.
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*Over $2000 Money & Prizes
*Live Bluegrass Band 5-6 p.m.

INDIANAPOLIS — The
NCAA doesn't plan to have a
permanent site for the Final
Four anytime soon. But if it
did, some say Indianapolis and
the Hoosier Dome could top the
list.
The day after Duke's Blue
Devils claimed college basketball's biggest prize with their
72-65 win over Kansas, tournament organizers were saying
that Indianapolis did nothing to
hurt its standing as a sports
town while playing host to the
NCAA's annual basketball bash
this past weekend.
NCAA officials and media
members agreed that it, would
be hard to top Indianapolis as a
Final Four site.
Bob Ryan, basketball writer
for the Boston Globe, said the
NCAA shouldn't consider holding the tournament anywhere
else.
"Several people from the
NCAA said, 'Wouldn't it be
nice if it were (the permanent
site)?" said Nlaribeth Smith,
executive director of the local
organizing committee. "But
there was no commitment on
their part."
"I don't think they'll ever
have a permanent site," said
James W. Shaffer. one of three
local organizing committee cochairmen. "But it's nice to
know that if we had a permanent site, this would be it."
The only commitment from
the NCAA so far is a recommendation from the Division I
basketball committee that the
Final Four return to Indianapolis
in 1997.
The ;recommendation will be
acted upon by the NCAA
Executive Committee in May.
said Tucker DiEdv..ard, another
co-chairman.
"We're very optimistic it will
go through with no problem,"
he said. "I think we'll get an
A-plus report.Co-chairman David R. Frick
said it was important for India- napolis to put on high-profile
evcnts such as the Final Four.
''Ws're a branch town,"
Frick said, noting the absentee
ownership of many of Indianapolis' major businesses. "You
don't often have a chance to
showcase your community'
nationally this way. For foe
weeks, all eyes were focused on
us. You can't buy that kind of
public relations."
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Actions & Reactions
BASEBALL
1•1=1,

NEW YORK - Roger Clemens
was found guilty agan by American League preside
nt
Brown. so now the two-time Cy Young Bobby
winner takes his case to commissioner Award
Fay Vincent In a three-page decision, Brown
Clemens' five-game suspension and uphod
fine, Saying, "Thera is not a special Set $10.000
Or reguialiOnS Or SuperstarS Or award 01 rules
winners"
Randy Hendricks. Clemens
agent. said
Brown's decision would be appealed to
Vincent
The penaeies. whiCh Brown pngsnal
ly
on Nov 20, will be stayed until Vincentimposed
renders
a decision, AL Spokeswoman Phyllis Mehr,g
e
said The incident occured in Game
4 of the
playoffs, when Clemens was elected
by umpire
Terry Cooney, who said the pitcher
uttered
fanities at him Clemens charged Cooney proand
umpire Jim Evans after the ejection
PHILADELPHIA - Maio, league umpire
s
filed
an unfair labor practices chap
against the
Amencan and National leagues. claiming they
plan TO IOCk out umpires from
games unless they reach a contracopening day
t agreement
Sflr days before the start of the regular
season,
union chief Riche Phillips called an
agreem
unlikely, "if baseball maintains es present ent
posture
handwritten filing to the Nationa
Labor Relations Board said the leagues "unie-l
Wally changed the terms arid conditi
ons
employment- by wehhong April pay from of
the
60 umpires Phillips also mplane about the
d
assignment Of replacement umpires
TO games,
but did not include the charge in the filing

1RM

TENNIS
ORLANDO. Fla - Top-seeded Andre Agassi
Deal Brian Garrow 6-2, 6-4 and fourth-seeded
Derrick Roster° eliminated Jimmy Connors
6-1. 6-4 in the first round 01 the Prudential Secunties Classic. In another first-round match,
second-seeded Pete Sampras defeated Brad
Pearce 6-2, 6-2
HILTON HEAD ISLAND. S.0 - Top-seeded
Martina Navratilova, playing in her first competition in a month, defeated Amada Goetze, 6-2.
7-5 viaory in the second round ol the Family
Circle tournament. Second-seeded Gabnela
Sabatini defeated Linda Harvey-Wicl 6-0, 6-0 in
another second-round match .
HONG KONG - Todd Witsken upset second seeded John McEnroe 6-3, 5-7, 7-6 (7-3; in the
first round of the Hong Kong Open.
LISBON, Portugal - Ronald AgenOr upset lopseeded Andres Gomez 6-4. 6-3 and Paul Haarnuis defeated second-sewed Emilio Sanchez
6-0. 6-1 in the first round of the Estoril Open.

TRANSACTIONS

BASEBALL
American trove
AL-Upheld the five-gams suspension arid SIC 000 fine
of Roger Clemens Boston Red Sox pitcher. for tss
actions in last years playoffs

BALTISAUHE OFROLES-Placecl
Hickey and John
kitten cachers. on warners forKevin
Mei
of ring
them their ferriage* Agreed to IIINTe purpose
ten. ;richer, on a on. ear COPIred Mt NIle. FMNICLEVELAND IN)IANS-Re-assigned Wayne
Kirby anNikita to their minor-isaguis commie.
DETROIT TIGERS-Optioned Scott Atored
Kevin -RAZ
are Rusty Meacham. pitchers to Tows% of the
friternis
bone league
KANSAS crry Royal.s-opoo•ed ,;401 Conine
krsi
basemen are Tim Spiv catcher
to Omaha of the
American Association Sent Andy McGallie
an
pitcher
and P.„1 Anon*. inheeer to
Omaha
MILWAUKEE BREWERS-Pieced Edgar Dia2, infielder
and Mee Felder octliedia On wavers tor
the purpose
of Irving Mem e,eir releases Agreed to term
with Candy Maldonado. oulfieder Facs Dempsey.
Wilke Randoiph second baseman oncatcher and
one-yea
r
contracts
MINNESOTA TWINS-Pieced Nelson Linen°
infielder
on wavers Ion the purpose of giving him Ns
Weise
NEW YORK YANKEES-Placed Rich
Monteleone
;richer on lomat *arena
TEXAS RANGERS-Placed Jose Guzman ;ocher.
wavers tor the purpose
,ti,of ring Ism Ns roses* on
al leegue
ATLANTA BRAVES-Paced Mark
I5-day disabled Sit refrOaCnVe toGrant pitcher on
March 28
CHICAGO C',.:13S-Placiscl Rick SOW*
pitcher on me
15-dai disabled list Optioned Stave Carter
ouMeider
to Iowa of the American ASSOCatOn
HOUSTON ASTROS-Optioned Mike Struts
first
man. to Tucson of the Paolo Coast League Sent baseTem,
McGill catcher outright to Tucson Sent
Jim Corsi and
Dean Wilkens ;ethers, to their minor-le
ague camp tor
reassignment Paced Don Carman.
pitcher on wavers
for Tbe NW's of going km Ns wises* Rasasod
•Aarti
Thurmond pitcher
NEW YORK METS-Traded Darren Reed
A*.
Diaz, outfielders to the Montreal Lip% and Ter•el
for
Hansen outfielder, and David
. ()Idler
PITTSBURGH PiRATES-OplionSOrnfnel
ed Mke
to &Kai° of the Arnencan Association Yon. ;ocher
South Atonic league
SPARTANBURG PHILLIES-Narned Ken 1.40.4...a
n
assistant general manager
BASKETBALL
Notional Basketball Associstion
'HOUSTON ROCKETS-Placed Dave Fan!
center on
tine tnived IC
MILYVAjAEE BUCKS-Placed Dale Ellis.
guard on the
inbred list Signed Adrian Denney, forward
to a contract
for the remand*, of the season
SAN ANTONIO SPURS-Activated Tony MaSeenbc,rg
fonvard from the inbred Sit Paced Dray ne Schintzi
us
center, on the nsired 1st
FOOTBALL
National Football League
CELVE.AND BROWNS-Waned Mike
. kicker
GREEN BAY PACKERS-Signed ScOnLansford
Jones defensive 'roman
MIAMI DOLPHlNS-Signed Don Smith. running
NEW YORK GIANTS-Signed Janie. Isli'jing back
wce
receiver
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES-S,gried James
Booty satety
Released Al Hams Inebacker
Canadian Football League
OTTAWA ROUGH RIDERS-Signe
d Jake
safely and Darren JosaPh running back Vaughan
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
NEW YORK RANGERS-Signed Tony Amorte
n;7'
wing and Doug Weight center
WASHINGTON CAPlTALS--Called Lip Kent Pay,ter
cleferserhan from Baltimore ot tie America
n HOCAOY

Bailey set up a sacrifice fly by
Rayburn in the top of the inning
that snapped an 8-8 tie. In relief of
Doug Payne and Chad Bazzell.
Rayburn picked up the victory by
holding off the Maroons in the
home half.
Michael 104,•ett and Bailey each
had two hits while Payne drove in
two runs for the Tigers. Murray
takes on South Hopkins in a doubleheader starting at I p.m. Friday.
Meanwhile. the Murray State

Staff Report

Murray Ledger & Times Sports

The Murray High Tigers won
their season-opener thanks to Allen
Rayburn.
Raybum drove home the winning run in the top of the seventh,
and then held off Madisonville
from the mound in the bottom of
inning as the Tigers took a 9-8 win
Tuesday.
Singles by Bart Crum and Chris

Thoroughbreds improved to 11-8 as
Rick Grogan won his third straight
complete game pitching performance as the 'Breds beat Arkansas
State 7-6.
Grogan struck out eight and got
offensive help from Bobby Schoen.

T-Ball
Girls
Park League
K. League
Little League
Pony League
Colt & Palimino

r,-Jar car- r L.i De t,narc -a
rr-)cse icu
r:,T

Jane Rogers

305 N. 12th St.
(Next to Century 21)

Jon Grzanich, Jeff Brown and
Shane Witzel — all who had two
hits.
Murray faces A -State again
today before hosting UT-Martin
Thursday afternoon at 2 p.m.

TRY-OUTS
Will Be Held At The
Kirksey Ball Park
Saturday, April 6
from 12 noon - 2 p.m.

•••••
'Or

V• •••••le*f
.

KIRKSEY
BALL CLUB
SIGN-UP

THE AGENT WHO INSURES YOUR
CAR AND HOME CAN ALSO PROTECT
YOUR FAMILY'S
FUTURE.

753-9627

0‘*1 State Farm Sells Life Insurance,

9 a.m.-10 a.m.
9 a.m.-10 a.m.
10 a.m.-11 a.m.
10 a.m.-11 a.m.
11 a.m.-I2 p.m.
1 1 p.m.-1 p.m.
1 p.m.-2 p.m.

No Applications Will Be
Accepted After Tryouts

State Farm Life insurance Compari
me Office Bloomington, Illinois

League

COLLEGE
NEW WORK TECH-Named _lee

Hen,
.
o,„,

ba
NOsiR"
e!ri
t'aliFlcO
oac
R'hDA-Narred Manyn
worron's voleyball and softball coach McReavy-Np.a-

We Turn Drums
and Rot II

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
'Your more than one company agency.'
901 Sycamore

David King
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Tigers,'Breds post wins in baseball action

SCOREBOARD
011

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 3, 1991

753-8355

Cr

will

Pro basketball

In
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L
-Boston
53 20
-Phitadelphia
40 33
New Yong
35 37
Washington
27 45
New Jersey
23 50
Marn
22 51
Centre' Division
x-Chicago
54 18
x-Demon
46 27
.-/Alwaukee
44 29
*Atlanta
38 34
nckana
16 36
Ceveiand
25 47
nanorie
22 51
WESTERN CONFERENCE
litidiveet Division
W L
i SA. ,
i "1"int0
47 24
• Houston
46 25
46 25
:Atlas
26 45
Orlando
26 45
nesota
22 49
Denver
19 53
Pacific Division
c PO
,
and
51 18

lia-

r.

a-

on
of

Pct.
726
54-8
486
375
315
301

GB
13
174
254
30
31

750
630
587
528
500
347
301

IISS
10.4
16
18
29
32'4

Po
662
648
648
166
366
310
264

GB
1
1
21
21
25
28/,

750

—

x-LA Laers
52 21
.•PhOent
50 22
Golden State
37 35
Seattle
34 37
LA Clippers
28 44
Sacramento
26 51
1-clinched playoff berth
yclinchrod divisor Ste
Tuesday's Games
Devoe 83 Charlotte 78
Boston 94, New Jersey 77
Miwaukee 121 Pndadethe 104
Washington 101. Ckrreland 82
Portland 154 Minnesota 93
LA Lake's 122 San Antonio 115
Chicago 106. Ortando /02
Dallas 133. Denser 126
Phoenix 131. Utah 117
Sacramento 96. Mori 90
Wednesday's Games
New York at Cieveland. 630
Phiadelphia * indiana 630 m
Dallas at Houston 7 IC p m m
LA Csppers at Ulan 830 pun
Sacramento at Searle 9 pm
Mara at Gotha, Slate. 9 30 p •TI
Thursday's Gems*
New Jersey at Boston 610 pm
Anita at CMarions. 6 30 p m
Portland at Washington 6 36
Denver at Minnesota. 7 p rn p m ,
San Antonio at Mks*** 730 pm
Chicago at New York 7 30 p m
LA Lakin at Pnoscil '8 30 ;m

712
694
514

2.4
4
17

389 25
282 33 ,

Brake Drums
or Rotors

SKF Front
Wheel Bearing Sets

901 So. SYCAMORE

Valucratt Brake Shoes or Pads
Semi-metallic poos-S16 99
One- fear
Shoe orce
•

TO
19 57

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

SPECIAL BUY

753-8355

For most vehicles
Store stock only
All other #'5 $5 OFF.

SHOES
OR PADS

Our Best Price EVERYDAY

547

to

99

pads-$19.99
Shoe price with,exchange

Our Best Price EVERYDAY

Duralast
Master Cylinders

EVERYDAY

Duralast Brake
Shoes or Pods

16?3!

For most vehicles
Store stock only

Lifetime Warranty

Lifetime Warranty

EVERYDAY

695

1

XgH
EW
H.

Our Best Price EVERYDAY

sHOES
OR PADS

Our Best Price

UP TO $23.95

lifetime Warranty
Brake Calipers
Store stock only
Price with exchange

99

Our Best Price

EVERYDAY

ALL #s PRICED

EVERYDAY

1999
Our Best Price

EVERYDAY

fiN
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DRIVER'S SIDE AIR BAG
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VOC'
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I.

:0 Filter

890T
996

11 weights in stock
_ase Spec a
12 36
.1 • - Peocre '2 40

AC, Deutsch
Precision or
Motorcraft
Oil Filters

AFTER REBATE

CASE

All Others$ I' Off
Purchase of 2
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Limit 1 case at special puce
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Purolator
Fuel Filters

197

All other fuel
filters-SI OFF
t 1 at sale price

4w,§
5988
198._

Air Conditioning
Compressors
Store stock only With exchange
For most early
model GM s
A-6 with clutch 117
;of some ale mode, GM s
R-4 with clutch
f or some later model GM s
DA-6 with clutch

a999
99„
1399,

a06

Air Conditioning
FROM
Receiver Dryers
Everyday Price $906 $58 50 V

Fel Pro
Valve Cover
Gaskets

All Fuel Foters
Priced to 51 99

9

For most vehicles
Store stock only
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Deep Cycle
Charger
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MAYFIELD—OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT., 9-6 SUN.
In the Mayfield Shopping Plaza
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Lawn and
Garden Utility

TO
69 95

Ad prices good try., ADM 7 1997 We referee We right
to limn Quantities at sake pric• Regular price thsKIKAIA
Ad perces not good
rm spoor& orders No Dealers Full derails of rt.:W4
M. 1N
Store
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Marine
Deep Cycle

21 95

Store stock only
With exchon e

Pads,TN
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EVERYDAY

MURRAY—OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT., 1-6 SUN.
S. 12th St. in Southside Center
753-8971

e and doc fee after rebate
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Valucraft
Alternators

2$5
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Marine
Deep Cycle
#24mDc

EVERYDAY

One-Year Warranty

FOR

VISA ••--c-

642-5661
2400 East Wood
1-800-748-8816
, Legal Mumbo Jumbo All prices are plus tax, title.
licens

•

Americaand Import
Store stock Only
With exchange

& truck company"

PEPPERS

"

Duralast
Alternators

Our Best Price
EVERYDAY

The Blade
Windshield
Wipers

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car

s•

Marine
Starting
#24m5

List Price
$21,694.00
Peppers Price 19,928.90
Fact. Rebate - 1,500.00

ode Or 2 refills
L.mi' 2 at sale price

Plymouth

it

Alt Oil Fitters
Up To $297

#100248

3.3 Liter V-6 MPI
Automatic Transmission
Automatic Temp. Control
50/50 Split Seat
Tilt - Cjuise
Power: Window, Locks,
Seat. Mirrors
Landau Roof
Load Leveling Suspension
Completely Loaded
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SAVINGS ARE SPRINGING
UP ALL OVER!

:
6

Reelfoot Whole

SPC E
Elemer
Lo‘ins
nett an
fery B

SMOKED
PICNIC

De:
fill]

Folgers 13 oz. Bag

COFFEE
Reelfoot Meaty 16 oz.

Jumbo Franks

$1.39
$1.19

Wieners

SPC Ec
Chemica
Division
classes
man and
Element:
L ov in
native, h
Saudi Ai
Shield/D

99

Lb.
Jim Adams 12 oz.

DeSCI'
10 meet

Nea

hayi
Young N Tender Fryer

THIGHS Of
DRUMSTICKS

Reelfoot Sliced

BOLOGNA

Fresh Green

CABBAGE

69
Lb.

Lb.
Reelfoot V.P. Sliced Slab 3 Lbs.

Bacon

$4.49
$2.49

Reelfoot End 8 Pieces 3 lab. Box

Bacon

Lb.

Jim Adams 4 oz. Pkg.

Cooked Ham

Russet 20 Lb. Bag'

2/$1.99
$1.19

Mr. Turkey 16 oz.

Ground Turkey

$2.79
89`

Potatoes
Texas Sweet Bunch

Green Onions

LOUIS'
state offic
by a surve
of Kent
haven't re
and rubell
by ,law.
"In our
requifeple!
said Dr.
oversees tt
as manage
disease bri
Human Ft(
This sch
which chili
a second m
nation belt
The rulc
measles re
1988 after
no cases svi
36 cases r
1989 and
Under th
not suppos
attend scho
Isity have r
nation, but
schools to
seem to
,Seven c
Jackson,
Simpson, I
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Merico Big Flake Reg. or
Buttermilk 10 oz. Can

Zesta Lb. Box

CRACKERS

LAWDRIIIHRENT

89'

COKE 124DUCTS

SI69

909

White Cloud 4 Roll Pk.

Bath Tissue

99

c

Heinz 32 oz. Jar

Catsup

99

Why Pay More 100 Ct.

Tea Bags

79

BISCUITS

Country Hearth Wheatberry or
Honey Oat Bran 20 oz. Loaf

7
9
59'
BREAD

C

Why Pay

MOM

99

42 oz. Can

Shortening

Idahoan 7'/a oz. Box

Instant Potatoes_
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Prairie Farm 1/2 Gal.

ORANGE JUICE
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21TO
LID

We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors.
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Six percent of American teens have tried to comm
NEW YORK (AP) — Six percent of American teen-agers sa>.
they have tried to commit suicide

and 15 percent say they have come
Jose to trying, according to a Gallup poll released Monday.

DE
AR ABBY
by Abil.;,12/
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DEAR

...f
SPC Eddie ',coins (front row," second from
left) stopped by Southwest
Elementary last week to meet with some of
his pen-pals. Shown with
Loins are (front, left to right) Tami Thom
pson, Loins, Titus Bennett and Jennifer Burkeen;(back) Anne %1ich
aels, Robert Arnett. Jeffery Braden and Melissa Banker.

- ,r,
10

It?

Nearly 11 percent of students
have not received vaccination
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
A
state official says he's encouraged
by a survey that found 10.9 percent
of Kentucky's sixth -graders
haven't received a second measles
and rubella vaccination as required
by law.
"In our experience, for a new
requirement. that's pretty good.''
said 15r. Clarkson Palmer. v.ho
oversees the immunization program
as manager of the communicable disease branch of the Cabinet for
Human Resources.
This school year is the first in
which children were required to get
a second measles and rubella vaccination before entering sixth grade.
The rule was adopted, because
measles returned to Kentucky in
1988 after several years in which
no cases were reported. There were
36 cases reported in 1988, 47 in
1989 and 43 last year.
Under the new rule, ,schools are
not supposed to let sixth -graders
attend school without evidence that
they have received a second vaccination, but Palmer said, "It is up to
schools to enforce it, and they do
seem to vary."
/Seven counties
Hickman,
Jackson, Nicholas, Rockcastle,
Simpson, Trimble and Washington

reported that ail sixth-gradcrs
had been vaccinated.
All but a handful of counties
reported that more than 70 percent
of sixth -graders had been...I:duinated. But only. 48 peicent had
.received the required seton,.1 Thot
in one county. sshk:h Palmer
refused to ider.:A.s.
The second eine is ne;cssar‘
.because the iMtial shot, given 2r 1 -5 months of ace. is effective in onls
about 95 per,.ent of repients, he
said.
It had been thol.:211 1.1-1.1:
only 5 percent of the
unprotected. measles would not
.spread. But it is a highly comagious disease, and its reappearance
made it .clear that more needed to
he done.
The rubella vaccine is combined
with the measles shot because it
also is not 100 percent effective
initially, and it is economical to
.igive both together, Palmer said.
fie suggested that instead of
waiting until August, ch.ildren
should get their second vaccine irf
the month of their last birthday.
before entering sixth grade.
"Start early. Don't get caught in
the crowd," he said.
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Desert Storm soldier visits
fifth graders at Southwest
Desert Storm pen-pals were able
During that time. the Classes at
to meet their hero last week when Southwest began
writing him letSPC Eddie Lovins of the 21st ters, and Lovins
stopp
ed in to meet
Chemical Company, 82nd Airborne his yo,mg frien
ds upon his return to
Division stopped by the fifth-grade the Unite State
d
s.
classes of Pam Cherry, Dora Pittman and Gail Turner at Southwest
"The children were very excited
Elementary.
when he came home arld visited
Lovins, a Calloway County
their classes.- said Cherry. "The
native, had spent eight months in
students at Southwest are.. von,
Saudi Arabia as part of the Desert ,proud to know SPC Eddi-e 1.kins
Shield/Desert Storm forces.
as their American hero.-
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should .in one adjust his or her
schedule? The earlv bird should
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feel fr.•i• to get up in Du
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without bothering the night owl.
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DEAR IIELEN: When the
cause of death is AIDS,an-d that
fact appears in the obituary. it
is
very often the wish of the deceased. It is nothing to he
ashamed of:we have lost some of
our finest people to Al 1)5.
However, if the family ofthe deceased chooses to omit I or disguise the cause of death, the
family will have the last word.
Literally.
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it suicide

Of those who tried or considered
suicide, 47 percent blamed family
problems or problems at home, 23
percent cited depression, 22 percent cited problems with friends,
18 percent cited feeling worthless
and 16 percent cited boy-girl relationships. Some gave more than
one reason.
Twelve percent said a member of
their family had attempted suicide.
Five percent said a member of their
family had committed suicide. Sixty percent said they knew a
teen-ager who attempted suicide,
and 15 percent. said they knew . a
teen-ager Who succeeded in taking
his pr her own life.
Thirty-nine percent said no one
knew how upset those teen-agers
who tried suicide really were.
But 31 percent said the person
who tried. suicide had exhibited
Warning to die.
The poll was conducted nationwide between November and January among 1.152 people ages 13 to
19. It has a margin of error of plus
minus '.9percentage .points.

AIR CONDITIONING SPECIAL
Special Good thru April 15
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sis'enn or ,eaks 'Check Freon
-,4c,dern air conditioning
service unit
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welcome his *owner c'...sforners to
stop.by
West Main for a visit

c-

rn;_:), •• t1111'
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Q goes your car ping?
Does your car fail to shut off when
ignition is cut oft',
-7.• _Toes v ," car foil to perform
up to standards?
7_'.! least one of the questions you
heed TO y

1,t
. ".4 II 1,1111111-',\(

CHEVRON HIGH OCTANE GASOLI
NE

DEAR ND:11 I AID ENOUGH:
You are not respon.ible for V. hut
turns your husband on. t h •
'habit" has_nothing to do w iii
you — unless he's spending niori•
time on the telephom• than he
spends with you. You and your
husband need to talk this out
together with a marriage counselor. If-he refuses to go.go alone,
YOu are not the only wife who
feels she is not -good enough"
because her husband discovered
telephone sex.
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West Main Chevron

1417 West Main
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411001
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753-2593
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DELMAR MINI BLINDS & SHADES
s20 Rebate On Every Two Delmar Mini Blinds
60% Off Selected Fabric Pleated Sha
des
Plus a 20 Rebate On Every Two.
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Pr-'cc; Good Thrt,ugh April 30

LOWEST
MOR'l GAGE:.
RAILS IN
YEARS!

CORONADO PAINT

WALLPAPER

3
0
%
All

Special Exterior

OFF

Seabrook Paper

Suggested Retail $2150

Through Aprl 15

$1499

FLOORING

Sale Price

Home Loan Zone.

Carpet $8'
99 8129PPr
Interior

Come by and take advantage of our low mortgage rates!
When you refinance your loan you may:

KIRSH FABRIC

Paint

Suggesi.ed Retall $13

1
5
%
,„
Select

$949

ed Cotton Prints

Sale Price

• REDUCE YOUR MONTHLY PAYMENTS

Through April 30

• CONSOLIDATE 1ST AND 2ND MORTGAGES
‘4...;•••

• BORROW ON THE EQUITY OF YOUR HOME

--........

COME BY OR CALL TODAY BEFORE THE RATES INCREASE!
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$1299

Black's Decorating
Center 701 S. 4th St. 753-0839

A Federal Savinp Bank

; ----••••••••••••••••-•—'.--••••••••••••••••••
•••

Sale
Price

Good Thru Month of April

P.. The Gmberland Bank

406 S.Ith Street, MAYFIELD (502) 247-2616 • 1-(8(X))

Alkyd

Latex S.C.
- ----*/ Suggested
Retail $19.95

I

Mack Workman

LENDER

Sale $1749
Sug. Retail
$25.85 •
Serni-GIOSS •

;inyl Acni,.,
Semi-Gloss

1Please check with your lax advisor to determine it certain tax advant
ages apply
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Chevron

Remodel Your Home In
Fine Fashion & Style

,r,

7 ,•

595

.N
James HoUnshell
[
A former employee ot 7,0-HO !s eager to

7

W 1.1 ti LI

Forty-one percent ol the teenagers polled said their school was
providing counseling or seminars
on suicide prevention. A fifth said
their community offers a suicide
hotline, counseling or seminars.
Twenty-eight percent said their
church or synagogue had suicide
prevention programs.
More than 80 percent felt that
communities, schools and religious
institutions should offer programs
to help teen-agers handle their
problems.
Gary Hoeltke, Gallup's senior
analyst for the poll and a former
school psychologist and guida
nce
counselor, said the poll's results
"arc very consistent with everything else we know" about teenage suicide.
He said experts who reviewed
the data concluded that if any-thing,
the poll underestimates the problem
because the respondents represented a higher incometgroup and
included more white teen-agers
than-the -oopulation at Iltge.

YOUR CAREFREE
VACATION
STARTS HERE
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Weekly Feature

THRIFTY SAVER

Coke Products

THRIFTY SAVER THRIFTY SAVER

Northern 4 Roll Pk.

Piggly Wiggly 12 oz

Bath
Tissue

2 Liter

Orange
Juice

29c 3

MORTHERK.39c
12 Pack Cans

WITH I FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD A, WITH 1 FILLE
D THRIFTY SAVER CARD
"
saf-rlfie FILLE[

24 Pack Cans

•

NOW OPEN
24 HOURS

It I ,)iir
superrnarA et

• 1

7-12 SAT.
& SUN.

Prices Good Thru April 9

We Accept
WIC Vouchers
and Food Stamps
Now Open 24 Hours
Mon.-Fri.
7-12 Sat. & Sun.

OUR EMPLOYEES ARE PROUD TO SERV1

641 South-Murray
753-9616

From now on. your groceries will te handle
d
Wiggly Food Stores Each quailflEA qmploy by a stockhold
ee now owns a
company through participating in our
Ownership Plan. As owners we II g.e you ES.O.P. (Emplt
the
desire. Our attitude is positive atout the personal serv
future of oui

Bakery
753-0265

Piggly Wiggly 8 oz.

Tomato Sauce

5/1.00
Chili w Beans
100 Count

Equal Sweetener
Cony Pampers

Diapers

Apple Juice
119c

Towels

Piggly Wiggly

68C

Gioia Medal 5 lb

4/1.00
79°
3.29
8.99

Armour 15 oz

Bounty Jumbo Roil

Tomato

69

Limit Three

Hyde Park 7 LZ

Spaghetti

Piggly Wiggly 64 oz.

Kellys 5 oz

69'
1.39
89'
1.99

Flour
Pillsbury Fudge 215 oz

Brownie Mix
Chocolate Flavor 12 oz

Baker's Chips
Golden Griddle 24 oz

Syrup

Skippy 18 oz.

2/1.00
3.39
99c
2/1.00

Vienna Sausage
A-1 15 oz.

Steak Sauce
6 oz. Planters

Snacks
Carnation 12 oz.

Evaporated Milk

Peanut B-utter.
Del Monte 15 oz

Pineapple
Del Monte All Flavors 4

Pudding
Sunshine 11 oz

Vanilla Wafers

Value Priced Groceries
Ultra Crieer 42 oz

Cleanser 14 oz.

Paricay 1 Lb. Sticks

Detergent

Comet

Margarine
DC

3
,ii 9c

2.69
Sift.;ogrteS 54 Oz
Pine 28 oz

1.59
88'
79'

Fabric Softener
Rinso 32 oz

Detergent
Piggly Wiggly Gal
Distilled Water

Shedds Spread 3 Lb.

1.99
1.99
99°

Spic'n Span
Mr Clean 28 oz

Top Job
Drain Opener Toilet Bowl Cleaner 16
oz

The Works

Pond Raised

1.59
89'
6.99

Country Crock Margarine
Piggly Wiggly 2 Lb.

Gra
L
D, pe Jelly
Ffina 25 Lb

og Chow

Whole CatfLi'n
Noon Hour Brand

4

lb.

1
.

Shrimp Cocktail
Delicious

Orange

ROL'

hy Fillets

lb

Fresh Produce
Piggly Wiggly 12 oz. American

Piggly Wiggly 7.8 oz.

Cheese Singles

89c
St

,

-7z4. " •

Prairie Farms 1 2 Gal

Pudding
Tree Fresh 64 oz. Glass

Orange Juice
Shredded Mozzerella or Mild Cheddar

oz

Cheese

Pizza

Bananas

69c

49°

Lt

Pet Ritz 2 pk

99'
99C
1.59
1.79

Buttermilk
Swiss Miss 4 Pk

,„,!• vo..
14
t..
••A 4

Dole's Finest

79'
99°
99°
1.19

Pie Shells
Topping 8 oz

Cool Whip
Piggly Wiggly 2 Lb

Crinkle Cut Potatoes
Banquet 14 Oz.

Cream Pies

Post Fruity or Cocoa Peebles 13 oz.

Washington State 3 Lb. Bag Red or Golden
Vitamin Rich

Kiwi
D'Anjou

Pears
Garden Fresh Turnip or Mustard

\
Greens

2 lbs

Post Alpha-Bite 15 oz

Cereal

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Cereal

2.09

2.29

with this coupon
Good only at Piggly Wiggly, Murray thru AprIl 9

with this coupon
Good only at Piggly Wiggly, Murray thru April 9

Thee tampon peed only on modems ot product indicated MN r.0
int osnerulee bead COUROM
NOT TRANSFERAOLE LeIT ONE COUPON PP 01.1Xt4AS
E To Me Neter. OCF 040 erimere vac
W tie bee velem 04 0..cooper Muer if sibeeteed m complincie Wei GFC liedempli
en keg C.
leirepeired Mere by mama Weed are if mideemed by mail diebibulare if
or imettanilee es
mew epecelkally eadlienart by GFC Caen Moe Ilir
Ibll to Girona Foods Ccepomelikw: P0 Ow 103 tentabee
601102

1.89
3/1.00
69'
1.00

Delicious Apples

rod ocey en twee...* 04 000000'•nrcead nr• oew
co...wee* ewe& COUPON
COurac PER n•JFICJI eSf '0 ta ,•14/144 GPC wit memburee yce.
4c,
'TRANSFEFIASLE
comediencs
0* ler mire ei Ow coupon rue• n a•biened
GPC Redemption Policy GI
MIN. 1,orevec.• od 04.• neercnendre r
"cortencad war bp •elobnce •••• ••00 red•••••14
,
7C•
anyone eperlosity and•orized try GP'
(1000 • '7 Flo. • 2') crew..
MO 0Gorr* toed'
"ARCO

Lb.
Carrots
Swee
MediutCds
m 2 P b1. Bag
L

White Onio
Extra Large Fancy

Cucumbers
Fresh Firm Head

Cabbage
vILILAIL-J1.--"e
111

1
1
1

•••

Save

1
1
1

On ONE 12 count only

0
§
*
THIS COUPON

/Ow, poptarts

1
1
1

Good only at
Piggly Wiggly,
Murray
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THRIFTY SAVER

2 oz.

Mal CAM
C1A:1• r0(••••

SUGAR
fr./or.

-

• •

4/^4'

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

CARD

Chuck Roast
Lb.

ly wiggly

1.39

VIDEO SPECIAL:
Mon.-Thurs.:
Rent Two Videos,
Get The Third

FREE!

s Good -hru April 9

iES ARE PROUD TO SERVE YOU
ceries wHI te

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities And To
Correct All Printing
Errors Made

handled by a stockholder of Piggly
ach qualified employee now owns a part of
the
rticipating in our E.S.O.P. (Employee Stock
mers. we II ;re you the personal service that
you
s positive atout the future of our company.

[

WESTERN

We are a
Western Union Agent
and we sell consumer
personal money orders

UNION

THE FASTEST WAY TO SEND MONEY.

Fresh Meats
411.

Piggly Wiggly 46 oz.

Field Classic 1 Lb. Pkg.

Franks

Tomato Juice

69C

1.99
59'
99'
1.49

Butter.
5 oz

)le

II

Flaors

oz.

Wafers

1.49

•

Field Regular or Thick Sliced

Bologna
Braunschweiger.
Field 6 oz. pkg.

Cooked Hams
Field Kentuckian

Half Hams

lb

Lean & Tender

Beef Patties

Pork Steak

1.49

3.99
U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

1.69
lb 99'
1.69
2.39

Quarter Pork Loin - Cut Into Chops

lb. 1.49
1.69
lb 3.79
2.39

Chuck Steak

lb

Field In The Piece

Extra Value 5 Lb. Box

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Swiss Steak

Pork Chops
Spare Ribs

lb

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Sirloin Steak
"Great On The Grill"

Chopped Sirloin

lb

Small & Lean

lb

Field Finest Baked Ham

Boneless Ham

lb.

Ohse Smoked Cured

Turkey Ham

lb.

1.89
1.99
3.89
1.59

lb

Fresh Meats
On-Cor Lasagna, Salisbury, Beef Patties,
Mostaccioll 2 Lb. Pkg.

40-50 Ct.

Shrimp

15.00
Cati.
Coconyail

)

? Rot: hy

Lb.

Ohse Hickory Smoked Slab
Grogan's

Maple Leaf Stuffed

Chicken Breast
Quarter Boneless

Pork Loin

Pork Sausage

pkg
lb.

Fryer Breast

Canadian Bacon

lb.

Tyson Chicken

Bits & Patties

lb.

Hormel 6 oz. pkg.

3.99

89c

Crystal Lake Boneless-Skinless

lb. 1.49
1.99
2.69

Sliced Bacon

69'

Cheese Spread

Fryer Breast

1.59

2/5.00
St. Clair 7 oz. Economy Pimento

Aft. "Now That's Fresh Chicken"
Crystal Lake Split

Breakfast Bacon

Dinner Entrees

2.29
1.99
Fillets... lb. 5.99
lb

Brand

Field Finest Regular or Thick Lb.

lb.

Fresh

Whole Fryers

lb.

Lb.

2.59
2.49
lb 69°

sh Produce
-•
---•••1;5•
•• ,
•••••ret
Act.\,

Garden Fresh Jumbo Stalk

Wilson Sliced or Shaved

Celery

5

C
59

_t

39
DO
i9c

cm

Extra Large Fancy Each

Cucumbers or
Fresh Firm Head

Cabbage

2.99

2.99.

Ea

2/99'
1.19
Bell Peppers
89°
29'
lb.

Turkey Breast

Deli Ham

Sweet Crisp 1 Lb Bag

Carrots
medium 2 Lb. Bag
White Onions

"Eat Lite Tonight" Bil-Mar

\-

"New Item" Field P&P, Olive or Ham & Cheese

Hickory Centers

Chocolate-Orange-Cherry
lb

"New Item Dill, Bacon Tomato, Ranch 16 oz
"Cheese Lovers Special" Alpine Lace

Swiss Cheese

"New Item" El Monterey

Burritos

3.59
1.49
2.99
69',

Honey Cream Cakes

•

Breakfast Treat 6 Count

1.99
lb 3.99
2/1.00

Lakeview Farm Dip

Lb

Cinnamon Rolls
Apple-Peach-Cherry 40 oz

Cobblers
Perfect For Two 8 Oz

Mini French Bread

4
•7**
•

•

1991

•

)

re 00
THIS COUPON

tarts

300 Free
Quality Stamps

•

If For Any Reason, You Have
A Question or Comment About
Our Store, Please Call 1-800-464-7166

s

With $25.00 Or More Purchase
(Excluding Tobacco)
8000
.•••

••• ••••

8

Good At Piggly Wiggly, Murray Thru April 9
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Key points of council's cease-fire resolution
UNITED NATIONS (AP)- Here are the key condi
must agree to under a new draft Security Council resolu tions that Iraq
tion declaring a
nermanent cease-fire in the Persian Gulf War:

WASHINGTON (AP) - House
members who spurn another term
-- or simply get defeated next year
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* how your great taste"
Sirloin Stockade
7-3-rily Steak House
-t 7 Shopping Center
i-iwy 641 North
KY • 753-4141

Hwy 62 641
Grand Rivers. KY • 362-8610

Rax Restaurant
Exit 31 off 1-24
Grand Rivers. KY • 928-4409

H&J's Family Restaurant
Hwy 641 across from
Eddyville Mall
Eddyville, KY • 388-7649
Coy's Restaurant

Marquita's Place
-.••y 58 near Jonathan Creek
Benton. KY 354-6192

Majestic Pizza
& Steak House

Hwy 60 and Friedman Lane
Paducah. KY • 442-7773

68 641 in Draffenville
Benton. KY • 527-1493

Country Kitchen

Lacey's
Family Restaurant

H,, yr..68 641 in Draffenville
E..e.-'!on. KY • 527-2216

319 North Main
Benton. KY 527-7275
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Sr‘:..cs :or Forest Boyd are
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalo,k-Coleman Funeral Home.
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Pallbearers are Herbert Dick,
Hardiman Miller. Randy Dick.
D.B. Grubbs. kayr,nond Clayton
and Raymond Bo.yd.
Burial will fo:low in Murray
City Cemetery.
Mr. Bo‘d. 86. of If)09 Loch
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•11Pillth ,‘Y.- Iiciiiity Itcrir-;

HOLLAND DRUGS
109 S. 4th St.

of door r•

Lomond, Murray, died Tuesday at
2:25 a.m. at West View Nursing
Home, Murray.
He was preceded in death by his
Mrs. Ina Dick. one son, Clifton Boyd: and two daughters.
Born Sept. 7. 1904. he was the
son of the late Tolbert L. Boyd and
Hattie Stivers Boyd.
Survivors include several nieces
and nephews including Pauline
Poulson and Herbert Dick and
ife. Pauline, all of Murray.
wife.

Lynn Parker Lassiter

Bob Dunn
R.Ph.

Hale and wife. Janice, and Garry
Hale, Rt. 1. Kirksey. Dwight Hale
aid wife, Janice. Dyer, Tenn., Kenny' Hale and wife, Bonita, Rt.-I.
Dexter. and Ted Hale and wife.
Gina. Rt. S. Murray.
Also surviving are 14 grandchildren and nine great-grandchildren.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
will he in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

540.50-44 (Ni

753-1462

g termite inspections

;I you suspect your home may be
infested with termites or
We are certain that after comparin
have a moisture problem, do yourself
g not only price, but also
and your home a favor the service and the guar
antee (which we back 100`-, and in
toy calling us for an inspection. Our
trained technicians will writing). that you will be
sure about having the corrective
nspect the necessary areas of your
home and tell you the measures performed by our
•esults Then, if by chance you do
company.
have a problem that needs
Do not let yourself be pressured
correcting. our technicians will give
into a treatment that you
you a complete and ex- do not need to begin with,
or that is extremely too high priced
act estimate of treatment and explain the
treatment procedures for what you do need.
Then, if you re not certain, get
a second inspection and
We have been serving the West
estimate
Ky. area since 1958. We are
an established company. locally
owned and operated, and we
can service your pest control
needs better than anyone else.

The funeral/for Lynn Parker Las.ter is today at 2 p.m. in the
k,hapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. Tom Cary is officiating. Music is by Good She-herd United Methodist Church
Choir with Mrs. Betty Poole as
p,anist.
Active pallbearers are Randy
Garland. Greg TraYis. John Hill,
Mark Schmter, Danny Kingins and
Richard Knight.
Honorary pallbelirers are Randy
Karsave. Venn Dodd. John Sassver,
Ras- Starks, Charles Glover, Gene
ScErader, George Kealey. Mel Day,
Came Andrus, Tommy Reid, D.B.
Bass, James McCaslin, and members of /Ylethodist Men of Good
Shepherd Church.
Burial ill follow in Murray

City Cemetery':
The family' requests thai expressions be in the .form of donations to
Good Shepherd United Methodist
Church.
Mr. Lassiter, 71, of 1402 North
Fourth St.. Murray, died Monday at
12:15 p.m. at Vanderbilt Hospital,
Nashville, Tenn.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Marjorie Wall Lassiter, to whom he
was married on Oct. 20. 1939; two
daughters. Ms. Andrea Hogancamp,
1518 Kirkwood, Murray, and Mrs.
Lynette Tadlock and husband, Larry, North Little Rock. Ark.; three
grandchildren, Nancy Ellen Hogan camp, Eric Hogancamp and Kimberly Lynn Tadlock; his mother,
Mrs. Olia Lassiter, and one sister.
Mrs. Mildred Smith, Rt. 5, Murray..

ibViews On •
Dental Health®
:J>

g

Murray's Oldest and Largest

it

Dr.Joe L. Mason,Jr. D.M.D.

SCUBA DIVERS BEWARE

No one does it better
Anywhere, Anytime,
at any Price
Call Us Today!

What does scuba diving have

1302 N. 12th St.
Hwy. 641 N.

to do with dentistry? If you are a

'scuba diver, be sure to mention
this to your dentist. Ask how the
treatment you are having could
affect you as a scuba diver. It
could save you a lot of unnecessary pain and problems. For
example:

If a scuba diver is being
treated for root canal therapy
which is temponzed partially
with cotton and he goes diving,
complications can result - and
most probably will. In diving,
the
atmospheric , pressure
changes. In fact, the pressure
increases tremendously with
each foot you descend. When air
is trapped within the cotton
fibers in a root canal,the air will

‘..• ••

FOR A FREE TERMITE INSPECTION
753-0414 or 753-3914
- We are the only termite and pest control compan
y in the
Murray area with an Entomologist on staff.

Ocie McGee

Rick McGee

Owner
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I THE TERMITE SWARM SEASON
IS COMING SOON!!!!!
2)

L. Hale. died
a member Of

Mrs. Ze::J

•PCS •

MORE INFORMATION CALL 753-2028

,efc' a

Hale of
Murray. died
Lourdes ibis-

We<siik:

The Pelican Restaurant

Old 641 & Hwy 80
KY • 437-4505

Mrs. V4:7,14
817 North 19th St..
Tuesday at S p.m. at
pital. Paducah.
Her riushan::. Coy
Ju!‘ 5. P;*1. She

HOG MARKET

Hwy 62 641 near KY Dam
Gilbertsville, KY
362-7435 • 362-7035

KY • 753-0440

T

1

Village Barn

:eh Seas Restaurant

Although it has no fixed goals,
the bureau is under orders from
FBI Director William Sessions to
recruit agents ho better reflect the
population they serve. Carter said.

- Mrs. Virginia Elizabeth Hale

A

1

Pa
he;
on

.OBITUARIES

i

DINE OUT TONIGHT

The local effort mirrors the
FBI's effort nationwide, said Jimmy C. Carter, the bureau's national
recruiter in Washington.

A

al -Mart

Four Seasons
Restaurant

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Women and minorities are wanted
by the FBI. which is trying to shed
its tradition of being a white. maledominated agency.
'Our objective is to bring in as
many v.omen and minority agents'
as we can," said Terry O'Connor.
special agent in charge of the FBI
in Kentucky.
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Club, Inc.

FBI wants to recruit women, minorities
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Datha McCallon, right. 1990 Kentucky Mother of the Year, accepts
floral bouquets from Gladys Jarrett, 1989 Kentucky Mother of the
Year, at a reception in her honor Monday evening at Calloway County Public Library. She also was presented with Captain of Kentucky
Lake proclamation by County Judge,Executise George Weaks and a
key to the city by Tommy Marshall for Murray Mayor Bill Cherry.
Joe Pat James was master of ceremonies. Joyce Key was in charge of
the reception. McCallon will attend the American Mothers Convention in St. Louis, Mo.. April 24-28.

.a .1 4
41

753-2617

ClassiQue

-- can leave Congress with a substantial pension increase, thanks to
the 29.5 percent pay raise lawmakers gave themselves for 1991.
And House members who began
serving before 1980 can walk away
with a second benefit: they can
convert any leftover campaign cash
to personal use.
Prices as of 9:00 AM
The pension increase is triggered
by the raise that boosted House
members' salaries from S96,600 to
S125,
100 this year.
Industrial %%erne
-1.73 )
Proiou. close
Pension calculations for House
2945.05
(! 1,ir Priduct•
members are based partly on the
68'. -' s
\
41' aB 41 4.1
average of the lawmaker's three
.6. I
143
highest-salaried years. Thus. the
It.in of ‘1urrs?
15011) salary increa
se for 1991 and 1992
Itrii ii h
provid
es
a
big
jump in the pension
Brice'.' stratton
30 .14
to which they are entitled.
.....................14' a -' 4
.
1(r hr%•Ier
\ 1 orp
Members-of Congress can start
173 s -,
DrAn Foods
collecting a pension at any age
43'• -,.
(1)4111.ir (;en. store ...AU .11 11' ..%'
s
with 25 years of service and at age
' F‘Non
cS': •':
50 with 20 years of service. At age
Ford
12' i ..' • j
62. members can collect with five
; to-corral %boor.
VP. unc. ))
years of service.
435, .1
, (;...dridi
! rii•id%vsr
The right to convert unspent
'
111 51
campaign money to personal use is
..... 113 . - . )
I
Ini:tr•iill Rand .. ...... .46'
available to House members who
' K Start
41'* -' I '
were in office before Jan. 8, 1980,
I
- Is. I win.,
21' s -1 s .)
and applies to money in their cofKrov.er
24'
fers as of Nov. 30, 1989..
40' • ... ii 1
That means 165 senior House
\h. li.maid.
‘41, -' it
membe
rs are eligible to convert
,.' It Penns..
46 -Ps
(,,iu.oker 6.1t.
541 million in campaign surpluses
59 ...‘.I
• s,,,r..
3h to their personal use if they leave
I in I iiiils
11'. • .
Congress by Jan. 3, 1993.
It•J‘ii
64 . .[
Departing- senators will receive
I init 11,1rn.r
10" -II: )
much smaller pension increases
4. I"!
because their salaries rose just 3.5
in
percent this year to S101,900. And
ii Id
senators never have been permitted
6411 •
to keep leftover campaign money
for thimselyes.
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Congressional pensions increase 29.5%

1991 Chevrolet S-10 Blazer
•Tahoe T rim

listed

created to pay claims by Kuwait, other nations and
their citizens and corporations
•Military observers provided by the UN to monito
r a demilitarized zone reaching
sis miles into Iraq and three miles into Kuwait U N deploy
ment would allow allied
troops to withdraw
.Iraq must declare that it will not "commit or suppor
t- international terrorism or
allow terrorist groups to operate from its territory
.Iraq and Kuwait are called on to "respect the inviolab
ility of the international
boundary ' agreed upon in a 1963 treaty signed
by both nations
•Iraq is called on to cooperate with the Interna
tional Committee of the Red Cross
in repatriating Kuwaitis and others detain
ed during the war

.fraq must destroy its chemical and biologi
cal weapons and ballistic missile sys
'ems w th a range of more than 150 kilome
ters (93 miles! under U N supervision
Anc
, t‘prswear future develo
pment or acquisition of such arms or of nuclea
r arms
is
ear materials that could be used for weapo
ns are to be destroyed or
'ernoved by the International Atomic Energy
Agency
•An arms embargo on Iraq remains in
effect
decision to relax bans on sending food to Iraq
is confirmed but the wider trade
7•ary rema4-is in effect until Iraq has compli
ed with the disarmament provisions
.Iraq is held liable for damage, includi enviro
ng
nmental havoc, resulting from its
as.c,and occupation of Kuwait A fund drawin
g from Iraq's- oil revenues will be

#229038

McCallon honored last night

Manager, Murray

Mark McGee
Entomologist

expand when the diver surfaces
resulting in a whopper of a
toothache.
Even a filling which may
have an air pocket can cause the
diver problems on descent. The
pressure is decreased (relative
to the outside pressure of the
water) and the air pocket is
compressed. This could cause
pain - and even result in a burst
tooth. In either case,the diver is
going to need a dentist in a
hurry. This may be a problem,
especially if you like to dive oft
remote islands.
Prepared as a public service
to promote better dental health.
From the office of Joe Mason,
D.M.D., 204 S. 6th St., Phone:

753-2642.
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Fisher-Price recognizes perfect at
tendance in 1990

Fisher-Price recently gave perfect attendance awards for 1990 to
275 employees, the highest number
of awards given in the plant during
its history. At the award presentations these employees were presented their choice of a $100 U.S.
Savings Bond or a $50 Wal-Mart
Gift Certificate.
Fisher-Price extends Special
thanks to the employees who have
achieved multiple years of consecutive perfect attendance. Individual efforts from all the perfect attendance achievers are greatly appreciated by everyone at Fisher-Price.
They are listed as follows:

Frank, Hal Hosford. Scott Marvin and
Jewel Puckett
Seven years: Art Bailey. Martin Bailey. Betty Baker, Phyllis Brines. Clarence
Jones, Marcia Johnson and Dawn Todd
Six years: David Bogard, Jimmy
Bramley, Mary Bynum, Gary Cotterman
Brad Dowdy, Gary Johnson, Dorothy
Merritt, Pat Vick, Mary Buchanan and
Roger Rose
Five years: Inez Andrus, Joyce
Bogard, P Allen Coles. W Agnes Lyons.
Merlyine Henderson, Gary McGrew,
Dave Riter. Robert Wilkins,
Don Bailey, Betty Bumph's, Norma
Collins. Carl Dalton, Jimmy Kimbro, Phyllis Palermo, Emma Stom, Roy Willia
ms
Dorothy Bailey, Dora Burkeen, James
Colson, Marion Gardner, James Martin,
Yvonne Pruitt. Kay Taylor.
Elizabeth Bland, Phyllis Burgess, Jean
Lee, Mary Green. Don McClure, Rodney
Redden and Betty Tidwell
Four years: Carolyn Al!brown, Rebecca Bourland, Ramona Eaker, David Hargrove, William Morris, Jackie Underwood
Ronnie Baker. Freeman Craig, Kenneth Fennell, Virginia Harrison.. Ron Orr.
Helen Blalock, David Crick, Bessie
Ford, Don Hays, Gary Price:
Maude
Bourland, Betty Dodd, Nita Galloway,
Steven Hurt and Renate Thwean
Three years: Kathy Bailey, Katherine
Bowerman, Barry Harrison, Martha
Lovell, Charles Miller. Dorys Norsworthy,
Mary B Rose, Dennis Sloan, David
Tapp. Doris Weatherford,
Harold Barber, Jr , Mark Buck, Ray Kilcoyne, Charlotte McClure, Hazel Miller,
Thomas Perry, Beverly Sallee, Wanda
Spencer, Clyde Tidwell. Stanley Wilson,
Eva Willoughby.

17 years: Charlie Briggs and Ray
Cummings.
16 years: Lanis Futrell
15 years: Brenda Oakley and Bob
Rutherford
14 years: Owen Anderson. Cecil
McLeod and Dale Rotterman
13 years: Dave Johnson
12 years: Donnie Beach. Pattie Coder,
Lola Leach, Roberta Myers, and Betty
Thweatt
11 years: Carl Grogan
Ten years: Mary Smith and Gerald
Turner
Nine years: Sandra Wright, Shirley
Grasty, Minnie Hall, Leon Henson, Glenn
Jones, David Landis, Ralph Lovett,
James Morrison and Boyce Rudd
Eight years: AdeIle Dunlap, William

Kevin Bennett, Marshall Gilliam, Carol
Lightcap, Alice McCoy, Don Newberry,
Donna Robinson, Kenneth Shaw, Pattie
Sweatman, Alvin Usrey, Maxine Woods.
and Frances Hargrove
Two years:.Jewel Ahem. Billie Brewer,
Arthur Copps, Autumn Fennell, Nancy
Hale, Virginia Houston, Maxine Jones,
Carolyn Maxlow, Robert Myers, Ruby
Moody, Thomas Rooker Nancy Rhodes
Jerry Sheppard, Elizabeth Smith, Harold
Therrien, June Windsor.
Charles Black, Nancy Brittain, Gene
Darnell, Judith C Foy, Glenda Hill,
Lamon Hurt, Delores Lovett Phillip Morrison, James Nichols, Rita Butler, Shirley
Paschall, Sharon Rogers, William Pritchard Mickey Stubblefield, Diana Travis,
Ruth Bowker, Ted Burcham, Sharon
Skinner, Willie Raye Hornbuckle. Edna
Jones, Jackie Marshall, James Myatt,
Joe ()Daniel, Drew Holzschuh Jeffrey
Puckett, Glen Sheppard, Kevin Russell.
Jeannette Suiter, Loretta Wilson
First year: Barbara Barnett, Beverly
Bogard. Joan Boyd, Linda Burrow. Jenny
Clark, Wesley A Cogdell. Donald Cook,
Glen Culp, Lena Dawson, Joan Edwards
Debra Frashetski Georgia Garland

DEAR DR GOTT For over two
ral food supplements. I advise you
to
years I've been on medication for high
proceed carefully, under your docblood pressure Currently I'm on Va- tor's superv
ision, and be ready to
sotec. Hytrin, Clonidine patches and
Maxzide for water retention. I've modify or eliminate your cayenne
been researching the benefits of tak- treatment as indicated.
Having said this. I want to emphaing cayenne pepper for its apparent
ability to lower blood 'pressure and size that many hypertensives can
have been able to cut my medication achieve enormous benefit (without
in half and lower the pressure as well. drugs) by modifying their lifestyles
What is your opinion of cayenne pep- and adopting prudent diets. For example, exercise, meditation, weigh
per capsules for hypertension'
t
DEAR READER I have no experi- loss, avoidance of salt, calcium suppleme
nts and stress counseling are
ence with cayenne pepper for hypertension. As a general rule, natural valuable non-drug therapies for hysubstances. such as cayenne and gar- pertension. in many instances, these
lic. are inappropriate substitutes for alternative treatments may enable
prescription drugs. Although some hypertensive patients to achieve norpatients with high blood pressure can mal blood pressures without prescriplower their readings by a few points. tion medicine As with any chronic
moderate severe hypertension is usu- disease with serious consequences,
ally not affected by vitamins or natu- hypertension should be monitored by
medical personnel who can adjust
therapy to each patient's needs
By GARY LARSON
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free.copy of my Health
Report "Hypertension " Other readers who would like a copy should send
$1.25 with their names and addresses
to PG. Box 91369, Cleveland, OH
44101-3369 Be sure to mention the
title
DEAR DR GOTT Would you
please discuss tinea versicolor'
DEAR READER Tinea versicolor
is a skin infection caused by the ubiq-,
-uitous fungus called Pityrosporurn
The multiple. scattered, whitish
brown lesions cause no symptoms or
health problems. Treatment with selenium sulfide shampoo. applied at
bedtime land washed off) for four
days. is ordinarily effective The disorder tends to recur, despite therapy
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since 1981

,--(502)
753-0632

Jim Fain

Tracy D. McKinney

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.

1991
Plymouth Colt

#100028

1.5 L.ter
Fuel InjectIon
4 Speed Trans.
Air Condition:rg
AM/FM Radio
Tinted Gass
FIJI; Carpeting

List Price
Peppers Price
Fact. Rebate

$8.325.00
8,084.73
— 400.00

"Whatever it takes, we want to be
your car & truck company"

PEPPERS
0

[Dodge =
°

Jeep
Es1111111

Undgehrits
642-5661
2400 East Wood
1-800-748-8816 Legal Mumbo Jumbo. All prices are plus tax, ode, licens

Paris, TN

e and doc tee after rebate
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Wendall Poynor, Karen Redden, Tuni
Salyer, Marilyn Tabers, Dulcie Thwew.
Shirley Warren Linda White, HarcL
,
Wyatt and Cynthia Bennett

McCuiston
Sherri Miller, Shirley G Morris, Stanle
Myers Luvenia Olive Veda Parrotty

bv Peter Gott, M.D.

NEW YORK (AP) — A doctor's
Casas said he was proud of the
mistake. Car thieves. A protective
part he played in recovering the
and curious cabbie. Put them
stolen parts and added he won't
together in Manhattan's East Vilforget the event soon.
lage and you've got an errant box
"I took a picture of it." he said.
of partially dissected human heads.
The six heads, facial features
THE FAR SIDE
intact, were found in a box in a
gutter early Monday, said Officer
Scott Bloch. a police spokesman.
The story' begins with Dr. Witham Portney of New York Eye and
Ear Infirmary', who decided to
leave the sealed carton of heads in
the back of his hatchback when he
parked in the East Village.
Big mistake.
The second error came when
thieves broke into Porthey's car
and stole what they apparently
thought was marketable booty.
And the hero in this ghoulish
tale? Cabbie Gheorghe Casas, who
shooed away a bevy of rubbernecking street people and stashed the
stolen heads in his trunk until
police showed up.
"This stuff only happens in New
York," said Bloch, relaying the
bizarre string of events.
Portney was transporting the partial heads — the backs were cut
away but the faces left intact —
from New York Medical College in
Valhalla to his New York hospital
for a class in medical dissection.
Masher films
They were from bodies donated for
research.
The heads, preserved in formaldehyde and sealed in plastic bags
were packed inside a thigh -high,
sealed carton marked "sinus
ACROSS
endoscopy class.''
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heads accidentally dumped
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front wheel drive.
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mile warranty.
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Murray, Ky.
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plan pays up to
1000,e of Medicare

1st prize 550
2nd prize 525
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"free local
claim service"
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COUNTRY Jeans New
Hours Thurs-Fn 12-5, Sat
10-4 Hwy 94E 5 miles Special Purchase Guess Jeans
All Brand,
.
(vomout look Reg ShO,
ANG timbers \ov. 530 Brand name )cans,
a4ry Trees fs. misses and women's plus
sizes N1ens Jeans brand, Jotdache,L.LaGear and Les is.
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•BONUICOME '91**
Earn $2005500 weekly
mailing Easter cards and
gifts For more information
send a stamped addressed
envelope to T&Js cards
and gifts P 0 Box 430780
South Man'i FL 33143

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE
No age limit
to apply.
-

HIGH EARNINGS National
Wholesale Jewelry Co
Seeks rep for local area
No direct sales Whls only
40-80K per year
713-732-9868

PHARNIACEUTICAL
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Adscrused Brand N.UTIC
duo No Selling
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Vending Route Minimum In
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1-1+10 12” •120

HOUSE of Lloyd is a party
plan selling home decor
items We need area supervisors for the all new program Free training & kit
New raises for 1991 season If interested call
1-800 264 2166
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Contact Video Elite
616,5241388

CREAM floral overstuffed
sofa Excellent condition
759-1893

KING waterbed with drawers Washer 8 dryer 2
kitchen tables with chairs
753-6519
LIVINGROOM sofa $350 2
matching Lazyboy rockers
$75 each 753-5203
LIVINGROOM suite Earth
tone Very good condition
492-8224 after 4pm
15
Antiques
OLD ORIENTAL RUGS
Wanted any size or condition Call 1 800 443 7740

INTERNATIONAL 490
21tt disc, 9f1 Dug*man
front blade 435-4,263

-

r.

__OD _

2Bedrm
$200/mo
759-188'

2BR 2
phances
microwav
wood Di
availab
753-2905

TANNING beds for sale
Wolff and others New and
used Sale . service and
supplies Financing available Suntanning Unlimited
753-9274

Farm
Equipment
3pt HITCH agn wheel rake
Never used
$300
435 4294

MOVINC
Clean
would I
house tc
cellent
pay deb
problerr
adults
314 471
mg or n

MOWER blades Over 400
sizes in stock Snapper 30'
blade $6 99 Snapper
drive disc $4 49 Snapper
68' belt $5 99 Wallin Hard
ware Downtown Paris, Tn
CHRISTOPHER S COINS
is still at Ox Yoke Antiques
(Hazel), Treasure House
and Book Rack (Murray)
Also mail-order service
Send for free price list and
'Collection A'15 different
S coins, 'Collections B "
21 different foreign coins
$695 each $1295 both
Post-paid, 2-wk satisfac
eon guaranteed Free gift
with every inquiry Christopher s Coins 1605 West
Main Murray Kentucky
42071 We buy coins and
appraise estates
753-416 1

ELECTRIC cook stove coffee table, double stack
washer'dryer Call after
6pm 354-6225

1 or 2 be
753-4106

2BR apa
house be
tary. $:
753-8848

TOPSOiL
pickup or we
deliver 753-0277 or
759-1090 Welch Sand and
Gravel Hwy 641N Almo
Ky

NEW Holland 7ft mowerconditioner
Well maintained mechanically
Extra knife, parts $2500
f.rm 436-2556

WOODEN storage buildings 816 starts at $1095,
10x16- $142450 12x24'
$2395 Other sizes avail
able Acree Portable Build
,rgs 502 217 7831

Sports
Equipment

Business
Services

2BR enE
plex Nt
clean C
pliances
Coleman

5 ROOM
S 4th St
436-2935

A BRANI
plex 2br,
applianc
753-7681
nights

BRICK, '
unfurnisht
age, pa
$255kno

investigato
D B A Confidential Invest
gations 'Southside Shopping Center, Suite #102
Murray 753 2641

Par 3 Golf Course
Golf Carts
Lighted
Driving Range
Miniature Golf
Softball &
Baseball
Batting Cages

DUPLEX
heatrair
Ridgewo
753-8096

SHARP copiers Author
!zed dealer for sales, service supplies parts and
rental units Local corn
oany Call 1-800 248-4319

DUPLEX
2 bath, util
storage P
1 mile
759-9921

WANT a faster refund?
Why pay more for elec
Ironic fin;
, Our prices
start at $20 001 Call Hodge,
Noel and Associates, the
income tax professionals at
753 6069 or 759-1425

FURNISH
efficiency
and sleep
renting to
man Apt:
753-6609

270

Lessons By
Appointment
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
Velvet Jones

4

•••••

•••

HOME based business
European skin care No de
livery No inventory $98 to
start For information call
707 876 1834

753-1152
MURRAY, KY.

W

NEARLY I
Large ba
sinks, 'arc
hookup, w
Ridgewoor

Mobil.
Homes For Sale
10' Craftsman deluxe table
saw Like new 753 7369
10%45 MOBILE hone
fege.rator stove *air cord
$1000 Great home or e
lane 753 C530

NEAR Ur
2-bedroorr
Irving roorr
dining ar
dose: sei
frigerator,
posal, an
hookup
Electric hE
insulate
$275/dep
thru Fn 9

Inn

-

,

!--

-

-

•-•••

ha" •

1244 2BR 7 miles hOrn
Murray on 121 Soutn
753-0507 after 6pm

gal: siicting
LIFECYCLE exercise bicycle $1000 753-1292
9am 5prr,

A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667
-

• '
CiPA8

4.116t.

WOOD for Sale 753 9745

r
•

NICE 1,1'
Furnished
Also 1-3

1470 2br 2 full baths
Good condition Furnished
Day 498 891' e.,e,-,.ngF.
492 8297

house +.94
9-5 75:
753-0606

1991 14,50 2ty
TAKING
3br dupk
reference
quired
or 135-4:

nookup
underpinned Located R1era Cts Lot 7 3890141
70121; eleCtirC, W U

• 2.4

re).

4.1...6
50
.
-

r14x70 1986 BREEZEW
06D 2br 2 bath 2 decks
satellite dish, nicely landscaped on lakeview lot
Panorama Shores
436 2672 after 6pm

MAP.$2€ 303

(

AP"';

%,"./

i"•!"-3
ONE Dean Budweiser ;La--g poe
. tar 5300 753-41)9 after
'6- $34
son'

24ft PERRY travel tra..er
self contained skirted, in
suited underpinned Ex'
cellent oondition brick pa
to privacy fence See at
Grogans Trailer Court 94E

TAKING
section 8

apartrnen
rooms Ai
Hardin,
502-437-4

,

MILLIONAIRES MIL.
2BR trailer with 14%30 add
Miscellaneous
LIONA IRES PANG.
on 4 rooms started in baci,
AGRE
E Carports 12x21 Setting on 2
la RN'S CANDY.IS BACK
lots 110200
4 "'
IN MURRAY. Charlie's Reg $1295 oe sale for $8000 436 5005
$995 20,21 re' $1795 on
.•
i" I -•
Safe 1 Pharmacy
sale for $1295 Call May- CLAY'TON 1991 1E470 lor
ORDER Me spa designed field 247-7831
2 loam , Frost-free refrigera
!
'
for you Murray Hot Tubs
'or Carpet throughout Re
-71^ARISTOCRAT 8 Bradford duced
115 S 13th St
.to $16900- od,th freu
;
'
Flowering Pear Trees
n-,icrowave Gateway Nic.
'
2
'•" SIZE 7,8 brand new Alfred Ginkgo 8 others Call Potts
tile Home 527-1427
•
It `.."_.r•ay
D Angelo formal wedding 8 Associates after 5pm
Ctess Has sheered ruffled 489 2756 .
DOUBLE WIDE SALE
sleeves and train
Situation
Over 1340se ft 4br 2 bath
CAR trailer
$503
759-9931
Frost free retngerator De
Wanted
436 2753
luxe throughout Reduced
o ..';NiS -.owed Oua.hy SUNTAN booth 753-34-88
to $24.900 with tree under
IBM
Compatible EGA mo
- • for ,oevest poss,tIe
piening Gateway Mobile
TILLERS Front Tine 5hp nitor 20m hd 360K floppy
;• oe
Fiseferenoeo
Home 527 1427
Briggs arid Stratton engine internal modem Okida
ta
75.3 6965
chain drive $299 99 rear 1Z.ntraf $600 OBO Call
OVERSTOCKED on dou
tine tillers 3 forward speeds Ken Zabel 753 0764
MAG S Errand Ser.,roo'
ble wides New 28,62 too
fers nousesittir g grocery
and reverse 5hp 5649 99
LANDSCAPE Lava Rock many options to list ReBhp $749 99 Wallen Hard
shoppe•g rocs:a; ard tan.
duced 10 526 900 Gateway
1cu ft bag only $150 ea
ware Downtown Paris
ing rieruos wo 751 3530
Mobile Home 527-1427
Black
rock
50Ib
bag
$1
50
Open
Moe Fs 8 5 Heferer ore,
all day Saturdays
ea We also have sanitized
WATER heaters round play sand 50lb
WILL tats • in Ea-,'
bag only
electric double heating ele- $2 19 and Lawn Lime
area •eave
zez
40ib
ments Syr glass lined bag only $2 39
759 '4668
ea Coast to
tanks 30 or 40gal
Coast Hardware 753 8604
WILL do house ciearir•g or $14999
50gal $15999
28R 12x43 9 New Con
SI with elderly Gail after
LAWN
chairs of unusual cord
Wallen Hardware Down$85 mo 436 2427
7pm 753 1016
town Paris Open all day wooden design Also snake
trailer
28R
bone
earrin
for rent Extra
gs
759
4401
Satur
days
to
WILL mow lawns and do
nice No pets $285 mo
order
other lawn work 436 2526
WHEELCHAIR almost
$285 deposit 753 6633
PATIO stones 2-x8- x16
new Will sell reasonably
WILL wasn and wax
gray or red 69e ea Also RENT or rent to own 2br
492 8460
homes
Call
2"x
12" square or hexagonal mobile home in Pirates
Brothers Mote Hoer,.
patio stones gray or red just Cove Recreational Dove
Parts and Supplies
155
Si 69ea We have red iopment near Aurora Ky
753-2922 753-2753
octagon square paving Recreational facilities
Appflencee
stones for 554 ea and 18" available to renters or own
USED dryer 436-5651
square brickfaced patio ers For information call
stones $3 69 Coast to 753 2613
Coast Hardware 753-8604
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking dos
PINE Bark Mulch or Nug
tanciato college 753 5209
gets 2cu tt bag only $2 59
3 PIECE bedroom suite ea Top soil 50Ib bag
rust
Full bed with headboard $1 79ea Potting
sort 50Ib
Business
chest and dresser, $85 bag only $1 99 ea
Also
vertical patio door blinds fits 1gal size Shru
Rentals
ouner
bs or
ineri!peones
6f1 doors light blue, new Azaleas are lust $2
%lib To•
99 ea
SERVICE station/garage a
Still in box Paid $70 now Coast to Coast
434.1A43
'
.11 To 14
Hardware 4 Way _stop
Ha-in
$50 354 6600
753 8604
437 4916

c;p
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2BR hou
remodo
$285imc
$385 75
2 or 4
753-1101
3BR nev
broncos
7S3-330(

CUTTIN-

and add
and Ater
901-352
ENGLIS
condibor
blankets
$20 ea
YOUNG
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THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

310

380

Want
To Rent

Aportments
For Rent

sB
°ins
both
slac
gift
'isto
Nest
ucky
and
es
sale
and
and
vailiited
we
Or

and
Imo
uildD95,
x24'
vat'
LO

-

2BR 2 bath duplex Appliances furnished with
microwave 1008A Northwood Dr No pets Now
available $450/mo
753-2905

Peg's Dog
753-2915
410

APPROX 26 acres-woods
and tillable SW area, new
house partially finished,
new septic central heat'
AC
outbuiidings
492 8519

Ruldic
Sale

HUGE 4-PARTY
Moving &
Yard Sale

2BR energy efficient duplex New paint, extra
clean Central H/A, appliances Available now
Coleman RE 753-9898
5 ROOM apartment at 703
S 4th St Call 753-0839 or
436-2935 after 5pm

Chbb Store Rd left to 2nd rd to
right, 3rd house on nght

753-9822

or
>er
3nd

)rti
,19
—
d7
ec
;es
ge
the
s at

d•

DUPLEX 2br Central gas
heat/air Appliances
Ridgewood $300/mo
753-8096 or 753-2633

5 ACRES of country living
with a 3br brick home 2
garden spots outbuildings
pond and fruit trees OfDUPLEX mobile home 3br fered at $66,500 MLS
2 bath, utility room, carport! 2974' Contact Kopperud
Realty 753- 1 222
storage Partially furnished
1 mile out of town
BOB HALEY Real Estate
759-9921
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
FURNISHED apartments,
or 489-2266
efficiency 1&2 bedroom
and sleeping rooms Also COMMERCIAL building
renting for May Zimmer- 2800sq ft next to golf
man Apts S 16th St course on N 16th and Ut
753-6609
terback Rd 753-0521 or
NEARLY new 2br duplex 436-2165 after 5pm
Large bath with double KOPPERUD REALTY ofsinks, large rooms, W/D fers a complete range of
hookup, wood deck 1811 Real Estate services with a
Ridgewood 753-0814
wide selection of quality
homes
all prices
NEAR University Large
753-1222. toll tree
2-bedroom apt Has large
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext.
Irving room Large kitchen711L
dining area and ample
dose: space Range, re- LAKE BARKLEY
Trigg
frigerator, dishwasher, dis- County 3br brick central
posal, and washer-dryer air, insert basement 195
hookup Fully carpeted. acres, pond, orchard, outElectric heat and air Well buildings Best otter over
insulated
$275/mo $65,000 2 miles off Rt 68
$275/dep 759-1301, Mon at Canton 924-5221
thru Fri 9arn-4pm
PROPERTY for sale Lo
NICE 1,2 3br apartment cated in Coles CampFurnished near campus ground Penny and Kirksey
Also 1-3br house, 1-4br community Small acreage
house WiD hook-up Day or mini farm Ca11489-2161
9-5 753-6111
night after 6pm
753-0606
AUCTION your real estateTAKING applications for property to settle your es
Nor duplex 2 full baths tate Call Wilson Real Es
references and deposit re- tate 753-3263 or Wayne
quired $395imo 753-9400 Wilson 753-5086 or Dan
Miller 435-4144
or 435-4214
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky
or call
502-437-4113 EHO

3 ACRES wooded lot or
Butterworth Rd 435 4263

474-8826.

LOT on Anderson Shores
Electric septic tank Paved
road Directly across from
Little Estate 502 247-6379
after 3pm

2BR house for rent Newly
remodeled
No pets
$285/mo plus deposit
$365 753-6633

10 ACRES with a 20%20
A frame house and 20x30
store building Near the wa
ter on Ky Lake Owner will
finance
759-1949
354-8416

2BR with appliances, coil
irig fan carport fenced
ENGLISH saddle good yard, outbuilding Priced in
condition $100 2 winter $20 s
Coleman RE
blankets good condition 753-9898
$20 ea 753-0530
3/4 BEDROOM 2/, bath
YOUNG registered polled brick on 3 acres near
hereford bulls From wean- Coldwater/Farmington Di
ing to service age Call ningroom plenty of closets
cabinets double garage
437-4667 Ed Mize
753 2223
3BR 2 bath brick Large
Irvingroom with dining area
Large kitchen with white
AKC German Shephard painted cabinets, Germ Air
pups Shoes and wormed stove, 20x28 family room
Will be large Parents on with woodstove, lots of
premises If no answer built ins Shutters, wall
leave name and number paper and ceiling tans Noce
Call will be returned tile patio Energy efficient
Walking distance to shop
901-644-0315
ping Quiet street Reaso
SHELTIES (Toy Collies) nably priced
Call
sablerWhite 354-8211
753-2206 Pete
I &poles
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Auto
Services
•

NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500

•

1987 MAZDA 323 DX 5
speed 49,000 miles
$4200
753-8269
762-3106

Ave k4 es A• Pwr

1964 FORD Falcon all °rig
inal, no rust $1550
753-0115

1990 Grand Prix

1986 Chevrolet
Cavalier
Low Noes, One Owner.
Extra Clean

1988 Olds Delta
88 Bro.

4 Door.
Was S17.257

Ore Owner All Pi•vr

'13,500

Purdom Motors
1300 llu . 121 Ii•l'as%
Nltirra:k.
753-5315

1988 Cadillac
Deville
Ave Miles One OW,,er

1989 Cadillac
Deville
One Owner Nee Car

1989 Olds Ninety
Eight Regency
One Owner. Loaded

1979 CHEVETTE good
transportation $500
759-9711
3

1985 FORD Mustang convertible, loaded 45xxx
miles $5500 753-8778
1985 TOYOTA Cressida 4
door Maroon, many extras
Including sunroof and
leather interior 68,xxx
miles $6800 753-5788
1986 BLUE Ford Escort
wagon PSIPB, air, tape
deck 61xxx miles $2000
753-0814
1986 BRONCO II Eddie
Bauer Edition $6750
753-4445 '
1986 CHEVROLET Celebrity Euro Sport 4 door
$2750, 1983 Ford pickup
300-6cylinder auto $1650,
1982 Mercury Capri Hatchback $1550. 1980 Mercury
Marquis 4 door $1250,
1979 El Camino $2650.
1977 Ford Van 302 auto
$1400, 1973 Ford Galaxy
500 2 door hardtop $550,
1965 vw Beetle $750 See
at 5 Points Auto Used Cars
810./1 Coldwater Rd or call
753-9181 or 753-8124

CARS
10 Toyota Camry......L.,...'11,987
10 Toyota Corolla .......„,.„2,987
19 Paitiac Grrd Am_ 2,487
19 Pont. Grand Prtr LE.11.,987
'89 Toyota Camry„...........1,987
19 Toyota Ciallpea GT... 10387
119
.....
13 Tcrjo
Hada
Ilft487
13 Mazda 626
Buct
18 Toyota
18 Chevy
18 Toyota
....._1,07
18 Port Bcont, LE
17 Hyundai 13...o...43,987
17 BP Ls
.....
17 To Corolla
17 Taurus LX
V417
16 Ch, 5th Ara
Honda Acold
i,487
16 Pont. Sunbil GT.....„ '5387
'86 I.
14 Bud Pat Ate„.........1,487
Tcric42
12 Toyota
TRUCKS
10 Chevy Silyeralo.......$13.487
19 Ford Calvet* Yan$16.487
'89 Toyota Vat) 44_11.4E7
19 Fad Ranger XLI„....„.17,787
'89 Chevy
.....
18 Ford F.150
Tcrio0 4 W.....'1147
PPtTrath Vp
17 Icy, SRS 4Roar .10,987
17 Mazda
17 Tota 1 Ton,...„....... t987
'86 Chevy
Iszu
16 Fad F150 ET 414_1,487
14 Twog
10 Tc1:42 Fttip.m.`3,417

NEW Was 5-

4 .0,

$13,475
1990 Olds Cutlass
Supreme
NOw

4 DI .

Nce

1990 Cadillac
Deville
Tnree To Choose From

1990 Cadillac
Seville
1990 Pontiac Sunbird Convertible
1990 Pontiac
Bonneville SSE
1991 Olds Cutlass
Supreme
1991 Pontiac
Grand Am
4 7r

Twc TO

Choose From

1991 Cadillac
Deville
Three To Choose From

1991 Pontiac
Bonneville LE
1991 Pontiac
6000 LE

4.

, ..*

%

11.

CARPENTRY commercial
and residential work Remodeling additions, decks,
fences Fast quality service Call 759-1424 after
5pm
ALPHA Builders- Carpentry. remodeling, porches.
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303
ANY remodeling building,
painting & roofing Free es
timates References
435-4632
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap
pliance Works 753-2455

.

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30 years experience Bobby Hopper,
436-5848
BACKHOE Service- ROY
HILL Junior Thorn, operator 30 years experience
Septic system, drive-ways.
hauling, foundations, etc
759-4664
BLOCK, brick, concrete fin
ishing Basements foot
ings, garages, drives.
walks 3Clyrs experience
13yrs in Murray area
753-5476 Charles Barnett
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PLUMBING
Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753-4290
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
PROFESSIONAL painting.
paperhanging, wlalicoverings, furniture refinishing,
touch-up and blending
436-5002
REMODELING and concrete work Experience and
references 759-9254
RILEY'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS Back from
liumcane Hugo Roofing our
specialty 10% discount to
senior citizens Phone
489-2693
ROGER Hudson rock hauling. gravel, sand, dirt, driveway rock 753-4545
753-6763. 759-1823
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674
STALLONS Roofing/
Siding, painting All work
guaranteed Free estimates Call 474-8064
STARVING college student
needs yards to mow Best
job at cheapest price
753-6986

LICENSED for electric
gas. refr igeration.elresta.a__
tion and repair Free en •
mates 753 7203
FENCE sales at Sc
now Cali Sears 703 237,
for free esteriate for your
needs
GENERAL. office and
house cleaning References required 753 4897
GENERAL Repair plumb,
ing rootng tree work
436-2642
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and corn
mercial continuous gutters
installed for your specif ca
tons Call Sears 753 231 0
for free estimate
O W CONSTRUCLOn.
Gerald Walters root rig
painting enyl siding- e
k.nds of rem.ce.r.le g
••.:'
489 2257
HADAWAY Constructicr
remode.nc..• pa • •
mg*. wallpaper earper.:•y
floor covering No job too
small 753 4251
HARDIN Painting Res
dental or coreireercix Re
ferenc.es CR request For
tree estimate ee 437 4721
or 354 8985 20 years
experiercc
HAULING, yard -work tree
removai. mowing Free es
timates 759 1683

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding.
painting, plumbing, ccn
crete Free estimates Cail
474 2307
SURE WAY Tree & Stu
Removal Insured with
line of equipment includi
60tt aerial trucks and bn
chipper To assure a si
operation at a lower cc
petitive cost Free e
mates without obligati
Day or nee 753-5484
T C Dinh Repair and Ma
tenance Plumbing a
Electrical
Cleani
Sewer 1210/1212 Mi
Street 753-6111 offii
753-0606 after 5pm
VCR REPAIR Wood VC
Service Center cleanii
servicing $15 most rep.
$35 all brands 3rd Stri •
Almo Open 9-12 1
Mon -Fri 753-0530
WILL do general light ha
trig, mowing yards pa
ing other odd jot
759-9626 before 4pm
WILL do plumbing All gu •
anteed 435-4169
WILL do yard work and OG'i
of any kind No job t ;
small 759-4401

jobs

WILL mow lawns Deper
able Free estimates P.
ferences 436-5443
WILL mow yards Reasonable rates Free estimate,
No job to large onto sma
474-2300
WILL mow yards Reasc
able rates Free estimatr
753-7032
YARD work mowing a
painting Free estimati
753-8463 after 3 30pm

SI

DAVIDSON Raciing t.•
roofs and repairs Tear uand re-roofs Written gee.
antee Local references
753 5812

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORKJNG

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by & see our showroom
•

419 S._,k/B...Rv MuRRAY (Batumi Bunny Bream
753-59(0

,\

DON'T
EARNED

YOU THINK ITS TIME YOU
AS MUCH AS YOU'RE WORTH?

We men lollvou can as a,
eveseniatrye seting rnsurance and otner
,.nancalserviee DrOducts ior nw Pnidennal Yotfl be wowing for one of
-he IOC test cornpanies to sell for • You'll ow said training state -of-Me
uppo
rnpfenenSnie
tv
an sjn
lan ited
n ae
rgs crowlicarrepereanor oacxage and ccoortunry
ciorni
=dr more inforrnaffOn call me today Rica martin 3553 Park Plaza Rd
Paducah (5 42001 I -800-254-0950
•30 test Scorpions to Sal rci MD k(zridThePPiecL,WiOLV
i
mashed oy Are Nita C 3ors Cc New 'rcrS 1989

Be a pert of The Rock”
An Kati =onto anicsors

ThePrudential*
V990 `•!rs Pn.roanee Patinae Sonpany ot America

APPLIANCE REPAIR

I

:-'-ervice on all brands: window air conditioners •
refrigerptors - freezers - washers - dryers microwaves - dishwashers - gas& electric ranges.

Factory Authorized Repairs For
Tap pan-Ke1vinator-Emerson-Brown
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele4111britten, Inc.

INSULATION Biown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for tree estimate
JOE s Lawn Care Residential and commercial
mowing, trimming, fertilizing and rolling 345-2312
KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formica all colors
Free estimates Wulff s Recovery. Murray 436 5560
LANDSCAPING Mulch
436-5694 or 753 4514 after
5pm
LAWN MOWING Depend
able person. 753-7027
LAWN mowing and handy
man 753-5310

TOP NOTCH
Looking fir elegance and livability? This well planned, 1
year old Gatesboruugh home has both! Features gorgeous master suite with tray ceilings, solid cherry
kitchen cabinets and 9 foot .ceilings A must to see,

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?
"YOU" pay for

A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Commercial and residential fast
courteous and efficient ser
vice 759-1835
MOODY S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed
753-5668
N.
s\
MOWING, landscaping
and tree work All odd lobs
Big or small Free estimates Good rates Have
references ?3"4254
753 2869

most nursing home cost.
• Medicare pays less than 2%
• Medicare supplement policies pay even
less

• An estimated one in four Americans over
65 will spend time in a nursing home.
• In our area, costs average over $18,000

MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492-8561

753-4199

Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building
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If you are concerned, give us a call for a
free copy of "The Consumer Guide To
Long Term Care Insurance."

McConnell
Insurance Agency

I.

•

per year.

• Medicaid, the government program for
the "poor" only provides help after you
literally impoverish yourself.

MOWING, ROTO TILLING
in-town only Will take limted number of small to
medium size yards for '91
season 753-0611
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Al TREE Service Stump
removal, spraying hauling,
yard work and mowing
Free estimates 753-0906
after 5pm, 759-9816
753-0495

Used
Trucks
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A IA T ENTERPRISE Exc
Dozer, backhoe, trucks Levies, roads, driveways.
parking lots, septic tanks
foundations basements
gravel, dirt and etc
753-0577

5ne

1987 FORD F150 XLT Larait 6 cylinder auto Power
windows and door locks.
AM/FM cassette $6500
753-9486

CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Conplete service on ad cenea
cooling all makes a- n.
models Cali Ga•y at
759-4754

NEW MUSSEL BOAT
16ftx6rt inside i. in bottom $1000 502-442.2155

1986 FORD van 6 cylinder
with air $2850 753-4445

1987 CHEVROLET S 10
Excellent condition 60,000
miles with AM/FM cassette
and toolbox $3700 Call
759-1799 after 5pm

CONTRACTOR Portable
buildings pole barns gen
eral home improvements
Quality work for less Cus
tomer satisfaction guaranteed Free estimates
E
Williams 489-2663

39 HOUSE Boat Living
room, kitchen galley, bed
room and bath, airconditioned Excellent boat
at a great price $15000
753-6487

Vane

1983 SUBURBAN 454
trailer ready, dual air
753-6299

4 35-4 191

19ft RENKIN fiberglass
with E-Z load trailer, 140hp
Merc-Cruiser 1.'0 Power tilt
and trim All guages, 20gal
tank
$4500 080
502-436-2734

1981 CHEVROLET Carnage Conversion Excellent condition but high mileage $4500 492-8166
before 3pm,492-8149 after
3Pm

4 0-

CHIM ('him Chimney
Sweeps he. Vr1',
ice discounts Vs._
ney C3 r• sit!I

1988 RC 24' Pontoon deluxe, 1989 Johnson 88 W,T
T, full furniture, 12gal
tanks, 12-24 TM, LCR,
bought new 5189 $10 500
020 753-3648

ACE Cleaners Will give
you a hand with your spring
cleaning, window washing,
housekeeping or yard
work Call Dorothy at
753-0196 or call Debbie at
753-9970

1977 C-60 CHEvY 350 4
speed. factory air, good
ores Call Murray Bait Co
753-5693

CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Profes
sionai service Gen Bobber
759-1247, leave message

1988 CHEETAH runabout
19ft 165hp 10 $8000
Days 753-7688, nights
759-4703

11:77171n
515 S. '2Phone
Murray, KY
753-4961

Two To Choose From

1411 ALUMINUM boat with
Johnson motor trolling motor, and depth finder
436-2418

1988 16tt ALUMACRAFT
with 35hp Johnson motor
Call 759-1929 after
4 30pm

Locks

2 Dr Two To Choose From

BUILDER new homes
garages additions rerrod
eling framing, decks, pa
bos, solar green houses
pole barns Experienced
carpentry Tripp Williams
753-0563 after 5pm

1986 BOMBER Crappie
Mate 15' 1978 75hp Johnson Motor, trolling motor 2
depth finders $4000
753 9365 or 436-2914

TOYOTA

1990 Olds Cutlass
Supreme

Boats
& Motors

1972 POLAR Craft Jonboat
50 Johnson Moody tilt
trailer. steering $500
753-9486

Car. Pwr

W,
00w5 &

BREAKING and d.sking
gardens Yard landscaping
and bushhc.gg,rg
436-5430

14ft JON boat 35hp Evinrude $500 or trade
474-2772

A.tvey ilatc,•er
- Greg Bradshaw
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden. Bus Mgr.
Chad Ce:hran Cen Mgr

.oaded Are Miles

1990 Pontiac
Grand Prix

BUD'S
Concrete Finishing
Ilin: 1502) 759-1853

14ft CRESTLINE, 40hp
Johnson depth finder
trailer, extra nice s850
1811 turbo craft combine
bon run-about and fisherman, double tandem trailer
like new 436-2427

13 1

1990 Pontiac
Grand Prix

1979 VOLVO 242DL 4
speed, blue, runs great
436-2174 evenings

1983 VW Quantum wagon
Air, stereo, excellent condition Needs work $700
OBO 474-0115

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

1987 GRAND Am Pontiac
2 door, light blue, 4 cylinder, automatic Sunroof,
stereo/cassette 1 owner
66,458 miles Well taken
care of Top running condition Good gas mileage
Perfect for school girl
$6000 354-8153

1986 Ford Crown
Victoria Wagon

1976 SIERRA Scott 15ft
Air, stove refrigerator,
awning, bath $1250 OBO
489-2841 after 5pm

520

1986 ESCORT, 1984
Tempo, 1983 New Yorker,
1982 Cutlass, 1981 Grand
Prix Financing available
No credit check 492 8884

1300 121 Bypass
Murray. Ky.
753-5315
1978 Chev. Blazer
1984 Olds Ninety
Eight Bro.
1986 Chrysler
Fifth Ave.

Free Estimates,
Best Price Around
..‘,10 Job Too Small

Campers

CAMPER top for small
LWB pickup Fiberglass
sliding front window $275
OBO 753 4359

Smirk=
Offered

BOAT DOCKS OVer 20 L&L Lawn Service Corn
years of satisfied customers in mercial or Residential
the building and repair of boat Free estimates 753 4001
docks. rails and lifts All work
approved by TVA or Corps of MURRAY Fence Co Chain
Engineers Former owner of link fence dog kennels, reTwin Lakes Mooring. Call sidenUal commercial Free
Mark (Tony 4. _Krimm at estimates 753 9785 or
354-8695 before San or after 753-3254
5pm for free CSIIMaleS.
PAINTING Interior and Exterior Free estimates
Porches, Walks,
Small repairs Reasonable
Patios, Driveways.
rates 753-6844

510

CAR Stereo Installation
753•0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, I block from MSL:
dorms.

1981 Cherries
Hatchback
1977 Caprice
$675
4 Door
See David or Charles

Low Has One Owner

Brand New

2 CAR hauler bed factory
made by Summit Complete with 2 8000lb
winches all chains and ac
cessories
$3000
435-4294

OLD.75

PURDOM
MOTORS

1987 SUZUKI Quad Race
500 Very good condition
Lots of extras 753-5624

1989 NISSAN $4550 1988
Firebird $5500 1980 Eldorado $2100 492 8884
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1989 CHEVY S-10 4 cylinder, 5 speed, rally wheels,
stripes toolbox Rails,
29,000 miles, one owner
Will sell or trade for full size
pickup 901-2475233 after
5 30pm

1v; SOLD,75

Motorcycles

••

.

1989 MERCURY Topaz,
loaded $7500 1988 Ford
Ranger XLT, loaded
$5500 753-7855

4 Door
1983 Alliance
. 111
Noisy Engine
1972 Scout 4x4_.$1,275

470

1983 PONTIAC Grand
Blue with blue interior
69xxx actual miles $2500
0130 753-0504 after 5pm

1100sq tt 3br, 1 bath Gar
age 2 blocks from univer
sity Mid 40s$
753-1404
753-6128

CUTTING horses trained
and sold at Cooper Ranch
and Arena in McKenzie, Tn
901-352 9524

WATERFRONT Ky Lake
subdivision 4br 2 bath
covered deck 354-600E

Prix

2 or 4 bedroom house
753-4109

Livestock
SuppHes

PRICE Reduced Redecor
ated Jan. 1991 3br 2 bath
in city Bob Perrin RE
759-1881
evenings
753-3509

Offer good id April 7th

2 BATHROOM 4 bedroom
1623 Loch Lomond
$500/mo plus deposit Coleman RE 753-9898

370

WALK to Central shopping
3bedrm full basement
great neighborhood Upper
$30 s Bob Perrei RE
•759• 1881
Ever:ngs
753-3509

Now

LOT for sale in a lakefront
subdivision $3000 $50 a
month for 60 months $100
a month for 30 months \ii
Interest. 753-4060 or

3BR newly decorated References required No pets
753-3300

HILLTOP Home Must sell
3bedrm 1bath attached
garage, 4 out ouildings
Fruit trees On Hale Rd
'. acres 502 436-2010

4 lAiles South 121

laso

EVERYTHING looks new
in this 3br 2 bath redecor
ated home Located on
17, acre lot Offered at
$46.250 This includes
satellite dish antenna MLS
2671 Call Kopperud Realty
753-1222

Friday & Saturday
8 a.m..?
Outs Feb1 (Wiswell Rd )to

A BRAND new beck duplex 2br, at, gas heat all
appliances No pets
753-7688 or 759-4703
nights

1988 JEEP Commanche
pick-up truck AM/FM/
Cass, air, 4spd 753-8167

19

COMFORT. Chare2bedrm 1bath StucCAD
open basement central
Bob; Perrir RE
759-1881
E denings
753-3509

Couch, chair, twin
guns,
oak desk, gun cabinet, compu
ter system,computer desk, vac
uurn, typewnter... clnthes, toys,
tools
Loa of items
Bareball coy&

1987 OLDS Delta 88 Fully
equipped Must sell best
offer , 753-5211

1987 Cable
Supreme, nica....$5,475
1987 Escort ..... S2,975
Sltvir
I
P SO
ru
0, 75
Isu Trooper
4x4
$3,975
1977 GMC
Sprint ......
Edxxx nibs
1985 Dodge Ram
50
$2,975
1921 Mustang
fi.azh
1980 Gran Prix $2,475
2 tons, 60xxx miles
1978 Mercury Zapf*,
Wagon

4BR 2 bath brick home in
Lynn Grove Includes nice
detached workshop garage MLS 2996 Contact
Kopperud
Realty
753 1222

1 Of 2 bedroom apartment
753-4109

Charles McCuiston
Used Cars
at Cherry Corner
753-1250
Open 11 a.m. tll Dark

489-2126
Nights 489-2387

Grooming

BRICK lbr furnished or
unfurnished Carport, storage, patio, no pets
$255/mo 753-6931
02

New 4 BR home Large
family
room,
LR,
kitchen/dining combination, utility room, 3
baths, lots of closets,
double garage, concrete
oouble driveway Patio.
sidewalks, carpet, oak
parquet floors, range &
dishwasher, energy efficient large wooded 101

REGISTERED yellow Lab
pups Only 5 females left
7wks old $125 753-5211

2BR apartment $200 2br
house beside East Elemen
tary $250 No pets
753-8848 before 8pm

:-;••

530
Services
Offered

Under Roof

HAVE an obedient well
mannered sale dog You
train classes or we train
Professional certified train
ers serving Murray for over
12 years 436-2858

2Bedrm 1'/i bath No pets,
$200/mo Bob Perrin RE
759-1881

7

'
530

3237 Sq. Ft.

AKC registered Lab pup
pies Black and yellows
Call 759-1424 after 5pm

120
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Homes
For Sale

MOVING to Murray in July
AKC Golden Retrievers 2
Clean Christian family
females 11wks old Shots
would like 3 4 bedroom
wormed $150 each
house to rent or lease Ex
901-644 1850
cellent references Ability to
pay debts on time without AKC registered Cocker
problem 2 children. 2 puppies Black/tan silver
Call collect buff, chocolate 6wks 5mo
adults
314.471-7448 early morn $100-$200 Cottage Grove
irig or nights
901 782 3513

arent
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Supplos
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Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.. Fri. 9 a.m.-8 p.m., Sun. 1 pm.-6 p.m.
12th St. at Storey Ave.
We Accept Food Stamps

Grogan's
Hot or Mild

[Ivo representatives of the IBNI Corporation in Evansville. Ind.
make their official presentation of a
5257,430 grant to Murray State 1. niversit to establish a'Alid-Arneric
a Multimedia and Techology Center
for Persons with Disabilities, which will he on the AlS1- campus
. Shown left to right are David Echert.
s; stems engineer; Chun: Bauer, marketing manager: Dr. Alan Beane.
professor of special education who
trepared the grant proposal and will serve as center director: Dr. Ronald
.1. Kurth. N1Sl. president; 11r.
Ian ‘N raver. dean of the College of Education: and Dr. Betty Blodgett.
chair of (he Department of Special
ducation.

Sausage

$1

MSU receives grant to aid disabled
•'y DWAIN McINTOSH
State Uni•••sity Information
A
2L:
S'atc
-:‘

a'cti‘ities.
1:-.t.r.Ing and
,,,_,operative
7.•.7.,:catlon among teach-- -,trators. parents. d'.4hC•7-. and err.p.,oyers are xi:"Such involvement
"
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Family Pack

PAROLE REVIEW
Kc
L;167,.7::L c
P,:ro]c
Wayr,c
A.A. or altA.:-..„•. •,reatnk7 •
To tienest ic‘c] of

,

• ••••
\IS _ scr:• tc

Bacon Ends
and Pieces

Ground
Beef
$119

3Lb Box

29

Lb

kcir C.n JP
atta7.: .
.7trrii27: program ••••.
offtzer in
*).77-..• care proi.ram
•

12/89'
Prairie Farms
tift '
r*
?;Orange

Juice
1/2 Gal. $139

Weight Loss
Surprises
Researchers
KASHI

ACE
BEST
BUYS

NGTON -A nurition organization was hopeful that a nutritionally complete 'hi-tech" food
tablet w ould help erase world hunger
problems, until a study revealed that
.:ne of the ingredients could cause
cig-r“ficant we:ght loss without diet-

•

Rese-archers in ?rope fz.und
ar.mgredientintheap'J, named prodt Food Source One actually caused
people to lose weight, even though
s-"Illcany instructed not to alter normal eating patterns, according to one
,study published in the prestigious
Bnt.,:h Journal ofNutrition. Researchera in an earlier study had speculated
that the weight loss was due to a
detrrase in the intestinal absorption
of calories.
'..Vhtle :he devel..pment of Food
Source One, a prz,ject of National
Dietary Research, would not be used
to succesfully fulfill its original goal,
the discovery has been a windfall for
overweight people. A Daytona Beach,
Florida woman fighting a weight battle
for 12 years used the product on the
recommendation of hex physician and
last 30 pounds. She stated,"Not only
have I lost 30 pounds but my cholesterol has dropped from
‘232 to 143. I
have two closets full ofclothes which
have notlit me in two years that I can
now wear.- In a separate report, a
telephone interview revealed that a
Wilmington,North Carolina pharmacist lost 14 pounds in 15 days on the
product and was never hungry.
Food Source One is available
through physicians and pharmacies
without a prescription because it is
not a drug and contains only natural
ingredients already known to be safe.
Copies of the 'referenced study are
available free from National Dietary
Research, Suite 553, 1377 K St.., Washington, DC 20035, however please
include $2 postage & handling for
each request
•
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ACE TAAL••••(.

4 Cubic Foot
Wheelbarrow
Po elgc
sa.c-c! • • ,-;-i•

As At!.•e-.

32 Oz. W/Wigger
Protectant
-, ea"^e• as arr:
•,oGe,
osec's agars' el,-g arr.:
'ad ^g eec:s '-o— s.- ;.•1 cr'or ee

Holland Drug CO.
109 S. 4th St. • 759-1462
The Medicine Shoppe
200A N. 12th St. • 759-9245

rillURgAY

aiC Otokm• totoristiami

f•

753-3361
208 E. Main

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
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